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TwonewCD-ROMsforthehottestareasinStateTax:
Sales & Use and Corporate Income.
Sales 6z UseTax-For the first time ever, you get comprehensive information on every
state that has a sales or use tax ... on one CD -ROM! No longer will you have to thumb through
a lot of different books looking up a lot of different states. You get answers quickly and easily.
Multistate Corporate IncomeTax-For the first time ever, you can search full -text laws
and regulations on corporate income tax across multiple statesin a matter of seconds!
With more state audits on the horizon, you should investigate both the new CCH Sales
Tax Guide and the new CCH Multistate Corporate IncomeTax Guide on CD -ROM.
They're out of this world. To order, or for more information, call1800 TELL CCH.
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Dr. Bala Bolochandran
Kellogg Graduate School
of Management

Rich Bilancia
Computer Guidance
and Support
Mic ha el Browne
Adrarived Financial
Training Systems
David Brunstein &
David C rawford
Arizona Federal Credit Union

Julie Goldman
PCS Health Systems Inc.
John Miller
Miller -Newlin Consulting
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Call today to
register for the
International EasyABC
User Group Conference.
October 20 -21.

♦ Bourbon Street New Orleans, Louisiana

Join us for the Fourth Annual International EasyABC User Group

Confe re nc e at the famous Pontchartrain Hotel in New Orleans, on October 20 -21.
You'll hear compelling stories from the leaders in the implementation and integration
of activity -based costing in all types of organizations. Consulting, Academia, Industry.
Representatives from around the world will present papers and case studies on everything
from selling ABC throughout your organization to integrating your ABC system into
your business network.
ABC Tothaologies lu.
5075 SW Griffith Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005
50316264895 Telephone
5031626 -W03 Fax

Circle No. 11

This event fills quickly, so register soon.
Call Cindy Furse at 800. 939.8570
to reserve your place!
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Cover: Change is sweeping through
the economy, and management acco unti ng m us t co pe wi th i t. See page

241f. Photo by Bob Grant, NYC.
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managem ent acco u ntants

be required to complete a
150-hour educational
program? Some high -level
accounting executives offer
their opinions.
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BY KIM CONSTANTINIDES, CPA, AND
JOHN K SHANK, CPA
Redesigning its accounting
system to align with
business goals leads
Champion International
Corporation's Hamilton
paper mill to replace gross
margin with throughput
accounting for internal
reporting. Here is how the
new reporting and balanced
scorecard method helped
one mill retain its
competitive edge.
Lybrand Silver Medal
Winner, 1993 -94
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47
CONTROLPLANSFOR
THENEWCOMPUTER
VIRUSES

26
WHATCORPORATE
AMERICA WANTS IN
ENTRY-LEVEL
ACCOUNTANTS
BY GARY SIEGEL, CPA,
AND JAMES E.
SORENSEN, CPA
The IMA leadership is
facing two major questions:
What doesCorporate
America wants in entrylevel accountants? Should
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37
JUMPING THE
GROWTHTHRESHOLD
THROUGH
ACTIVITY-BASEDCOST
MANAGEMENT
BY FRANCES GAMMELL
AND C.J. McNAIR, CMA
When the Original Bradford
Soap Works found itself
with growing sales but
declining profitability, it
instituted ABCM to figure
out why. The prodecure
worked — eventually —and
made the com pany stronger

and profitable once more.

BY WILLIAM M. BAKER,
CMA, AND DANIELS.
LESTER
What can a company do to
protect itself against
computer viruses even as
new ones are being written
every day? As controller you
can defend against the
stratagems of wily
computer hackers if you
understand how viruses
work and learn about
anti-viral software on the
market.
Certificate of Merit, 1993 -94

52
AUDITINGTIME AND
MATERIAL
CONTRACTORSAT
BETHLEHEMSTEEL
BY PAUL HUBLING, CMA
Bethlehem Steel
Corporation's Internal
Auditing Division routinely
performs compliance audits
to make sure contractors
and suppliers have systems
that allow them to bill
accurately under purchase
order and contract terms.
One member of the team
tells what the group looks
for in its procedures.
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WHEN AN AUDITOR
CHANGES SIDES...

DEPARTMENTS

BY LOIS S. MAHONEY,
CPA, AND PAMEIA B.
ROUSH, CMA
Companies that hire their
auditors for senior staff
positions may be creating a
legal, as well as an ethical,
problem for the auditing
firm. A survey of public
accounting firms
nationwide illustrates how
CPA firms handle this
sensitive issue.

61
THEQUALITYCOST
REPORT: IT'S ALIVE
AND WELLATGILROY
FOODS
BY STEPHEN L
BRINKMAN, CMA, AND
MARK A. APPELBAUM
The financial team at Gilroy
Foods, a subsidiary of
McCormick & Co., has
designed a quality cost
report that demonstrates
how management
accountants can make a
solid contribution to the
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There's only one activity-based management system
powerful enough to take you from data capture through to

I

you only ever view the correct results. And it's self maintaining
- automatically incorporating any changes you make.
As for reporting, Hyper ABC lets you view the data you

reporting, without compromise.

want in the format you need via familiar spreadsheets.

Hyper ABC from Armstrong Laing.
Designed to make your job easier, it will unlock data

To find out about the activity-based
800 883 41 1 1 now for our free brochure.
management with more muscle, telephone

wherever it's stored without rekeying or re- formatting.

M
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Once captured, its built -in controls validate everything, so
0 1993 Armstrong Laing Inc 7 Piedmont Center, Suite 500, 3525 Piedmont Road, Atlanta, Georgia, 30305 Telephone 404 364 183 6 F acsimile 40 4 2 33 4 883
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PERSPECTIVES
A BRIDGE TO THE ACADEMIC
COMMUNITY
Last month's column covered two major points. First was
the "Building Bridges" theme that sets the tone for 199495.
Second was the important action taken at the June meeting
of the Board of Directors to emphasize our commitment
to remain an inclusive organization that welcomes a very
diverse group of people who share a common interest in
management accounting.
This month, I want to talk about a major effort to build
bridges between the IMA and the academic community—an essential element in "Building Bridges to Our
Future."
This issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS has infor-

mation about a joint IMA/FEI study, What Corporate America Wants in Entry-Level Accountants. The report contains
three items: An Executive Summary, a Joint IMA/FEI Position Statement, and
an IMA Position Statement. I urge you to read this material very thoughtfully and
let me hear from you if you have opinions.
Throughout my academic career, the presence and influence of the public accounting profession on campus always impressed me. College and university accounting programs reflect this presence and influence. The curriculum has a definite public accounting emphasis, and faculty members encourage the best
students to begin their careers with national CPA firms. Most professors are CPAs,
and they promote the same certification to their students. I admire the success
of the CPAs in promoting their interests on campus. They earned their position
of influence. Public accounting firms, however, hire only about one -third of all accounting graduates, and no one seems to be doing very much to speak on behalf
of the oth er two -th ird s. This is of great co ncern to me.

The hot topic for most accounting faculties in the past 10 years has been the
movement toward a 150 -hour education requirement for CPAs. Colleges and universities try to respond to the customers who talk to them, so 150-hour accounting
programs are proliferating across the country. Few people have paused to ask if
the longer program with its emphasis on the needs of public accounting is right
for the majority of students. But what accounting educator is going to object to
having tuition- paying students stay around for an additional year?
The relative inactivity of our IMA on campus distresses me very much. Yes,
we do have some very good student chapters, the CMA program is becoming more
visible, and we work closely with the Management Accounting Section of the
American Accounting Association. However, there is an almost embarrassing silence on such critical matters as curriculum content and emphasis and on the
120 /150 -hour issue. Our organization should feel an obligation to move from a
spectator to an active participant mode. We should speak for the two-thirds of all
accounting students who do not begin their careers in public accounting and for
the organizations that employ them.
There is GOOD NEWS! The joint study with the FEI is, in my opinion, one of
the most significant things we have done in many years. I am very proud of our
organization for its willingness to take a respo nsible leadership position on the

educational needs of entry-level management accountants. A partnership between
Corporate America and Academic America is one of the essential "Bridges" we
must build and cross as we move into our future.

KEITH BRYANT, JR., CMA

President, 1994 -95
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Some things weren't meant for a wild ride.

Your savings, for example.
Move your dollars to a secure investment with proven
performance— Institute of Management Accountants (IMA)sponsored GoldPortfolio® FDIC- insured deposit accounts
with higher interest rates than the average market rates.
You may have already seen GotdPortfoliol deposit accounts
listed in nationally recognized financial publications. For
more than four years, GoldSavere Money Market rates
have exceeded the national average rates calculated by Bank
Rate Monitor. And at least one GoldCertificate® CD term has
been ranked in 100 Highest Yields for more than 80 weeks..

Unlike a mutual fund, GoldPortfolio accounts feature the
added safety of FDIC insurance —up to $100,000 per
depositor. And because GoldPonfoho is offered by
MBNA America, your money is in the care of the nation's
"top- ranked" bank in 1993, as determined by Financial
World magazine*
Rely on GoldPortfoho for performance, security, and
Customer satisfaction — because when it comes to your
savings, the last thing you want is a wild ride.

Control your financial future with FDIC - insured GoldPortfolio.
Call 1-800-345-0397, Extension 6058
Investor Service Representatives are at your service
Monday — Friday 8 am -8 pm, Saturday 8 am -5 pm, Eastern time.
INS MUTE of

MSTMUTEof
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/MBNA
A M E R I C A®

*December 7,1993 issue.
MBNA America! GoldPortfolio! GoldSavereand GolclCenificate• are
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amnm.wcc.cmnxnurmnrroc.� .

tSubstantial penalty for early withdrawal of certificate of deposit funds.
m 1994 MBNA America Bank N.A.
AD 6- 1731 -94A

federally registered service marks of MBNA America Bank, NA.
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL.EDITOR

THEMEMBERSAGED3
YEARS IN 1993
he subtitle to the June 1994 "Salaries 1993" article read "IMA

members' compensation increases 5% in 1993." Another subtitle
just as correct but more sensational
would be "IMA members age 3 years
during 1993."
According to the survey, the average age was 41 in 1993 and 38 in 1992,
which is said to be "slightly older." No
sample variance is indicated, but it
seems likely that the composition of
the membership changed significantly during the year. Perhaps this accounts for the apparent increase in
salary.
An example illustrates my point. A
president fires a clerk, cuts the salaries of the remaining employees in
half, and hires a director of accounting. When a staff accountant asks for
a merit increase he responds, "What?
A raise? I just increased the average
salary of our accountants by 30% and

you're still not happy? I wouldn't want
your nerve in my tooth!"
A better estimate of the actual increase in members' salaries would be
based on current and prior year earnings as reported in the survey.
Stephen M. Obeda, CPA
Sr. Manufacturing Analyst
U.S. Robotics
MBA Candidate, University of Chicago,

Chicago,Ill.

SYSTEMNEVERRIGHT
`°The Rise and Fall of Time -Based
Manufacturing" (MANAGEMENTAC-

COUNTINGS, June 1994) by Baker,
Fry, and Karwan, is the best short description of a failed performance control system I've ever seen. The authors
10

might also have pointed out that the
system was never right, even in the
"good old days."
Forget that direct labor was an inappropriate base for standard overhead cost, although it surely must have
been. The main flaw was that standard
overhead cost never should have been
used as a tool for cost control. The
main managerial purpose of standard
overhead cost was and still is to serve
as part of estimated product cost for
long-term product - oriented decisions.
Given the managerial mind -set that
found it useful in performance control,
it isn't surprising that management
failed to build variances into its operating plans when it attempted to
change the operating system.
Gordon Shillinglaw
Hastings -on Hudson, N.Y.

COOPERATIONSUCCEEDS
"Shifting Gears at Borg - Warner Automotive" (February 1994) proves how
cooperation between departments promotes better understanding and productivity. The accounting department
at Borg - Warner accepted the challenge to provide their customers, the
plant management, with a product that
met their needs.
The cooperation between departments to produce usable products
clearly displays what can be accomplished. This not only provides benefits for the company but for the individuals involved in the process. The
established relationships and received
cross training will assist everyone to
perform their job better. In addition,
the established communications between employees will help resolve future problems. The efficiency and effectiveness of personnel are enhanced
by the study and understanding of
each other's job. This type of work environment will lead to personnel seeking the optimal solution and continuing
to refine that solution.
In contrast, adversarial relationships will lead to problems never being
completely resolved. Managers and
employees will do the minimum required and may balk at each step of the
way. A quick and incomplete solution
will be done, and no additional work
will be done unless directed by a manager. This type of work environment is
self - defeating and leads to inefficiency
and undesired consequences with the
company.
I have worked in both environments

and have seen the results. The accomplishments and cohesiveness of the
work environment at Borg - Warner allows the employees to excel and realize their full potential, but also allows
the company to excel. Employee attitude is also reflected in customer relations. A company working as cohesive
team probably could attract customers
and keep them satisfied.
Michael E. Sohns
Moscow, Idaho

SOFTWARE-THE
UNRECORDEDASSET
[In "Software —The Unrecorded Asset," August 19941 Messrs. Sanders,
Munter, and Moores note in their article the absence of clear, authoritative
guidance to ensure consistent treatment for recording the costs of software developed for internal use. What
is striking to me is the absence of any
reference in the article to the March 7,
1985, Issues Paper, Accountingfor Software Used Internally, published by the
Institute of Management Accountants
(then the National Association of Accountants).
The Issues Paper is the product of
work done by IMNs Management Accounting Practices (MAP) Committee.
It resulted from the MAP Committee's
recognition at that time that accounting literature does not provide clear
guidance on the topic of software accounting and that companies have
been accounting for software differently. The paper discusses basic issues
relative to purchased and created software and presents Advisory Conclusions of the National Association of Accountants, including an analytic
decision tree. The paper was submitted to the Financial Accounting Standards Board, which, in Appendix B to
SFAS 86, reported that, although receipt of the Issues Paper caused the
Board to consider broadening its software project, the Board concluded after evaluation that accounting for the
costs of software used internally is not
currently a significant problem and
therefore it will not deal with internal use software.
Accounting for Software Used Internally is referenced in the IMA publica-

tions catalog as publication No. 85178
and is available at $5 per copy.
Louis Bisgay
Director, Management Accounting
Practices, IMA
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

ABC grows up
True, ABC can give you more reliable product
costs. But then what? With NetProphet software,
you can improve the underlying processes to do
something about those costs. Only NetProphet
combines the best of all worlds: ABC, ABM,
process -view analysis, capacity planning,
constraint checking, and BPR — all in one easyto-use, integrated package.

Process vs. products
Through its Windows interf ace, NetProphet
allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, graphical process view. Columns and rows
of numbers may be fine for the accountants, but
what about the rest of your organization?
NetProphet gives everyone a picture that they
can understand and use.

What -if analysis
Only NetProphet provides quick and flexible
"what -if" analysis. You — and anyone you designate on the network — can project different
business possibilities. Just point to the process,
change the variable, and the results are displayed
instantly. There's no need to build multiple models
and wait for lengthy reallocations.

Generate your reports,
not ours
NetProphet includes an integrated report writer,
so you can produce custom reports with the
information, range, and look that you want. Or
you can easily export data and results from
NetProphet into other applications.

Unlimited network access
Multiple users across a network can access the
NetProphet model simultaneously, to test
different scenarios and generate their own
reports — all without affecting the integrity of
the "master" model. And, the economic benefits
are compelling: for 10 users, the cost is half that
of the leading competitor's software.

Your industry,
your experience
With hundreds of active installations, we and
our international network of value -added
consultants can help you design the right
model for your business. And, only Sapling
offers industry- specific training classes, from
beginner to advanced to expert. Plus, you get
unlimited technical support and software
upgrades for six months – free!
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WASHINGTONREPORT
STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR

BUSINESS GROUPS
TRY ANOTHER
TACK ON STOCK
OPTIONS
oncerned that they have not
headed off a prospective Financial Accounting Standards
Board proposal on stock options, business groups took a second run at Congress. This was an effort in late July to
convince the Senate to include an
amendment in an appropriations bill
that would prohibit the Securities &
Exchange Commission from enforcing
an FASB stock options rule unless that
rule was approved by the SEC with an
affirmative vote. The controversial
FASB proposal would force companies
to deduct the cost of stock options given to executives from profits. FASB
has made a proposal on that score and
is expected to issue a final proposal by
March 31, 1995. If that happens, companies would not have to adjust their
financial statements accordingly until
1997. Previously, business groups had
gotten Sen. Joseph Lieberman (D.Conn.) to introduce a bill (S. 1175)
that would bar the FASB from going
forward. But that bill is dormant. So
business groups tried a different tack.
The SEC budget is contained in the
Commerce, Justice, State, and Judiciary appropriations bill. When that bill
came to the floor of the Senate on July
22, a business coalition thought it had
convinced Sen. Phil Gramm (R Tex.)
to introduce an amendment requiring
the SEC vote. But Brent Thompson, a
spokesman for the National Association of Manufacturers, says Sen.
Gramm declined to introduce the
amendment, as did Sen. Lieberman.
Thompson says the idea for the
amendment was late germinating, and
a "time crunch" on the Senate floor
contributed to the inability of business
groups to convince Gramm or others
to offer it
12

count under the 1993 proposed regulations. Further, the elective and other
procedural barriers to the use of profit
split and "other" (i.e., unspecified)
methods have been removed, and the
limitations regarding the presence of
valuable nonroutine intangibles under
CPM and profit split have been eliminated. The IRS says, "It is critically important that a best method rule be
properly applied to select the most reliable measure of an arm's length result from the available evidence." This
will require taxpayers and the IRS to
exercise "considerable judgment."

HOUSE HEARINGS
ON ACCOUNTANT
LIABILITY

Brent Thompson

IRS ISSUES FINAL
TRANSFER PRICING
RULES
After ruminating for six years, the Internal Revenue Service finally issued
final rules on transfer pricing. That is
the controversial issue of how foreign
companies charge U.S. subsidiaries for
parts and raw materials imported into
this country to become part of a final
product. There has been concern,
highlighted by a 1988 IRS "White Paper," that foreign companies overcharge U.S. subsidiaries as a way of reducing U.S. tax bills. President Clinton
proposed fairly tight transfer pricing
rules after he took office. He saw such
rules as a way to raise perhaps $45 billion in needed federal revenue over
five years. But the final rules that went
into effect on July 8 are somewhat looser than the 1993 proposal, which industry loudly complained about. There is
a lot more wiggle room in the area of
"comparability" as it relates to assuring
an "arm's length" pricing transaction.
For example, "inexact" comparables
potentially may be used under all the
methods in the final regulations, while
they were generally not taken into ac-

Rep. Ed Markey (D.-Mass.), a key subcommittee chairman, will introduce
legislation to overturn the Supreme
Court decision in the Central Bank of
Denver case. That decision said that investors do not have a private right of
action against persons who substantially assist a securities fraud, even if
those persons act knowingly or with a
high degree of recklessness. Markey
made the commitment—although he
was vague on timing —at hearings before the House Telecommunications
and Finance Subcommittee on July 22.
Rep. Markey chairs that subcommittee. He was following the lead of Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum (D.-Ohio), who
has already introduced a Central Bank
reversal bill in the Senate. However,
Sen. Metzenbaum is retiring at the end
of the 1994 session. So if the bill does
not pass in 1994, he will not be around
in 1995 to forcefully push for it Metzenbaum crossed over to Markey's side
of the Hill to tell the hearings he found
the 5 -4 Supreme Court decision
"shocking." He went on to say, "As a result of being called to account for their
past misdeeds, a powerful coalition of
large accounting firms, public companies, banks, and Wall Street firms have
undertaken a major effort to insulate
themselves from the consequences of
their fraudulent conduct in the guise of
so -called `reform' bills." That was a reference to bills sponsored by Rep. Billy
Tauzin (D. -La.), (H.R. 417), and Sens.
Chris Dodd (D.- Conn.) and Pete Domenici (R.- N.M.), (S. 1976). Those omnibus bills will not pass in 1994.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years ofexperience reporting
from Washington, D. C.
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REACHONLYFORTHEBESTIN
COSTMANAGEMENTPUBLICATIONS.
From today's leading publisher forcorporate
accounting and financial professionals.
Whenever you have a problem in any area
of accounting or financial management, turn to
Warren, Gorham & Lamont for practical solutions
you can apply right away.
Take cost management, for example. Our leading

publications in this fast - growing field give you the
kind of timely, practical guidance and comprehensive
analysis you need to maximize your company's
financial performance.
So give us a call. And find out why the most
useful publications for corporate accounting and
financial professionals come only from Warren,
Gorham & Lamont.

Calltollfreetodayformoreinformation.

1-800-950-1213
WG
WARREN, GORHAM & LAMONT • 31 St. James Avenue • Boston, Massachusetts 02116
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MANAGINGYOURCAREER
'CAN YOU GIVE ME TIPS ON TALHING TO THE
MEDIA ?'

ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
After 20 successful years as a management accountant in industry, I've recently been
hired as one of the top three people in a government regulatory agency, charged with
regulating certain aspects of our financial markets. That's the good news. The bad
news, at least from my perspective, is that for the first

time in my professional career,
I will be called upon with some frequency to make speeches and to represent this agency with the media. I've seen too many people flounder in this circumstance, and knowing that you've had a great deal of experience dealing with the public and the media,
thought you might be willing to pass on some tips to me. This may seem to be beyond
the scope of your usual column on career advice, but it seems to me that how we conduct ourselves in public can play a major role in how successful we become. I'd appreciate any advice you can offer
ou're absolutely right
in stating that those
who are comfortable
and effective when
facing the public enhance their chances
of career success to a
considerable degree.
And you're also right about me. I've
spent a considerable portion of my pro-

•�Know�the�point�you�wish�to�make
during an interview, and don't simply depend upon the interviewer to
ask the right questions.
•�There�is�no�such�thing�as�"off�the
record" or "for background only."
Don't say anything to a reporter
that you don't want attributed to

fessional life making speeches and being interviewed by broadcast and print
media. Naturally, I've developed a
number of techniques over the course
of these many years that I find helpful
when dealing with the media. These
aren't unique with me. They are time tested rules practiced by most people
who frequently are called upon to handle media inquiries. (As for making
speeches, I'll pass along tips on that

•�Because�you'll�generally�know�the
subject matter to be covered during
an interview, come up with some
succinct, perhaps colorful, phrases
to inject into your answers. And remember, the reporter, as well as
those reading or hearing the interview, are probably not nearly as familiar with the subject matter as
you are. Put your answers in terms

subject in next month's column.)

you.

that are readily understandable to a
broad spectrum of people.
•�By�all�means�be�self�-�effacing�during
an interview, but avoid quips and
sarcasm.
•�Never�let�your�guard�down�with�the
press. Reporters are on duty 24
hours a day.
•�When�at�all�possible,�establish�a
predetermined length of time for
an interview.
•�No�matter�h ow�outrageous �a�reporter's charges or interrogation
might be, never allow yourself to be
provoked.
•�Do�not�repeat�a�reporter's�negative
or inflammato ry language. You
may find it being attributed to you
on the evening news.
•�Be�warm,�friendly,�and�smile�when
it is appropriate. Likable people are
generally judged to be more
credible.
•�Dress�appropriately.�Avoid�clothing
that might detract from what you
are saying.
•�Even�though�a�camera�might�not�be
trained upon you, remember that a
reporter can describe you. When in
the presence of the press, consider
yourself "on -camera" at all times.
•�If�a�reporter�wants�to�tape�record
an interview, encourage it. All it
does is indicate that the reporter
wishes to be accurate.
•�There�is�a�tendency�to�ask�interviewers to see a story before it's
printed. That denotes an amateur
approach and offends reporters.
Don't do it
The most important thing, I think,
is to know your subject matter, whether giving a speech or an interview, and
determining ahead of time what it is
you intend to get across. Comedians
appearing on television talk shows who
are noted for their ability to "ad lib"
usually go into those situations knowing precisely what it is they're going to
say. Take a page from their book.
And, finally, relax and enjoy the experience of comm unicating your ideas,

and the agenda of the agency you're
joining.
■
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I've finished my cost analysis.
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Robert Half CPA, is the founder of Robert Half International, Inc., the world's
first and largest staffing service firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and
information systems fields. There are
more than 160 Robert Half and Accnuntemps offices on three continents. His latest book is Finding, Hiring and Keeping
the Best Employees (John Wiley &
Sons).
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Activit
y AnalyZer
"We've designed all of the pieces to
fiti n t o one, fully integrated system. "

r

Activity Analyzer- ,

A
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AM

the world's most powerful activity -based management system,

now includes an integrated set of BPR tools that dynamically links process and activity
information together in one model.

• Powerful activity analysis front -end
• Integrated BPR tools
• Product, process and service costing
• Multi -level bill of material
• Link data directly to popular spreadsheets

• Open ended reporting and graphics
• The most flexible import /export utilities available
- Single -user and LAN environments
• DOS and Windows versions
- Interfaces with popular process modeling tools

Lead Software, Ince
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Greenfield Drive
Blo omingdale, IL 60108

(708) 351 -5155

FINANCIAL MANAGER
T.CARTER HAGAMAN,EDITOR

GOOD OLD
COMPENSATING
BALANCES
fierce competition in
the lending business is
certainly nothing new.
A strong credit history
for a potential borrower translates into a successful negotiation for
minimum interest rates and more options, which has put a major dent in the
standalone lending business of banks.
The March 12,1994, issue of The Economist stated, "Banks are becoming reluctant to lend cheaply to big companies unless they make a profit out of
them from other activities."
Returns on unused credit facilities
pines of credit backing commercial paper, performance letters of credit, revolving credit facilities, and the like)
have shrunk to the disappearing point.
In response, banks are implicitly linking credit to other services where they
make more money. For large banks in
the corporate market, major lines of
business other than lending are securities underwriting and trading, risk
management and derivatives, cash
management, and other operating services and fiduciary activities. The argument is that offering credit at cheap
prices gives banks a foot in the door to
other profitable business.
Particularly for smaller companies,
if the only option is to extend standard
credit (factoring and specialized trade
financing can be an exception), banks
seem willing to let the business go elsewhere. Two senior bankers from Nor west say, "Ideally, we want 100% of the
customer's business including cash
management, institutional trust, stock
transfer, employee benefits, insurance,
and the personal account of all the
management and employees."
A major problem with commercial
lending is the necessity for making accurate credit judgments almost all the
time. The Norwest bankers stated that
in order to make an adequate return
16

for shareholders, for every 200 credit
decisions, 199 must be right —a batting
average of 99.5 %! The Norwest bankers also stated mistakes made when a
loan is originated are less important to
overall performance than failure to get
out of problem credits quickly.
The key to successful lending is an
ongoing working relationship between
knowledgeable bankers and the borrower. This relationship is in marked
contrast to capital markets where any
ongoing oversight is minimal.
When I started in the banking business in the early 1960s, relationships
were the norm, and compensating balances were a standard part of every
credit relationship. In a typical credit
arrangement, the borrower arranged a
line of credit for, say, $1 million at 6%
(the prevailing prime rate) with compensating balances of "10 and
10" —that is, 10% against the line and
an additional 10% against borrowings.
This meant the borrower agreed to
keep an average of $100,000 in a demand deposit account at all times and
an additional $100,000 if the full
amount of $1 million were borrowed.
Obviously, the net available funds from
the bank were $800,000, but the 6% interest was paid on the entire million.
This resulted in an actual cost of borrowing of 7.5% ($60,000 in interest divided by $800,000 in net funds), and
this rate could increase if the full
amount of the line were not borrowed.
These compensating balances,
however, were not sequestered funds.
They were available to the borrower
for short-term cash swings and in fact
were part of the borrower's liquidity.
The bank demanded that balances be
maintained on average —not at a minimum—which led to the ongoing task
of monitoring these balances and inevitable discussions with the borrower
about their sufficiency. Indeed, both
the time and cost of this monitoring
and the ongoing disputes about adjustments contributed to the abandonment
of the practice.
Also during the 1960s, interest rates
rose to new heights. The commercial

paper market and money market funds
exploded. In the process, cash management became an active discipline,
putting pressure on those "idle" balances sitting in the bank at no interest.
Over time, compensating balance requirements were reduced, their enforcement was relaxed, and in due
course they faded from the scene.
Why this history lesson? I believe
that in the current banking environment, compensating balances could be
a very constructive contributor to the
type of banking relationship sought by
willing lenders toward borrowers.
Computers have trivialized the biggest
legitimate complaint in the past —the
cost and difficulty in tracking and measuring collected balances.
Every company needs sufficient
ready cash available daily. No business
faces bankruptcy in the long run; it
happens in the very short run when
the business lacks sufficient cash to
meet obligations on a particular day or
week. A company maintaining balances as part of a banking relationship
has that cash, which acts as an additional short -term safeguard.
Today, balances still are considered
on the retail side of banking, but most
banks have focused on minimum balances, which is not the same thing.
This focus was demonstrated to me recently. I approached more than one
bank offering a broad personal relationship anchored by a single demand
deposit account at whatever level of average balances the bank considered
sufficient for a profitable relationship.
This type of arrangement is attractive
to me because the money can be used
short term and paying the bank
through balances instead of fees is
preferable for tax reasons. (For individuals, service charges are not deductible, and earnings on cash invested would be taxable.)
This compensating balance offer
got me nowhere. However, my bank
seemed delighted to deliver the same
services with a minimum balance requirement that was less than 10% of
what I offered on average. I asked,
why, and they said they could measure
the minimum easily and weren't programmed to handle an average.
In summary, both bankers and borrowers would benefit from a reintroduction of compensating balances as a
part of ongoing relationships.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean

College ofNewJersey and can be reached
at (201) 762 -6378.
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Revolutionary interactive software
automates the way you work,
CCH Tax Assistant can cut time - consuming tasks by 50% or more, according
to independent market research.
It helps identify key issues quickly. Then sorts through CCH's broad base of tax
information and selects pertinent points of law. You don't get side - tracked. You don't
waste time. Tax Assistant guides you through a focused, comprehensive analysis.
You make all the decisions. And arrive at them faster.
You wind up with documents ranging from completed IRS - approved forms to
customized worksheets and research memos. Tax Assistant can even link to full -text
laws and regulations on CD -ROM (sold separately).
The new Federal Elections product helps you quickly determine whether your
client is qualified for an election and create fileable election documents in a flash.
The new Multistate Corporate Income product provides quick research across
multiple states and covers all states with corporate income tax.
Let�CCH�Tax�Assistant�give�you�a�hand.�•�Business�Deductions�•�Federal�Elections
, Multistate�Corporate�Income�•SCorporations
To order or get a FREE demonstration disk, call 1 800 228 8353.

CCH
O 1994 CCH INCOROORAtED MA 9.94
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TAXES

AVOIDING HOBBY
CLASSIFICATION
FOR YOUR SMALL
BUSINESS

ANTHONYP.CURATOLA,EDITOR
BY A. I CATALDO, II, CMA, AND
JOHN BROZOVSKY,CPA
nternal Revenue Code (IRC)
Section 183 was enacted with
passage of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 (TRA 69). The
purpose of IRC §183 of IRA
69 was (and is) to eliminate
(or limit to the extent of gross
income) deductions arising from activities "not engaged in for profit."
The "presumption of profit" guidelines, developed by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in the administration of IRC §183, have led some
taxpayers to conclude that for "three of
the last five tax years" (see IRS Publication 535), a business must earn a
profit in order to deduct associated expenses. This is only partly true.
Generally an activity "will be presumed" by the IRS to be profit motivated if a taxable profit has been generated for the above mentioned period
(two out of seven years for certain activities involving horses) ending with
the tax year in question. All expenses
relating to that activity are deductible
(subject, of course, to audit selection /verification). This is not the same
as presuming the activity is a hobby
and disallowing related expenses (to
the extent that they exceed gross income) if a taxable profit is not generated in the same time frame.
There are many court cases where
taxpayers have prevailed against the
IRS, retaining consistently generated
(and relatively large) tax losses. These
losses legitimately had offset other income, which, in turn, reduced net taxable income. The determining factor
18

for the courts was (and is) whether evidence provided by the taxpayer supported facts leading to a reasonable
conclusion of profit - motivated activity.
Losses offsetting income from other sources, which are excessive or unreasonable, immediately are suspect
as recreational or hobby related. The
continuation or increase of activities
proven unsuccessful in either reducing losses or generating profits provides very strong evidence for lack of
motivation toward profit generation.
However, profit motivation may be supported even with an increase in operating expenses if concurrently there is
an increase in gross profits.
No single factor constitutes evidence of profit motive although several
have evolved from case law. All the following factors are considered in determining whether the losses generated
from trade or business activities possess the characteristics of profit motivation. Factors such as credentials,
publications, previous successes in
similar (or dissimilar but related) activities, or other evidence of expertise (or
the hiring of experts) are examples
providing strong evidence for profit
motive.
Additionally, the general consensus
has been the more time and effort put
into an activity, the greater the perception (and presumption) of evidentiary

LVA

accounting software for
dynamic asset management
• Rapidly calculate depreciation using
any method for unlimited assets
plus:
• Automatically post all transactions to
proper General Ledger accounts
• Fully account for leased assets and all
physical asset activity
♦ Provide key data for Activity Based
Costing and for minimizing taxes

intent for profit motivation. For someone employed in a nonrelated activity,
it is beneficial to maintain a log or some
form of written evidence with dates
and hours invested. A dependence or
reliance on income from this additional
activity also would imply an absence of
hobby or recreational involvement,
particularly when other income items
are not offset significantly.
Maintaining a separate business
checking account, although not essential, is helpful in providing evidence of
profit motive. In lieu of a separate
checking account, separate records or
summaries of trade or business receipts and disbursements (leading to
the generation of financial statements
of some sort) provide evidence of profit-motive.
The purchase of activity - related assets expected to appreciate in value implies investment and not a trade or business. Investment expenses do not
warrant depreciation or the generation
of trade or business operating losses
but require capitalization until a sale
takes place. Reclassification of the activity as an investment will result in the
capitalization of all related expenses
and the disallowance of associated interim operating losses.
The above factors evolved from the
necessity to ascertain taxpayers' motives where self - employment /small
business losses were used fraudulently to offset income from wages or other
sources. The classic example is the
highly compensated business executive with a second home /ranch in the
country. All or a portion of this second
residence, including stables, fences,
horses, utilities, upkeep, and the like,
is (inappropriately) depreciated or deducted by the executive to reduce the
after -tax costs associated with its maintenance.
The tax rules governing business
deductions were not designed nor intended to inhibit small business formation. Nor was the aim to prevent taxpayers from deducting the frequent
legitimate losses generated during ordinary profit - motivated activities of
small business startup and growth. ■

For the full story on this completely open,
100% ORACLO based answer to your fixed

asset needs, call Axtell today,

1- 800 - 678 -6535
Axtell Development Corporation
360 N. Hayden Road, Scottsdale, AZ $5257

Tel. (602) 255 -0508
Fax (602) 970-6355
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John Brozovsky, Ph.D., CPA, is assistant
professorofaccounting at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg, Va. He can be reached at
(703) 231 -5971.
A. J. Cataldo, 11, CMA, CPA, is a
Ph.D. student with a major in account ingat Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, Blacksburg, Va.
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City gate at Xi'an, China.
Eastern Gateway to the silk Road .
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Inte
al Business Network is a globally accessible telecomputing
t
service with full access to the Internet - the world's fastest growing network of.
computer networks. IBNet is dedicated to the ancient vocation of facilitating
international trade, investment and strategic cooperation,
The "Electronic Silk Road "TM

IBNet`s Business Opportunities Service
We comiect you to trade, investment and strategic partnership opportunities
delivered to your modem - equipped personal computer from reliable sources
around the globe including the world's preeminent national and international
Chambers of Commerce.

• 24 HOUR ACCESSIBILI'T'Y'

IBNers communication Services

• INTERNET CONNECTIVITY

• NEWS AND
INFORMATION SERVICES
• GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS

Send and receive telexes to Cote d'Ivoire,fax Beijing,emailStockholm, and
translation services to and from most languages all at the touch of a button,
delivered to your modem - equipped personal computer.

• COMPATIBLE WITH ALL
TYPES OF COMPUTERS
• REUTERS & UPI
SATELLITE NEWS

IBNet's News & Information Services
Whether you need up- to- the - minute satellite news feeds, historic and current
economic indicators, or in -depth research, we've got it all ... at the touch of a
button. We bring the world's foremost news and information service providers
to your modem - equipped personal computer...24 boors a day.
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• STOCKS AND FUTURES
• INVESTMENT SERVICES
• TRADE & INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

International Business Network
Where the World Meets to do Business

• TRANSLATION SERVICES
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greater number of experienced business professionals — consultants and
experts in particular industries —on
their staffs instead of inexperienced
college graduates.

NEWS

SMALLBUSINESSES:PROFITS
AREUPBUT NEWHIRES
AREN'f

KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

PEATMARWICKREDUCES
COLLEGERECRUITINGEFFORTS
n a move that dovetails with the
findings of the IMA /FEI research
study on "What Corporate America
Wants in Entry -Level Accountants"
(see p. 24), KPMG Peat Marwick announced that it needs fewer CPAs and
is slashing its recruiting efforts on college campuses by as much as half this
year.
In a letter to college accounting departments, Bernard Milano, partner in
charge of recruiting and personnel administration, said the Big 6 firm plans
to hire 800 to 1,000 college graduates,
down from 1,600 last year. Instead of
the 12,000 students it interviewed last
year, the number will be 5,000 to interview and on fewer campuses. Part of
the reason is that as public accounting
firms are responding more to client
needs, they are finding they need a

mall- business revenues and profits rose last year, and owners project higher net earnings during
the next 12 months, but they are not
going to hire additional employees. Instead, they will concentrate on longterm strategies such as improving operations, productivity, and product and
service quality.
These were some of the findings
from the third annual survey of small
and mid -sized businesses conducted
by Arthur Andersen's Enterprise
Group and National Small Business
United. Seventy-one percent of the
business owners expect an increase in
revenues, 61% expect an increase in
profits, and 50% say they will give their
workers a raise. Only 29% plan to hire
more employees. "Hiring new employees is a major financial move for small
and mid -sized business owners ... they
don't want to hire too quickly because
they can't afford salaries and benefits
and be sure the company will stay on
a strong and profitable track," Nancy
Pechloff, managing director of The Enterprise Group, explained.
When the owners do plan to hire,
the winners will be candidates with vo-

•

Special Offer for

CTS guides are now available at significant savings
to help you select the right software
Reg Price Special Price
Guide to Accounting Software for
Microcomputers & Requirements Analyst
Program

$495

$199

Guide to Small Business Accounting Software
Priced Under $500 & Requirements Analyst
Program

$125

$75

1994 Accounting Software Survey -- consultants

$79

$59

rate the leading systems

Other guides which evaluate manufacturing, construction, property
management, legal, nonprofit, and medical software are also discounted.
f7 sRoc kv i lle , MD

publishers
of software
evaluation
Call
1- 800
- 433materials
-8015since 1983

cational or special skills, not those just
graduating from college. Overall, owners predict a 25% increase in hiring of
those workers and a 16% decreasein
hiring of college graduates. Larger
businesses will opt for college graduates as well as experienced workers,
but those with 99 and fewer employees
will go for the vocational /special skills
first, then those with work experience
and no degree, then college /work experience, and then recent college
graduates.
Ron Cohen, president of National
Small Business United, added that the
owners are finding it harder to continue hiring because of the increased regulatory burdens and payroll taxes. "In
addition to the high cost of unemploT
ment insurance, workers' compensation, and social taxes, business owners
are having to cope with rules ranging
from no-smoking ordinances to age
and sex discrimination guidelines."
In fact, when asked to identify the
most significant challenges to their
businesses' future growth and survival, 42% of the owners cited health care
insurance benefits, 42% cited regulatory burdens, 35% said federal taxes,
and 35% said labor costs, including salaries and benefits. The most burdensome government regulations are payroll tax deposit requirements, OSHA
regulations, environmental regulations, and wage reporting requirements.
For complete information on the
survey, contact Vicky Nurre, Arthur
Andersen's Enterprise Group, (800)
837 -7123, or Marcia Bradford, NSBU,
(202) 293 -8543.

NOMINATEOUTSTANDINGCPA
INBUSINESS
he American Institute of CPAs is
accepting nominations for its
1995 Outstanding CPA in Business and Industry Award. The winner
will be selected based on his or her
business achievements followed by
contribution to the growth and enhancement of the profession. The
nominee must be a member of the
AICPA and /or a state CPA society and
must be employed in business / industr y.
Applications and all supporting documentation may be submitted until October 15, 1994. For complete information and the required forms, call Jay
Rothberg at (212) 596.6005 or Michele
Rodin at (212) 596 -6126.
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Senior Level
Educational Opportunities
for Financial Managers

Space is limited -- Register early!
Corp orat e Financial
M an ag e men t C onf ere nce
Mo v e mb e r 2 1 2 2 , 1 9 9 4 • A t l a nt a
Each year, the Corporate Financial Management
Conference provides a forum for knowledgeable
individuals from the FASB, SEC, industry, the
accounting and other professions to gather and
share with corporate financial executives, recent
developments impacting the way they conduct and
report on their businesses.

Reeng i nee ri ng t he F i n ance
F unct i on f or E x cel l ence
November 14 -16, 1994 • New York
This conference brings together individuals from
companies who have been leaders in reengineering
their finance operations. You will have the unique
opportunity to hear how finance is responding to
the various forces that are changing business.

You will learn:
Coverage will include:
• how finance is becoming a partner -in -change with
• FASB accounting and disclosure developments
operating management in initiating boundary-less
• reengineering financial processes
improvement
• generating useful financial information
• the benchmarking process and it's role in
• Washington legislative initiative
improving the finance function
• target costing
• how companies are reducing the costs and
• economic outlook for business
increasing the effectiveness of controls
• SEC year -end filing issues
• how finance and accounting activities are being
• current tax developments
optimized through TQM techniques
• derivative financial instruments
• how different companies are approaching the
• impairment of long -lived assets
refinancing process
• selling your ideas to senior
management
Presented b y

I n s t i t u t e o f Management Accountants
10 Paragon Drive • Montvale IYJ • 0 7 6 4 5 - 1 7 6 0

Ca l l 8 0 0 - 6 3 8 -4 4 2 7 , # 4 , 1

for further information

CFOACTUPDATE
n testimony before the Legislation
and National Security Subcommittee of the House Committee on
Government Operations this summer,
Joseph F Moraglio, vice president of
the AICPA's federal government division, said the government was sending
the wrong signal about the priority and
importance of financial management.
The position of controller, the second
most senior federal financial management officer, has been vacant for a
year, three positions in the Office of
Federal Financial Management still
are unfilled, and requests for 15 in 1992
and 10 in 1993 were denied; the establishment of Resource Management Offices may not improve financial management as the staff will be policy
analysts. None of these messages is
encouraging, he implied.
Mr. Moraglio said, "The AICPA
strongly believes that our country can
no longer afford to treat federal financial management as an afterthought.
Neglect of this vital function over the
years has contributed to poor allocation of scarce federal resources, inefficient operations, and at times outright

Never Punbase
Another Check!!
And...
✓
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fraud. Competent management of the
public's money must be fostered
throughout the government and must
be backed up with the resources to
provide for experienced personnel
with the standing, authority, and independence to do their job.

OTSCAUTIONSS&LSON
STRUCTUREDNOTES
n Thrift Bulletin 65, the Office of
Thrift Supervision (OTS) alerted
savings and loan associations to
risks inherent in structured notes, a
relatively new type of security issued
by corporations and government-sponsored enterprises such as Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA)
and Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation. OTS said that, while
structured notes can be useful investments, they may, because of their complexity, be inappropriate for unsophisticated investors.
Structured notes are debt securities
that take various forms and often contain complex rate - adjustment formulas
and embedded options. They include
instruments such as step -up bonds, index amortizing
notes, dual index
notes, de- leveraged bonds, range
n
bonds, and inverse
floaters.
For further information, contact
William Fulwider
at (202) 906 -6913.

✓Reduce✓costs
✓Enhance✓security
✓Increase✓productivity
✓Eliminate✓continuous✓form✓hassles
✓Never✓run✓out✓of✓check✓stock✓or✓throw
away obsolete pre - printed checks,
and more...

Create -A -Check provides the total laser
check - printing solution to give you the
ability to print checks in seconds! And,
the software easily integrates with your
accounting system.
Call us today for complete information.

Cream A- Check, Inc.
438 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

1 -800-621 -5720
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LEANAND
MEAN MAY
PROVOKE
BURNOUT
f your company
is reducing
staff in order to
remain competitive, watch out.
Chances are, if you
survive the cutting,
you'll be a prime
candidate for burnout✓—that✓feeling✓of
being overwhelmed, overworked, unable to
cope, and just not
caring anymore.
That fear is on the
minds of 85% of executives respond-

ing to a recent Accountemps survey
who said the potential for employee
burnout is high among "lean and
mean" companies. Of those bosses,
one -third predicted the risk to bevery
high.
Max Messmer, chairman of Accountemps, said that to avoid having a
downsizing policy backfire, managers
should look for signals that employees
are overburdened: lack of motivation,
pronounced negativity, loss of creativity, and chronic lateness or absenteeism. "If you recognize the signs of job
burnout, you can take steps to stop it
before it impacts your firm's overall effectiveness," he explained.

NOWDOESYOURCOMPANY
BUYCOMPUTERS?
here are eight steps to successful
purchasing of a computer, as
found in new buying trends:
1. Find a supplier that understands
your requirements. Your company
may have special needs in delivery
timing or cash flow limitations or require technical expertise.
2. Make sure the supplier has a good
remarketing network.
3. Look for a qualified supplier with a
good reputation.
4. Seek a supplier who will build a relationship.
5. Look for a problem solver.
6. Communicate frequently.
7. Maintain good records.
8. Seek win -win deals.
These steps stem from the revolution in how companies buy computers,
which is detailed inNACOMEX Insider
industry newsletter. For more information about this trend and how to deal
with it successfully, and to request a
free copy of the newsletter, contact NA
COMEX USA, P.O. Box 1490, Madison
Square Station, New York, NY 10159;
phone, (212) 777 -1291; fax, (212) 7771290.

KNOWYOURSOFTWARE
arketable job candidates must
be proficient with a prospecware as part of their computer skills,
say 72% of managers interviewed recently by OfficeTeam national staffing
service. That includes the latest version of word processing packages as
well as spreadsheets, database packages, and scheduling programs.
■
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Colleges Are Not Adequately Preparing
Accounting Graduates for First Jobs,
Say Corporate Executives
ith college graduates desperately seeking their first job,
universities are doing a less
than adequate job preparing graduates
for entry -level work as corporate accountants, according to a major research project released by the Institute
of Management Accountants (IMA)
and the Financial Executives Institute
(FED. [See Executive Summary, p. 261
The findings of the report, What
Corporate America Wants in Entry-Level Accountants, are the result of a sur-

vey of 2,700 corporate executives
polled over a three -month period from
a broad cross section of industries.
The actual project began a year ago.
The report in its full detail with other views and analysis was released at
a special session of the 1994 American
Accounting Association's Annual
Meeting in New York City.
Highlights of the findings are as
follows:
• Executives feel graduates were ill
prepared with the knowledge and
skills required to perform entry level work as management accountants in corporations.
• Nearly 60% of the corporate executives prefer job applicants who have
a bachelor's degree, and about 20%
would prefer to hire entry -level accountants who have a bachelor's degree that includes an internship
program. Fewer than 3% prefer job
applicants with a master's degree.
• University accounting programs do
not emphasize the appropriate accounting knowledge and skills areas. For example, in areas rated
most important by corporate executives, such as budgeting, product
costing and asset management,
graduates were underprepared.
They were overprepared in the less
important areas such as personal income taxes and external auditing.
• A gap exists between what employers want and what graduates have
been taught.
• Executives say there is a difference
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in the skills necessary for entry -level management accountants and entry -level public accountants.
"The survey says that current accounting education does not meet the
needs of Corporate America," says
Keith Bryant, Jr., Ph.D., CMA, national
president of the IMA and associate
dean of the School of Business at the
University of Alabama at Birmingham.
"While I am not surprised at the results, I believe they provide the opportunity for corporate executives and educators to work together through the
IMA and FEI to change accounting
education to better meet the needs of
one of the major customers of college
accounting education.
"For the IMA, one major objective
of the study was to provide a sound basis for issuing a position statement on
the appropriate length of academic
education for people who begin their
careers in the corporate environment
instead of public accounting," says
Bryant.
"The American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA) has a
well - articulated position in support of
a 150 -hour educational requirement
for future CPAs," says Bryant. "The
IMA, however, has been relatively silent on the matter as it applies to entry level management accountants. The
academic community has responded
to the voice of public accounting because it has been the most consistent,
and sometimes only, employer voice
heard on campus."
According to Bryant, college and
university accounting programs traditionally have had a strong public accounting orientation. "During the last
decade there has been a growing emphasis on 150 -hour programs," notes
Bryant.
"CPA firms, however, normally hire
only about one -third of the accounting
graduates each year," says Bryant.
"Therefore, it is appropriate to ask if a
150 -hour program is right for all accounting students or just for those en-

tering public accounting.
"As the world's largest organization
of management accountants, the IMA
feels an obligation to address the issue
and speak for the other two-thirds and
the organizations that hire them," says
Bryant. "We believe the academic community will welcome an additional
voice on campus."
Participants in the joint study were
asked what educational background
their companies prefer in entry -level
management accountants. Sixty percent said a bachelor's degree. About
20% would prefer a bachelor's degree
that includes an internship program.
When asked if people interested in pursuing a career in management accounting should be encouraged to take
150 hours of college education rather
than the 120 -hour bachelor's degree
program, 60% favored continuing education beyond the traditional 120 -hour
bachelor's degree. However, half of
this group (30% of the total) recommended that the additional 30 hours be
earned after beginning employment.
"There is no mandate for entry -level
management accountants to complete
a 150 -hour educational program before
beginning work," notes Bryant.
"The study results strongly indicate
that hiring decisions rest more heavily
on specific courses completed than on
the number of credit hours earned,"
says Bryant.
'Therefore, the position of the IMA is
that the appropriate preparation for entry -level management accountants is a
120 -hour bachelor's degree program that
recognizes the needs of the corporate employer, "states Bryant. `7'he content and

emphasis of the program are of critical
importance.
"We strongly support additional
hours of education after, rather than before, the entry -level accountant begins
employment," says Bryant.
The executives surveyed were selected from the IMA and FEI membership and from CPAs in industry. ■
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A Joint IMA /FEI Position Statement
on the Results of the Survey:
"What Corporate America Wants
in Entry -Level Accountants"
Issued at the Annual Meeting ofthe American Accounting Association
New York, August 12, 1994.
n recent years about two-thirds of
accounting graduates began
their careers in the corporate
world. The Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) and the Financial Executives Institute (FEI) represent companies that hire these
graduates and as such are concerned
with the type and level of education
they receive. Consequently, last September our two institutes commissioned the study, What Corporate
America Wants in Entry -Level Accountants. The results show that Corporate
America believes universities are doing a less than adequate job of preparing people for entry -level work in management accounting.

THE PROBLEMS
espondents evaluated the teaching of key accounting knowledge and skills areas on a scale
of 0 to 100. On this scale, scores in
the 90s generally indicate excellent; in
the 80s, very good; in the 70s, good;
the highest score, 68, was for teaching computer literacy. The lowest
score, 47, was for teaching team building.
University accounting programs fail
to emphasize the appropriate knowledge and skills areas for management
accountants. Respondents rated the
importance of 15 accounting knowledge and skills areas using a scale of
0 to 100. The highest scores, 75 and 69,
were given to budgeting and product
costing, respectively— knowledge areas associated with management acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

counting. The lowest scores, 32 and 28,
were given to individual income tax
and governmental /not- for -profit accounting, respectively — knowledge areas associated more with public accounting. Respondent perceptions of
actual preparation versus expected
preparation for entry -level accountants
showed the presence of large preparation gaps in both directions. For the areas most important to management accountants, such as budgeting and
product costing, graduates were underprepared. They were overprepared
in areas such as individual income tax
and external auditing, which are relatively less important areas for management accountants.
Nearly two- thirds of the respondents believe that there is either a major difference or some difference in the
knowledge and skills necessary for entry -level accountants in corporations
versus those in public accounting
firms. Yet university accounting programs do not reflect this difference.
The majority of respondents believe
that university accounting programs
place too much emphasis on public accounting and not enough on management accounting.
Sixty percent of those surveyed responded that the educational background their company would prefer in
entry -level management accountants
is a bachelor's degree, while about 20%
would prefer a bachelor's degree that
includes an internship program. When
asked if people interested in pursuing
a career in management accounting
should be encouraged to take 150

hours of college education rather than
the 120 -hour bachelor's degree program, 60% favored continuing education beyond the traditional 120 -hour
bachelor's degree, but half of this
group (30%) recommended that the additional 30 hours be earned after beginning employment. Clearly, there is no
consensus that entry -level management accountants complete a 150 -hour
educational program before beginning
work.
THE SOLUTION
he solution to the significant
problems identified by the
study cannot be developed by
either Corporate America or Academic America acting alone. University accounting programs must be restructured to respond to the needs of the
corporate customer. To meet this challenge, accounting educators and Corporate America must work together.
The solution will come from Academic
America, but we, Corporate America,
must sit at the table as active participants.
NOW is the time to begin the process of change. IMA and FEI will participate actively in meeting this challenge. We are confident that the
members of IMA and FEI, working in
partnership with Academic America,
can develop solutions to the problems
identified in the study and thereby improve the educational preparation of
entry -level management accountants
and the performance of the organizations that hire them.
■
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What Corporate America
Wants in Entry -Level
Accountants
Results of a major IMA/FEI research project propose new
direction for accounting curricula.
BYGARYSIEGEL,CPA,AND
JAMES E.SORENSEN,CPA
he impetus for this research
developed from two major
questions facing the IMA
leadership.
The first concerned the appropriate
academic preparation in accounting
for entry -level management accountants. Executives at many companies
had become dissatisfied with the accounting preparation of typical baccalaureate graduates. Some executives
began hiring graduates of two-year associate degree programs, arguing that
their companies could do a better job
of preparing them for entry -level positions than would a four -year university
program.
Taking a different view, other accounting and financial executives said
that entry -level management accountants needed more university education, not less, due to the sweeping
changes in the business environment
in general and in management accounting in particular. Clearly, many
executives believed that the university
education of entry -level management
accountants had fallen out of step with
the times. The question facing the IMA
leadership then became: What is it that
Corporate America wants in entry -level accountants?
The second question concerned the
appropriate IMA response to the mandated 150 -hour educational requirement for licensure as a CPA. Should
management accountants also be required to complete a 150 -hour educational program? There were strong
opinions on both sides of the issue.

T
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These two questions were so crucial both to management accounting
education and to the development of
tomorrow's financial executives, as
well as to the future of the profession,
that IMA asked FEI to participate in
the research.
In this research, top -level U.S. accounting and financial executives -the
employers who hire accounting graduates for entry -level positions -were
asked to evaluate universities on their
preparation of entry -level accountants
and to give their opinions on the importance of an array of accounting knowledge and skills areas for entry -level
work in management accounting.

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
he purpose of this research,
jointly sponsored by the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) and the Financial Executives Institute (FEI) and conducted by
the Gary Siegel Organization (GSO),
was to determine the educational
needs of entry -level management accountants from the point of view of Corporate America.
To obtain this "customer perspective," a random sample of U.S. accounting and financial executives was surveyed on the:
• Relative importance of various accounting knowledge and skills areas (AKSAs) for success at entry level management accounting
positions;
• Extent to which entry -level accountants bring these AKSAs to the job;
• Strengths and weaknesses of un-

dergraduate accounting programs
in preparing people for work in
management accounting;
■ Appropriateness of a 150 -hour educational program for entry -level
management accountants.
Research over the past decade —from Siegel's 1984 Practice
Analysis conducted for the American
Institute of CPAs (AICPA)I to Gallup's
1991 Executive Development study for
FEI2— consistently has shown that employers value a broad educational
background and good social and communications skills in entry -level accountants. Therefore, the primary focus of this research was on accounting
knowledge and skills areas rather than
on more general knowledge and skills
areas.

RESEARCH METHODS
his study used both qualitative
and quantitative data collection
methods (see sidebar, p. 27).
The qualitative phase consisted of indepth, unstructured telephone interviews and focus groups designed to
guide the development of the quantitative mail and telephone surveys.
Information was collected from random samples of high -level accounting
and financial executives (e.g., CFOs,
controllers, V.P. finance) drawn from
the membership rosters of IMA, FEI,
and the AICPA. Nearly 800 completed
mail questionnaires were returned, for
a response rate of 30 %. We also completed 61 telephone interviews to gain
a more comprehensive understanding
of opinions expressed in the mail surMANAGEMENT ACCOUNUNG /SEPTEMBER 1994

veys. The respondents are representative of U.S. accounting and financial executives. The most conservative estimate of the sampling error for a study
of this size is plus -or -minus 3.6 %.
To ensure content validity, the
wording and order of questionnaire
items were reviewed by an IMA/FEI
Project Committee and by key AICPA
executives.

INTERPRETING RESULTS
n opinion research, attitudes about
any issue typically encompass diverse points of view. To make
sense of these different perspectives,
researchers frequently use measures
of central tendency such as the mean
or median. While the mean succinctly
reports the "average" or "typical" viewpoint, it is important to keep in mind
that the mean, by definition, masks
within -group differences.
In this research, we found no large
or consistent differences among
groups (e.g., executives at small vs.
large organizations, or with more or
less professional contact with entry level accountants). This finding should
not be taken to mean that all respondents within a given group share the
same opinion; they do not.
It should be kept in mind that the
results reported here reflect respondent opinion as of February -April 1994.
As business and personal conditions
change over time, so do opinions.

PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
here is no "typical" respondent
(see sidebar, P. 29). Respondents work in organizations of
various sizes, in a variety of industries.
About 40% work in manufacturing companies; this figure reflects the membership make -up of IMA and the industry segment of the AICPA. The
majority hold high -level accounting positions in their companies: 86% are at
the top or second hierarchical level in
their organization.
The majority of respondents have
professional contact with entry -level
accountants. Fully 84% report "a lot" or
"some" involvement in the decision to
hire, or develop criteria to hire, entry level accountants; 16% report little or
no involvement.
About 60% report "a lot" or "some"
professional contact with entry -level
accountants on a daily or weekly basis;
40% report little or no professional
contact.
About half the respondents report
"a lot" or "some" supervision or review
of the work of entry -level accountants;
half report little or no supervision.

MAJOR RESULTS
hared Perspectives. The results

reveal a common or shared perspective rather than a set of divergent perspectives among respondent subgroups.

Data were analyzed to determine if
differences in perspective existed
among respondent subgroups based
on their level of involvement in the hiring or supervision of entry -level accountants, the size of their organization, their position in the organization,
or their membership in professional
associations. There were no large or
consistent differences among these respondent subgroups.
University Preparation ofEntrydevel
Management Accountants. According

to Corporate America, universities are
doing a less than adequate job of preparing people for entry -level work in
management accounting.
Using a 0 -to-100 evaluation scale, respondents rated universities in the 5060 range for teaching key accounting
knowledge and skills areas (AKSAs)
and preparing students for careers in
management accounting. The highest
mean evaluation score, 68, was for
teaching computer literacy. The lowest, 47, was for teaching team building.
Our experience indicates that evaluation scores in the 90s represent an "excellent" rating; scores in the 80s represent `very good "; 70s, "good "; 60s, "not
so good'; and below 60, "poor" to
"bad."
Respondents believe that entry -level management accountants are falling
short for several reasons: lack of practical experience, little understanding of
the "big picture" or how the "real
world" works, poor communication

RESEARCH METHODS
he Gary Siegel Organization, Inc., designed this research project, developed the sampling plans, wrote
the focus group scripts, and designed the questionnaires for the mail and telephone interviews. Co-project directors were Gary Siegel and James Sorensen of DePaul University and The University of Denver, respectively. Senior
research associate was Laura Appelbaum, Ph.D., of the University of Colorado at Denver.
All sampling plans, focus group scripts, questionnaires,
and report drafts were reviewed and approved by an
IMA/FEI Project Committee.
Our objective was to collect information from a representative sample of high -level U.S. accounting and financial executives. We assumed that most of these corporate executives belong to one or more major professional associations:
the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA), the Financial Executives Institute (FED, or the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants ( AICPA). Consequently, information was collected from random samples of accounting
and financial executives drawn from the membership rosters
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

of these three associations. In total we sampled 2,950 corporate accountants -1,200 from IMA, 500 from FEI, and
1,250 from AICPA. Because our focus was on the perspectives of Corporate America, IMA, FEI, and AICPA members
who work in public accounting, consulting, or academia
were excluded from the sample.
For this study we used both qualitative and quantitative
data collection methods. The qualitative techniques consisted of 20 in- depth, unstructured telephone interviews and two
focus groups to provide an understanding of respondent perspectives and concerns. Information gained from these interviews and focus groups helped in the development of the
questionnaires for the quantitative phase of the research
(mail survey and telephone interviews).
The response rate to the mail survey was computed to
be 30%. We completed 61 structured telephone interviews
with respondents randomly selected from the IMA and FEI
sample lists. ( AICPA members were not interviewed by telephone because we were not supplied with telephone
numbers.)
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and social skills, and insufficient preparation in manufacturing accounting.
Accounting Knowledge and Skills Areas (AKSAs). Fifteen broad AKSAs
were selected from the content specifications of professional accounting examinations. Respondents used a 0-to100 scale to rate the importance of
each AKSA for work in an entry -level
management accounting position.
Budgeting and product costing received the highest mean importance
scores: 75 and 69, respectively. Not
surprisingly, the AKSAs with the high-

est importance scores typically are
viewed as the essence of management:
• Budgeting,
• Working Capital Management,
• Product Costing,
• Strategic Cost Management,
• Asset Management,
• Control & Performance Evaluation,
• Consolidated Statements,
• Information System Design.
AKSAs considered least important
for entry -level management accounting positions generally do not fall in the
domain of management accounting.
For instance, individual income taxation and accounting for government
and not - for - profit organizations received the lowest mean importance
scores: 31 and 28, respectively.
Preparation Gap. University accountin g p ro gram s d o no t em p h asize

the appropriate AKSAs for management accountants. Respondents used a

0 -to-100 scale to indicate for each of 15
AKSAs: a) the degree of academic
preparation they expect entry -level
management accountants to have, and
b) the actual degree of preparation that
a typical entry -level accountant brings
to the job. The "preparation gap" is the
difference between expected and actual preparation and is shown in Figure
1. A positive preparation gap indicates
that expected preparation exceeds actual preparation. A negative preparation gap indicates that actual preparation exceeds expected preparation.
AKSAs that respondents consider
mo st i mp ortant are typi call y th e
AKSAs in which entry -level management accountants are less prepared
than expected. In contrast, the AKSAs
considered least important are typically those in which entry -level management accountants bring more preparation to the job than executives expect.
Difference Between ManagementAccountants and Public Accountants.
Nearly two- thirds of respondents63%—believe that there is a "major difference" or "some difference" in the
skills and knowledge necessary for entry -level accounting positions in corporations vs. public accounting firms.
About 20% say there is "little difference," an d 16% say "no difference."

Respondents view entry -level management accountants, compared to entry -level public accountants, as having
more "hands -on" responsibility and
greater involvement in all aspects of
the business. Respondents believe that

this involvement requires a broader
perspective of how businesses operate
and how decisions are made.
Emphasis on Management Accounting vs. Public Accounting.The majority
of respondents -55 %— believe that
university accounting programs place
too much emphasis on public accounting and not enough emphasis on management accounting. About 20% think
the mix between management and
public accounting is about right. Four
percent believe there is insufficient
emphasis on public accounting, and
21% had no opinion.
Preferred Educational Background.
Respondents prefer job applicants who
possess a bachelor's degree rather
than a master's or associate degree.
Th e preferred college major is
accounting.
Nearly 60% of the respondents pre-

fer job applicants who possess a bachelor's degree, and about 20% would
prefer to hire a job applicant who possesses a bachelor's degree that includes an internship program. Fewer
than 3% prefer job applicants with a
master's degree.
Opinions on a 150-hour Educational
Program. Thirty states have passed
legislation that increases the educational requirement for licensure as a
CPA from a bachelor's degree (typically about 120 semester hours) to 150
semester hours. There is no such requirement for management accountants.
Respondents are split on whether
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RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
FIGURE 1 / YEARS IN
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

here no "typical respon
dent In our survey. Re-

FIGURE 2 / MEMBERSHIP IN
PROFESSIONALASSOCIATIONS

spondents work in a variety of in dustries in large and
small organizations and may or
may not have had public accou nting experience prior to beginn in g work as a managem ent
acco untant.
Wh at m ost respondents
(about 86%) have in common is
that they are at the top or second
organ izational level in the accoun ting function in their companies. This finding was expected because our target population
was accounting and financial executives at high levels in their organizations. Some of the respondent characteristics are shown in
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

FIGURE 3/ WORKED FOR
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
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Professional contact with entry-level accountants

Supervision of entry-levelaccountants
29

people interested in pursuing a career
in management accounting should be
encouraged to take 150 hours of college education. While many in Corporate America favor continuing education beyond the traditional 120 -hour
bachelor's degree, there is no mandate
for entry -level management accountants to complete a 150 -hour educational program before beginning work.
Sixty percent of respondents think
that people interested in pursuing a career in management accounting
should complete 150 hours, rather
than 120 hours, of college. Only half of
this group -30% of all respondents— believe that the additional 30
hours should be earned before beginning work. The other half believe that
the additional 30 hours should be
earned after employment begins.
A similar proportion of telephone
respondents -50%— believe that entry -level management accountants
should be encouraged to take 150
hours of college education. Of this
group, the great majority-85% —said
that the additional 30 hours should be
earned after the entry -level accountant
begins employment.
Moreover, only 27% said they would
be willing to pay a 20% premium for
entry -level accountants with an additional 30 hours of college education;
50% would not be willing to pay the
premium.
The results strongly indicate that
the decision to hire a job applicant
rests more heavily on the specific
courses completed than on the number of credit hours the job applicant
has earned.
When asked directly, the great majority-90%—of telephone respondents said that in the decision to hire
an entry -level accountant, the specific
courses a job applicant has completed
are more important than the number
of credit hours the job applicant has
earned beyond the bachelor's degree.
Both mail and telephone respondents overwhelmingly prefer the job
candidate who has been in a six -month
internship program, regardless of the
number of credit hours taken. Beyond
this, there was no pattern of preference for the 150 - hour -degree job candidate.
Relevance of the CMA and CPA Examinations. About half the respon-

dents are familiar with the AKSAs necessary to pass both the Uniform CPA
examination and the Certified Man30

agement Accountant (CMA) examination. Of this group, about one -third say
the CPA exam is more relevant for entry -level management accountants,
one -third say the CMA is more relevant, and one -third say the two exams
are equally relevant.
Not surprisingly, AICPA members
tend to view the CPA exam as more relevant. IMA members tend to see the
CMA exam as more relevant.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Have an Identifiable Educational
Track for Management Accounting.

Respondents perceive a difference
in the knowledge and skills necessary for entry -level public accountants and entry -level management
accountants. They believe that university accounting programs do not
place enough emphasis on management accounting and do a less than
adequate job of preparing people for
careers in management accounting.
Further, they report that the most
important AKSAs have the largest
preparation gaps.
These results suggest the need for
an identifiable educational track for
management accounting in university
accounting programs. This action may
overcome some of the concerns expressed by respondents, as well as enhance the legitimacy of management
accounting as a career option.
We recommend that organizations
concerned about meeting the needs of
Corporate America conduct research
to determine the desirability of, demand for, and feasibility of a management accounting track in university accounting programs.
2. Strengthen the Relationship Between
Corporate America and Accounting
Educators in Order to Develop a
Management Accounting Curricu-

lum. University accounting programs must be restructured to better meet Corporate America's
needs for entry -level management
accountants. To meet this challenge, accounting educators and
Corporate America need to work together for change.
We recommend that organizations
concerned about management accounting education establish forums
across the country that will bring to-

gether accounting educators and corporate accounting executives. The ultimate goal of these forums is to develop a management accounting
curriculum that will better meet the
needs of Corporate America and advance the profession.
3. Develop the Appropriate Management Accounting Curriculum Prior
to Taking a Position on a 150 -Hour
Requirement. The content of an ac-

counting curriculum is clearly of
greater relevance to Corporate
America than the number of credit
hours a student completes. It is
more important for a management
accounting curriculum to contain
the appropriate 120 or 150 hours
rather than 120 or 150 hours of
questionable value.
Before IMA and FEI can address
the appropriateness of a 120 -hour or
150 -hour degree program for management accountants, accounting educators must first have a clear understanding of their customers' needs and then
develop a curriculum that will meet
those needs. Whether Corporate
America's needs can be met with 120,
150, or some other number of credit
hours depends on the efficiency of the
producer. We must wait until accounting educators inform us of the length
of time necessary to produce a product
that meets customer specifications.
For these reasons, we believe that
it is premature to address the question
of a 150 -hour educational program for
management accountants. We recommend that IMA and FEI defer taking a
position on a 150 -hour educational program for management accountants until there is evidence to support a certain number of hours of college
education.
4. Conduct a Practice Analysis.This re-

search, being limited in its scope,
identified certain AKSAs that respondents consider very important
for entry -level management accountants to master. It did not identify the complete set of AKSAs necessary for success in an entry -level
management accounting position.
We recommend that a practice analysis of management accounting be
conducted. Unlike the current research that obtained executives' perspectives on AKSAs, a practice analyMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

sis would collect information from entry -level accountants —the people who
actually do the work. The purpose of
the practice analysis is to document
the major work activities performed by
entry -level management accountants
and to identify the knowledge, skills,
and abilities required for the competent performance of those work
activities.
Practice analysis results could be
used in the development of accounting
curricula and to document the content
validity of the CMA examination by
demonstrating the extent to which the
AKSAs tested conform to the AKSAs
required in practice.
5. Disseminate Results. We recom-

mend that IMA and FEI disseminate the results of this study to accounting educators, accounting

trade and professional associations,
accreditation agencies, and individuals and organizations working for
change in accounting education. ■
Gary Siegel, Ph.D., CPA, is an associate

professor at the School of Accountancy,
DePaul University, and president of the
Gary Siegel Organization, an independent opinion research and behavioral
accountingfirm serving clients in a wide
range of professions and industries. He
earned his Ph.D. from the University of
Illinois Survey Research Laboratory.
James E. Sorensen, Ph.D., CPA, is
a professor of accountancy and univer-

sity scholar /teacher at the School of Accountancy, University of Denver With
a background in accounting and psychology, he is a research associate in
the Gary Siegel Organization.

The complete Results of the Study,
containing the details that support the
Executive Summary, can be purchased
for $50. The raw statistical data from
the survey are available on a floppy
disk for $125. To order these two
items, as well as additional copies of
the Executive Summary for $10 and a
joint statement by FEI and IMA, call
(800) 638-4427, ext. 278. Members can
buy any of the items at the 20% member
discount, and academics, at the 40%
discount.
lReport of the Practice Analysis Task Force. Gary
Siegel, project director, New York, AICPA, 1984.
2Educating Financial Executives, Max D. Larsen, senior analyst, the Gallup Organization, Morristown,
NJ., Financial Executives Research Foundation,
1991.

SOME THOUGHTSON
WHAT CORPORATE AMERICA WANTS IN
ENTRY -LEVEL ACCOUNTANTS
... Success of this joint IMA /FEI study will
his study is a reality check, a basis
be assessed by the degree of shrinkage
for stimulating dialogue, and a docin the preparation gap as a result of adument for accelerating change in accounting curricula to fulfill unmet needs.
justments within accounting departThe study, prepared under the direction of
ment curricula. Forums, action agena joint IMA/FEI project committee, docudas, and reports of demonstrable
changes orchestrated by forward-thinkments what many in corporations have
ing corporate executives, university and
been thinking and saying.
At present more than two- thirds of
college deans, and others will go a long
America's accounting students work for
way in bridging the gap between what
Corporate America wants in entry -level
corporations. Accordingly, these corporaaccountants and what the teaching comtions are one of the most important custommunity offers.
ers for colleges and universities. The
study's researchers went directly to these
customers and asked them how well learnThe IMA /FEI project committee is oping centers were preparing newly minted
timistic that Academic America will reaccountants for a career in the corporate
spond to Corporate America's needs
and again become leaders, teaching us
world.
how to build vibrant corporate finance
teams within a highly competitive and
... Educators are challenged to provide accounting students with the knowledge
profitable corporate infrastructure.
and skills they need for entry -level emExcerpts from the Foreword by Julian Freedman
ployment within an affordable time
Director of Research
frame.
Institute of Management Accountants
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pull -based production. Emphasis was
being placed on reducing manufacturing cycle time and measuring "firstpass yield" (the percentage of product
flowing directly without rework to its
intended destination). It was time for
accounting to develop measurement
systems to support these efforts rather
than undercut them.

Matching
Accounting
0
to Strategy:

RETHINKING TRADITIONAL
METHODS

One Mill's Experience
Throughput accounting and the balanced
scorecard wake up a sleepy paper mill's
profit potential.
BY KIM CONSTANTINIDES, CPA,
AND JOHN K. SHANK, CPA

tion. Following is a description of some
of the innovative changes to the mill's
accounting system.

Lybrand Silver Medal Winner, 1993 -94
We've always dune things that way.
Why change?

t a Champion International
Corporation mill in Hamilton, Ohio, a strong tradition
of inertia began to unravel in
1992. Profits at Champion's original
mill had begun to decline to unacceptable levels after a long history of good
performance. The nearly 100 - year -old
mill, a conglomeration of equipment
dating to 1907, emphasizes niche products in the premium papers segment.
Although small for Champion, which
has extensive timberland holdings and
several large paper mills, the Hamilton
operation employs more than 1,400
people and generates annual sales revenue in excess of $250 million.
Fueled by the mill's unacceptable
profit performance, a team of consultants and mill staff was charged with
reexamination of the measuring, reporting, and accounting systems. By
studying mill operations, the team
could align the accounting function
with the goals of the entire organiza-

DYSFUNCTIONAL MEASURES
ai ly into the study it became apparent that existing performance measures were encouraging managers to make decisions not
in the best interest of the business.
One example involved daily production. Paper mills typically strive to maximize production. Production records
are celebrated regularly. Even if the
tons are not sold, the fixed cost absorption to inventory improves reported
profits. This encourages inventory accumulation with little concern for cash
flow implications or the negative impact on manufacturing flexibility. Another dubious measure that encouraged bad business decisions was daily
"recoveries." Once production is maximized, in order to maximize recoveries, efforts focus on salvaging product
by whatever means possible, with no
key incentives for doing it right the first
time.As a result, the mill was overflowing with rework stations and just-incase inventories.
The mill already was working at implementing flexible manufacturing and

ne of the primary targets for
change was the standard costing system. In the new manufacturing environment, the mill no
longer values long production runs for
which there is no customer order. Now
it continually strives to give each customer exactly what he or she wants in
terms of special sizes, colors, finishes,
and delivery conditions. Past standards are not useful in this flexible,
continuous improvement (Kaizen)
context. Also, the customer is no longer expected to pay more for the product just because the manufacturing
and material costs increase. Raw material mix and production flows are in a
constant state of change and improvement (Kaizen) for both existing products and new ones. A manufacturing
system such as this one does not lend
itself to a costing system that relies on
standard approaches updated only
once, or even twice, a year.
In the fall of 1992, the mill abandoned standard costing and began developing an actual costing system for
raw materials. All operating expenses,
including labor, now would be measured and controlled in the aggregate,
by departments, with no attempt to relate the cost to individual products day
by day. Not only does this system free
up time in the accounting department,
but it also provides more accurate and
timely information to manufacturing
line personnel about what really can be
controlled batch by batch — material
cost and yields. This information enables the equipment to be scheduled
so that resources are devoted first to
those products with the highest
throughput value (sales revenue less
material costs).
Standard costs and monthly variances were not useful to management,
yet they consumed significant effort in
accounting. A year after the system
was dropped, it is still not missed by
anyone. Inventory value for financial
statements is estimated at a highly
aggregated level using "backflush"
accounting.
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spending or increase throughput.
Team efforts are monitored through
key performance indicators and, ultimately, the impact on profit. As a target
is reached, a new one is established so
that the mill is striving for continuous
improvement. In this context, profit is
the result of the programs but is not
subject to action directly. Program
milestones can be acted upon and are
tracked with performance indicators.

THROUGHPUT FINANCIAL
REPORTING

Skid packer at Champion paper mill.

item by department monthly profit
budget.
The management group now feels
more ownership over the planning process and the end product. The entire
emphasis of the plan has changed.
From a financial exercise undertaken
once a year, it has become a living,
working game plan guiding day - today
efforts for the entire year. Action
teams, including both management
and union employees, have been
formed to concentrate on the key areas
of the plan. These teams meet at least
once a month to discuss and put into
action any ideas that may reduce

he transition to a new reporting
emphasis began with consolidating and redesigning the
monthly reporting package to reflect
the new measures and vocabulary.
During this key step, three significant
deviations from GAAP emerged. Although the new approach does violate
GAAP, it is viewed by management as
much more useful than the conventional format.
The structure of the new monthly
internal financial reporting replaces
conventional gross margin with
throughput. Throughput is defined as
sales revenue less materials consumed. Using this system, materials
consumed are expensed even if the resulting tons are not yet sold. This
method acts as a strong incentive to
promote reduction of old inventory
while deterring the accumulation of
new inventory. Although departing

exercise

The second major reduction in accounting workload, and in fact for all
operating departments of the mill, derived from reducing the heavy focus on
annual financial planning and budgeting. We estimate that the equivalent of
one and one -half persons was dedicated full -time to just the measurement
and reporting aspects of the process.
Plans went through numerous revisions and updates in a review and approval process involving the mill, the
business group, and corporate. Once
the year started, there were even more
updates. Monthly reporting focused
on actual results versus latest forecast,
actual results versus original plan, latest forecast versus prior forecast, and
so on.
The emphasis moved to identifying
the key critical success indicators
(CSI) that drive the business, focusing
on actions that would improve those indicators. Now, once a year, the mill updates a five -year "targeting vision" that
concentrates on the key set of CSIs for
the mill. Derived from the five -year
plan, the one -year operating plan targets the strategies and programs that
impact the identified indicators favorably. The strategies, in narrative form,
outline the mill's competitive plans, including timing, the broad financial impact, and anticipated effect on the
CSIs. The programs are very specific,
with action steps, measurable milestones that tie to the CSIs, and clear assignment of responsibility for results.
Thus, the annual operating plan is really the set of management programs for
the year, derived from the rolling five year targeting vision, and no longer is
a separate financial project. In retrospect, the old planning process was
mostly an
and was not cost
effective.
It still is important to monitor the
anticipated financial impact of management programs. The financial summary now focuses on four key financial
factors —sales and the three major cost
factors of fiber, labor, and maintenance. Other costs are projected at the
previous year's actual unless significant deviations are known. With five year targeting as the framework, the
anticipated effect of all programs on
the key indicators is determined, along
with their anticipated effect on the four
key financial factors. This financial impact still is summarized into an annual
profit goal called the "Annual Commitment for the Premium Papers Business." But that annual profit commitment is at a broad level and bears little
resemblance to the old, detailed line
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/SEPTEMBER 1994

Employee at Champion plant positions paper for trimmer.

GAAPBasis
Throughput Basis
Production
Build
Shrink
Production
Build
Sfi
equals sales' inventory' inventory equals sales' inventory invent
$140,000 $140,000 $140,000 $140,000 $140,000 $1
50,000
70,000

50,000
63,000

50,000
77,000

50,000
70.000

120,000
$20,000

113,000
$27,000

127,000
$13,000

120,000
$20,000

Conventional Accounting Rewards
InventoryAccumulationand
Penalizes InventoryReduction

55,000
70,000

45, 0

125,000 1
$15,000 $2.

Throughput Accounting Rewa
InventoryReductionand
PenalizesInventoryAccumulation

Question: Whichsystemsendsbetter signalsfor mill level management?
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he premise behind this revised
concept of mill profit is to focus
on direct results of business decisions made and the actions taken. It

r E P O R T G-THE MONTHLY

-

NEW ACCOUNTING ALIGNS
WITH BUSINESS GOALS

is the bottom line for which the business management is responsible. It is
free of accounting entries that penalize
the right decisions or reward the
wrong decisions, The most common
example of dysfunctional incentives
under GAAP is inventory change.
When inventory increases, which usually is a bad thing, GAAP transfers material cost and allocated operating ex-

%

from GAAP's matching principle, it is
a better reflection, in 1994, of the mill's
ability to make sound business decisions. Once inventories decline and an
equilibrium is reached between what
is manufactured and what is sold, the
distinction between materials consumed and materials cost of sales no
longer will be important.
A second departure from GAAP further focuses management's attention
on inventory reduction. The Hamilton
Mill now recognizes a monthly inventory carrying cost based upon a corporate hurdle rate applied to the total financial value of all inventories: raw
material, storeroom, and product.
With management explicitly charged
for ongoing investment in inventory,
there is further disincentive for inventory accumulation.
A third GAAP deviation shows all
operating expenses (normal costs incurred in the process of running the
business —other than materials cost
measured on an accrual basis) fully expensed every month with no absorption to inventory. In effect, this is the
old, familiar direct costing idea. It is
back again, not for accounting theory
reasons but to focus mill attention on
controllable variables.

=

Assumptions:
Revenue $1.400/T
Materials $500/T
Conversion $70,000 perperiod, or$700/T
underGAAPAccounting
=

Three different scenarios:
Make100 tons. sell 100 tons
'Make 110 tons, sell 100 tons
'Make 90 tons, sell 100 tons

}

venue
ense
aterials
onversion
otal
fit

pense to the balance sheet. The more
inventory increases, the better reported profit looks.
By moving the financial impact of inventory change below the "mill commitment" line, mill performance does
not benefit from inventory accumulation. Table 1 illustrates the financial impact of GAAP versus throughput accounting and shows why the Hamilton
Mill chose the throughput accounting
basis. Table 2 is a summary version of
the actual new format for the mill operating statement.
The new financial reporting package has another feature that distinguishes it from conventional financial
reporting. Table 3 illustrates a departmental cost report in the new format.
The focus is on trended actual cost
with no monthly budget, no latest forecast, and no variance from budget. The
trending approach replaces the normal
format of budget vs. actual with variances. A moving six -month trend and
year - to-date are included along with
the total year commitment. Although it
always is too late to change historical
data, if management notices a trend developing, it can react in a positive way.
Also, operating cost reported on a
per ton basis has been deleted. For a
company that still reports production
to corporate on a daily basis, this is a
large omission! But reporting cost per
ton is just a further inducement to
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TrA DEPART
REPORT(THE
1EKOTEGRADELINE)

production meeting with all production supervisors. For the first time, because of the balanced scorecard, line
managers understand the numbers
presented . The new presentation using throughput, operating expenses,
inventory, and key nonfinancial measures, which are summarized down to
the "mill commitment" line, makes
common sense. Fuiancially, it's a modified cash flow in which all of the accounting mysteries have disappeared.
Now that accountants are not bogged
down in trying to explain GAAP absorption and variance from plan, they
can concentrate on conveying the results of actions that are controllable by
the mill.

ro

a

°' o

Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

a
o

-

a
}

!rsion expense
rly straight time
Other hourly
Payroll taxes
Benefits
Total labor
Pepair material
;Repair labor
Outside services
Total maintenance
Energy
Major supplies /expenses
Fixed expense
Other

build inventory in order to redu ce the

measure. Costs per ton no longer are
calculated or presented in any
department.

SCRAP REPORTING
nother change in the new financial report involves the treatment of "broke," or scrap. Generating " broke" is inherent in the paper
manufacturing process. Previously,
each gradeline received financial credit each month for the market value of
the "broke" it produced . Many mill em-

ployees who were aware of the "broke
credit" thought, as a result, that waste
wasn't really such a bad thing. "When
we make more'broke; we reuse it anyway and we get credit for the scrap value." This attitude did not promote the
concept of "do it right the first time."
Now, the "broke credit" is an offset only for the total mill and is not shown in
the individual gradeline reports.

USING THE BALANCED
SCORECARD
he inclusion of nonfinancial performance measures along with
financial results is another major aspect of the new reporting system.
Figure 1 shows the way a business
model for one product line can be used
to develop some critical success indicators. Table 4 illustrates how this concept can be expanded into a monthly
scorecard for the product line that
complements the financial results.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ SEPTEMBER 1994

- No monthly "plan'
- No monthly "variance from plan"
- No updates forecast
- No variance from latest forecast
- No cost per ton
Just trended actual cost levels
"Do the job right and spend
no more than last year."

APPRAISING THE NEW
APPROACH

This balanced scorecard concept is
proving very helpful in focusing management 's attention on items subject to
action, month by month and day by
day.
Every month , accounting presents
the financial results and trended CSI
results from the previous month at a

4
GRADELINE—KEYNONfINANCIALINDICATORS
THEMONTHLYSCORECARD
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lthough the mill's accounting
transition is still in the early
stages, there already have been
some significant achievements. The total financial value of inventories has
been reduced by almost 50% over the
past three years. Even more important, the business has been able to sustain sales during difficult economic
conditions because of shorter cycle
time for orders combined with closer
attention to meeting the particular
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uous learning experience, som etimes

by trial and error, but the change has
been a positive educational process.
New concepts are shared not only with
the workers on the factory floor, but also with business unit and corporate
level management.
One difficulty with the metamorphosis is that benefits cannot be captured in one neat, tidy financial analysis, making it difficult to speculate
where the m ill would be today had it

Responsive

Customer
focus

sure and the new "first-pass yield" measure caused the mill to analyze the entire process and refocus attention on
first -pass quality. Work is under way to
eliminate such nonvalue -added areas
as rework and work-in-process storage
to optimize the overall production process.
The changes the mill is going
through also have affected the role of
the accounting group. Although accounting is still ultimately responsible
for the integrity of balance sheets and
income statements, financial statements no longer are the sole emphasis.
The management accounting group
has relinquished its role as the mill's
financial police department. Instead,
members of the accounting team are
working with production management
and establishing themselves as business partners.
Although the transition is far from
complete, the mill is beginning to see
enough successes to provide impetus
to continue the struggle. It is a contin-

M1- Reduce work -in-

not changed. But management truly
believes these changes were and still
are necessary in order to survive in today's business environment. Holding
on to these beliefs, the management
team, with the accountants in a business partner role, is facing the challenges of the future to ensure prosperity for another 100 years at Champion
International's Hamilton Mill.
■

process inventory
M2 -% paper machine
recovery
M3 -1% packed production

Continually
improve
net profit

— perfect quality
M4-Quoted lead times
M5 -First pass yield
M6- Customer
satisfaction index

needs and specifications of individual
customers. The mill also has focused
on creating its own opportunities for
increasing throughput Gone are the
days when raw material price increases went straight to the product
36

sales price. Instead, the mill is discovering creative ways to reduce costs,
such as substituting secondary fiber in
the raw materials mix.
The large discrepancy between the
traditional "recovery percent" mea-

Kim Constantinides, CPA, is a senior
project analyst at Hamilton Mill, Champion International Corporation. This
article was submitted through the Miami Valley (Ohio) Chapter, of which she
is past president.
John K. Shank, Ph. D., CPA, is the Noble Professor of Managetial Accounting
and Management Control atAmos Tuck
School of Business Administration,
Dartmouth College.
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JUMPINGTHEGROWTH
THRESHOLDTHROUGH
ACTIVITY-BASEDCOST
MANAGEMENT
How a private- label soap manufacturer cleaned up its operations
and regained control ofthe business.
BY FRANCES GAMMELL AND CJ. McNAIR, CMA

'..

appeared to be on the right track. What could go wrong?
Quite simply, Bradford came down with an ailment common to many small companies that reach the growth threshctivity-based cost management systems often are
portrayed as tools for gaining better control of exold separating them from the "big guys" —the "loss of control" phenomenon. Symptoms are wide swings in
istingbusiness, eliminating waste from ongoing opprofitability even as the volume of sales continues to grow,
erations, and increasing the profitability of a cominability to predict profits based on sales, management overpany. They have even greater potential for companies that
are facing their growth threshold. At this threshold, a comload, increasing number of communication and management "breakdowns" as vital facts are ignored or can't be unpany is operating "at capacity" but often is facing declining
derstood, proliferation of data coupled with an absence of
profitability because it has outgrown its existing manageinformation, and a general feeling of panic and lack of focus
ment structure and methods. Tried and true approaches to
managing the ongoing
among management
and the workforce.
business no longer
Activity-based cost
yield reliable results.
management was inThe Original Bradtroduced into this chaford Soap Works, a meotic setting in late 1989.
dium -sized manufacEventually it provided
turer of private label
Bradford with the inbar soap, had reached
formation and strucits threshold in 1989.
ture the company
Founded in 1876, Bradneeded to refocus its
ford had grown slowly
during its early years.
management, separate
profitable from unprofAs New England
itable business, and
changed, so did Bradjump the growth
ford's product lines.
threshold successfully.
Leaving its early textile
Using a relational databusiness behind, in the
base framework, Brad 1960s Bradford turned
ford was able to inteits attention to the
grate its myriad
small but growing marfragmented databases
ket for private label
_
into a real -time operatsoap. It proved to be a
•
ing system that, comgood strategic decibined with an ongoing
sion, as the company
grew from 15 employtotal quality management (TQM) effort, alees in 1946 to 250 in
lowed the company to
1983 to more than 450
understand the causes
today. Owned and managed by the Howland Production line worker at Original Bradford Soap Works checks specialty bar soap of its costs before the
costs occurred.
family, the company before packing it.
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Now ABCM serves as the basis for developing bids on
new business, for controlling plant operations, and for recording results in the general ledger. Linked tightly to the
financial reporting system, the activity-based cost management system seamlessly closes to the general ledger. It is
an integrated information system that is helping the company redirect its efforts and improve its profitability radically.

INDIVIDUAL EXPERTISE RULED
liy did Bradford need to implement such a system?
At its heart, Original Bradford Soap Works is a "jobber." Producing a vast range of specialty bar soaps,
it sells its soap - making expertise and line time to a wide variety of customers. It produces more than 120 different items
in any one week, and more than a third of the total 5,000 products made each year are new to the company.
The basic soap - making process has two overall stages:
making the base and producing bars. Starting in the kettle
room, product flows through a combination of dryers and
flakers to result in the key raw material for bar soap: base.
More than 20 different bases are produced to use in the second stage of production —bar soap. The production process
becomes far more complex once the base - making operation
is complete. Base soap is combined with an infinite number
of additives and colors, mixed in the amalgamator, milled to
refine the soap, extruded, pressed, and then packaged according to customer specifications. There are more than
6,000 potential paths for a bar of soap to take through the
manufacturing process.
This complex manufacturing process was being run on
individual expertise, a combination of employees' gut feel

Y
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and facts the company nicknamed gut fact. "Facts" consisted
of back- of- notecard notations, recollections of line workers
and managers about how different products were run, and
resident process knowledge. Data were collected, then discarded, with little or no information being created or retained. Bradford was an organization being run with informal control systems and historical experience.
This hands -on management approach had worked well
for the company until it reached its growth threshold. In the
mid- 1980s, problems began to occur. Inventories piled up as
orders lurched their way through the production process.
Delivery dates were missed, quality problems proliferated,
and members of the management team began to signal, one
by one, that they had reached overload.
What caused the overload? A combination of factors
brought the firm to a crisis point:
■ Increased variety in the types of products made,
■ Increased volumes of all product types,
■ New customers with unique service demands, and
■ Reaching the capacity of the existing physical plant.
Could Bradford survive in the long run if the situation didn't
change?
Management's initial response to this loss of control was
to search for a guilty party or parties. In a company that had
built itself on the skills of individuals, a failure at the individual level appeared to be the most logical explanation for
the problems that were emerging. Before the root cause of
the p robl em was d isco vered, s everal managers were
charged, tried, and convicted of not having the right skills
for the job.
To complicate the situation further, Original Bradford
Soap Works was facing a predicament with which most family -owned organizations have to grapple at some point in
their history: the transition of responsibility from one generation to the next. At a period when the firm needed a steady
guiding hand, instead it had confusion about roles, responsibilities, and the future structure of the company. As with
all transitions, also present were uncertainty, risk, and tension among the major players.
Activity-based cost management was launched within this
tumultuous setting. To add even more pressure on the organization, management decided to implement total quality
management during this critical period. In the end, the
ABCM and TQM projects would become intertwined, reinforcing the lessons of the continuous improvement philosophy that would serve as the stepping stone over the growth
threshold at Bradford.

DATAWITHOUTINFORMATION
uring the first s tages of im plem en tatio n, whe n the
com pany was gathering data, Bradford appeared to

have a lot of information. When staff members were
asked questions, they immediately pulled reports out of
drawers, so one would presume there must be information
available. Wrong! The company had a lot of data — collected,
coded, and temporarily stored, but not organized into useful
management information. Reports were a reflection of an old
mind -set that stated, "If you keep people busy, well make
money." That statement translated into a proliferation of labor efficiency reports that management saw as the key to
company profitability. On top of that, this "information" was
maintained and stored manually.
A tremendous amount of other data was collected, too.
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Facts about job material use, problems on the line, yield information, and related operating and processing statistics
were collected, coded, stored for a short period of time, but
then erased. The organization clearly had a short collective
memory.
This gap between data and information could be called a
result of poor management of Bradford's MIS function, yet
an increasingly large number of other companies are beginning to realize that they, too, suffer from "data mania." Data
proliferate, eating up storage capacity, until they are downloaded to tape or discarded. Yet manager after manager begs
for the information to do his or her job. In an age of databases, too few individuals recognize that developing useful
information for decision making is the goal. It was a lesson
Original Bradford Soap Works would learn well.

DOING THE 'QUICK FIX'
n the summer of 1990, an ABCM team, consisting of several key Bradford managers and outside consultants, entered phase two. They embarked on an effort to recast
existing financial and operating data into the form suggested
by an ABCM design study the company had undertaken earlier. Tagged the "quick fix" database, the project explored
the relative profitability of different types of business.
In developing the quick -fix database, the team captured
historical records in machine readable form. This was no
small task. In the course of a six -month period, more than
3,000 different orders — including run histories, quantities,
quoted price, efficiencies, yields, and related data —had to
be coded manually, then keyed, to support the effort. This
process took more than 500 man-hours to accomplish —before beginning the refinement and addition of existing financial data.
Figure 1 shows the architecture used to drive the development of this quick-fixdatabase. Some information was
pulled from sources such as the bill of materials master file,
inventory master file, and current standards dictionary. This
information was combined with the accounts receivable da-

tabase and the recoded datafile to create the K -based datable used for analysis.
The road to developing this database wasn't smooth. For
instance, there was no way to attach the existing general ledger account structure to the proposed database. As shown
in Figure 2, these records sit by themselves, almost begging
to be let into the database. Yet they wouldn't fit —they were
structured around the functional groupings of the company,
not around the activity pools that were key to understanding
operations.
The database had to provide support for the key decisions
facing the firm. Once recoded and entered, the data had to
be manipulated heavily before they would fit into the prescribed activity pools. For instance, a global account for
maintenance was kept in the general ledger for every type
of machine used in creating bar soap, whether that machine
was used for packaging or for pressing bars. The activitybased cost management system design, however, called for
separate cost pools for each machine class.That was a problem. So, using some of the well -tuned "gutfact" of the organization, assignments of this major expense category were
made.
The same type of estimates had to be developed for every
general ledger account. Some staff members said designing
the ABCM system felt like a guessing game —any number,
please. Yet, underneath this exercise was the cumulative experience of many generations of soap makers, whose instincts weren't necessarily wrong.
The data were pulled together into a FoxBase+ /MAC relational database structure, with subfiles as indicated in Figure 2. Within the diagram, arrows were used to reflect the
one -to -many relationships that existed between different
types of operational datasets. Circles showed checkpoints
between two subfiles, ensuring accuracy in the basic data.
Key words were used to label the file linkages. For instance,
the line - cleaning file contained four line - cleaning types.
Therefore, the run history file could not have a clean type
5 entered into it because this class was not defined in the
line - cleaning file. It wasn't important for every subfile to have

ORIGIN OF INFORMATION

TRANSFER FILES

Dill of MaterialsMaster
—

I

—

Crewing file
Packaging file

—

Formula
Base type
Crewing code
Packing list
bars /FG unit of measure
Batch size

..
Formula file

Inventory Masterfile
Materials cost by IC#
Customer code
Product type /division
Current selling price
Ending FG inventory

Current
Standards

Actual
Process
Resources
Used

A/R Database

—

Invoice summary by IC0

LAn n a l ys i s

Recoded Dataflie
1?

i;

-

Total line time
Total available hours
Type of changeover
of batches
#

#

Date/shift start
Date /shift stop IC Code
Line
Quantity produced

1/90 beginning inventory by IC
Customer surcharges

_
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YTDSALES
division
cust_code
item-code
qty-ship
inv_amt
times sold

division +
cust_ code +
item code
-

transit
item-code
desc
division
unit_meas
cust_code

cust� art
sel_price
batch _wt
bars _wt

Misc.

item-code

ae

bars_ er f

united_ cst

item-code

p
soap_type
press-type
crew_codei

crew_codel

crew_code2
form-cost
pkg_cost
base_ic

eff _date
united -new

crewfl
crew-code
no_of-peop
line rate
no_ use _1
no—use-2
keyl
key2

crew_code2

4

ke 3
y

4

E)1

keyl to key0

run history
item- code
qty-prod
item_seq
line time
date _start
avail_hrs
shif_start
clean type
date stop
no_batch_e
shif_stop
no_ batches
line- no

press_ic_1
press_ic_2
press_ic_3

Machine

e/
press_ttype/

machine-id

machine id
hours run
desc

clean-type

de

(P

� F'

Ae

WIP_Output

� °

cust_ code

cust_desc

item code
desc
`kecr GOde

,,,-,Ode
te r ,

, `
base_ic

crewf2
workr_code
op-desc
workr cost

crew -code
items found in
locations 6 and y

Line Cleaning
clean type
desc
clean rate

Customer

sel_price
mat _cost
labor
pkg_cost

curr2_theo
profit2

Soap- Base
base_ic
desc
soap-type
matl_pri_o
matl -price

united
curr_theo
profiti
mat_cost2
labor2
curr2_theo
profit2

clean _cost
lab cost
curr3_theo
profit3
dir_cost2
profit4
division

labor3
setup-cost
clean-cost

inv amount
quantity
unit meas
bar_per_f

crewf3
pkg_code
pkg_type
pkg_rate

power

lab-cost
profit3
dir_cost2
profit4

m_labor
m_mat
trash_etc

setup-rate

the sam e file lin kage key wo rd. It was imp ortant that a clear
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item code
-

division
inv_amount
quantity
unit meas
bar -per -f

power
gas-oil
maint
labor

path could be followed through the files for data analysis and
manipulation.
After conducting a massive effort to recapture old data,
missing data, and nonexistent information, the ABCM team
deemed the quick -fix database complete. Then the real work
began. In the early stages of the project, the team had agreed
that the new system and the old general ledger system would
balance —both would show the same bottom -line company
profitability for the first six months of the year. Ultimately

labor3
setup_cost

curr3_theo

gas-oil

GL Accts
acct-no
desc
total amt
where-use

curr_theo
profiti
mat_cost2
labor2

cust code
cust_desc
lab-cost

matl_oh
clean-rate
base-rate
d_labor
i_labor

pack code/
machine -id

Output
cust_code
cust -desc
item-code
desc
sel_price
mat-cost
labor
pkg_cost
united

New_gl
gl2_acct
acct desc
total-amt
pool

the two systems balanced, but only through brute force. In
the end, the ABCM team only would stand behind a gross
profitability analysis that would disclose major cost swings.
Yet all data were subject to question.
THE QUICK FIX WASN'T
t was clear to the design team that data reconstruction
ended up being the major driver of the cost and complexity of the quick -fix project. Hours turned to weeks as the
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'GUTFACT' FAILED
utfact had been used to design the database, yet, when
it was finished, the database proved to be the undoing
of the gutfact approach to management. Even with
faulty data, it became clear that some customers' products
simply weren't profitable. In fact, as the results unfolded, it
became clear that gutfact differed from person to person.
This was a culture shock. Long -term managers, respected
for their business acumen, came under suspicion as their
"gutfact" pricing failed to match the real profits of the job.
This blow was the first chink in the armor of an entrenched, experienced management team. It was a wake -up
call that assumptions about what drove profitability quite
likely were wrong. Some account representatives clearly understood that more complex orders meant more cost, but
others, holding to the tradition that material and labor content were the only critical variables, resisted the message.
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Fall
1988

Opening contact with K.T.
Joe S., Bob N., Fran G.
Joe S. reassigned to H.R.

1989

Sequence of proposals
Interviews with management

Spring

1990

Summer
1990
Fall/
Winter
1990
Spring
1991

,ummer
King/
1991

Winter
1991

6
1992
am.

team uncovered weaknesses in the validity and completeness of the historic records.
For instance, the team learned you can't reconstruct data
that are more than two weeks old. Because production focuses forward, not backward, it pays little attention to the
reporting of historical data. The team lost days in futile attempts to plug gaping holes in the reconstructed database.
During this process, the key role played by real -time data
collection in the development of accurate information became clear as the phrase "garbage in, garbage out" took on
new meaning.
During the quick -fix phase, an unexpected problem surfaced for the design team. Bob, the controller, became increasingly uncomfortable with the focus and structure of the
database. Even though he had been responsible for bringing
ABCM concepts into Bradford, his years of accounting training made it difficult for him to understand an information
system that was based on real -time operating data, not engineered standards. Because of this bias, he could not redesign the general ledger to match the cost pools and drivers
that lay at the heart of the new information system.
In many ABCM implementations, the conflict between
the traditional accounting "mind -set" and the structure and
logic of an activity-based system is never resolved. Instead,
the ABCM system operates as a separate database that isn't
integrated into the general ledger -based financial accounting
system. The problem with this solution, of course, is that you
never can tie and balance your estimates with financial reality. The result is that inconsistent signals about performance can be generated by the two systems. Which one do
you trust? Top management plays by the general ledger
game, so activity-based cost management becomes a little used tool with tremendous untapped potential.
Without integration of the underlying databases, a company has cost pools, not an activity-based cost management
system. As the two systems are based on radically different
assumptions about the organization and the causes of cost,
they can't be integrated after the fact in a clever management
report. They just don't fit.
Bradford recast its general ledger to match the ABCM
database so the estimates being used to run the business
could be verified and adjusted semiannually according to actual financial and operating results. Many large public companies cannot put this solution in place easily, but for Bradford the marriage of managerial and financial accounting
estimates proved to be the foundation for a successful
implementation.

NOW

MBA students' project
K.T_— facilitator, process
with cost pools and drivers

gram

CAT visit. "Quick Fix"
Realign GIL, restate 1990 G /L,
Erin V. hired in 1 st quarter 1991
First report, patched info
Training sessions with supervisors,
crew leaders regarding new forms,
data collection
Refine inputs
Politics, open kimono
K,T.'s report on second round of
Database development, reports
Understanding critical elements
of price estimating
Strong, clear data
2nd half 1991. real clear data
Further development of reports,
understanding of info in database
Into used on daily /weekly basis by
production, planning managers
Info used by sales for pricing
and negotiating
Acceptance of data as accurate
Estimates tied to G/L twice a

Even though the staff did not reach consensus about the
data and their validity, the value of good information to support decision making became clear to the top management
team. The activity-based cost management team now had the
support it needed to embark on full implementation.
10ELEMENTSOFTHECHANGEPROCESS
eferring to the time line for the implementation (see
sidebar), note that the ABCM team now was at the
point where real -time data collection was under way
and the real issues that make or break an implementation
were beginning to surface. In its entirety, it took more than
three years to implement the activity-based cost management system and to develop information and reports that
management believed.
Ten critical areas had to be addressed in order for the
company to implement the ABCM system:
1. The general ledger had to be recast to match the ABCM
cost pool structure.
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2. New forms had to be designed to capture the necessary
shop floor data in "real time."
3. Workers had to be trained to report actual results rather
than "desired facts," a practice that had been encouraged by the old plant efficiency reporting system.
4. Data programs had to be written to capture the data, link
files, and manipulate data for management reports.
5. Machine pools had to be developed, including the physical numbering of each machine owned and operated by
the company.
6. Maintenance datafiles had to be linked to the new machine pools.
7. Intensity factors had to be developed for two key areas
of the soap - making process: lab testing, or QC requirements, and the formulation complexity (e.g., number
and quantity of additives versus base soap).
8. The tie to general ledger had to be created before the
system would physically "close," or balance, twice a year.
9. A determination had to be made of what information was
essential to management and what information should
be stored for "as needed" retrieval and analysis.
10. The basic cost estimating and bidding process had to be
redesigned using the structure provided by the ABCM
system.
Recasting the General Ledger. Accounting used cost pools
from the soap - making process flow to create general ledger
accounts that matched the company's activity structure. The
transition from traditional general ledger accounts (based on

natural expense categories) to the ABCM structure was the
result of many judgment calls and estimates. First, the indirect labor pool was analyzed and recategorized by the type
of activity the group performed. For instance, mechanics
were assigned to setup, maintenance, and capital projects,
while line cleaning and general housekeeping were separated into a unique cost pool. Material handling and inventory
control costs were assigned to the material overhead account and allocated to output based on pounds of soap
made.' Finally, direct supervision was assigned directly to
production lines. Only plant supervision remained as an allocation on direct labor dollars.
Second, the machine pools in the maintenance database
were grouped into major general ledger categories. The
costs attached to these machine pools included all expenses
for running the machine, such as supplies, repairs, and all
other costs necessary to keep the machines running (other
than capitalized expenses).
Next, the "laboratory" account was separated into four
cost pools: quality control, quality assurance, basic research,
and product development. This ledger account, which represented 1096 of the total manufacturing costs of the company, was reassigned to ABCM pools using employee- developed time and function reports. As more detail was added
to the reporting in this area, Bradford was able to charge
customers directly for their use of these services. The net
result of all of these changes was a general ledger that was
30% larger than before but now was capable of supporting
the type of calculations needed by the activity-based man-
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&
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Sq Footage
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Shipping
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Trash
Training
Machinery Repairs

57%
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Heat Steam
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Sewer Use Fees
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Storage
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TABLE 2 / MACHINE POOL
Press 1

Press 2

Press 3

Pack 1 Pack 2

Utilities
Depreciation

60001
70 %' 55300

$7.119
2.992

$7.119
2.992

$7.119
2.992

$7.119
2.992

Clean -up

30 %* 43000

1.681

1.681

1.681

1.681

1.556

1.556

1.556

1.556

2.198
1.465

2.198
1.465

2.198
1.465

2.198
1.465

Mechanics
42000
Set -up
50%
Press
13%
Package
37%
60601
gen'I bar repairs
Pent'I Service
20 %* 60600
Repairs
Press 1
Press 2
Press 3
Press Ave.
Pack 1
Pack 2
Pack 3
Pack 4
Pack 5
Total

60701
60702
60703

Pack 4

Pack 5

$0.890 $0.890 $0.890
3.542
1.385
1.220

$0.890
1.650

$0.890
2.901

3.701
2.198
1.465

3.701
2.198
1.465

3.701
2.198
1.465

3.701
2.198
1.465

3.701
2.198
1.465

2.232
0.534
1.117
1.086

60606
60604
60608
60607
60612
s

Pack 3

2.515
0.907
0.607
2.992
1.138

$19.244 $17.546

$18.129

agement system. Table 1 summarizes the various changes
made to the general ledger structure.
Developing New Forms. As Bradford identified information needs and highlighted shortcomings in existing data
collection, it began the tedious process of redesigning old
collection tools and creating new ones. Countless hours
were spent developing, ruling, refining, re- refining, and finally implementing, the new forms. All work was done using
a cross - functional team that included general laborers.
There were two key motivations for using such a team -based
approach. Management felt that labor buy -in was a critical
element for the downstream success of the system, and
weaknesses in the basic language and math skills of the
workforce made it critical that the words used, the structure
of the forms, and type of information collected could be supplied by the typical line worker.
Truth in Reporting. As is true with any plant performance
reporting system, the workers at Original Bradford Soap
Works knew how to manipulate the information, reporting
what they thought management wanted to see. The ABCM
system, though, was dependent upon reliable, accurate, and
verifiable data -a lesson learned the hard way during the
"quick fix" project. Therefore, management decided to
throw away the old manufacturing performance measurements, which focused on individual efficiencies. This change
was reinforced with many hours of meetings with the line
workers to teach them how to use the forms as well as to
convince them that the information would not be used
against them. These efforts resulted in significant improvements in the accuracy of the reported data.
Designing and Writing Input Programs. The MIS group,
with many hours of interaction and discussion with the
ABCM team, designed and wrote the basic software programs necessary to move existing data into the relational
structure. Programs also were written to pass data from the
main computer system to the relational database. These
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

$18.098

$14.312 $10.547 $10.082 $12.897 $12.294

"patches" are seen as short -term fixes. In the future, the
manufacturing information system will pass down these data
directly and automatically to the ABCM system without the
use of input screens. Finally, basic formats were written to
provide preliminary feedback to the management team
about line utilization and product profitability as well as more
traditional time and labor efficiency reporting.
Developing Machine Pools. The new general ledger accounts formed the backbone for the development of machine
pools. But these accounts were not complete. For instance,
electricity to run the presses is a major cost item for Original
Bradford Soap Works, but there was no logical way to set
up a direct account for electricity per machine within a general ledger structure. Instead, this major free - standing account was apportioned to the user machines based on total
reported run time.
In addition, costs for "rent" of the space used by the machine, mechanics' time for repair and general maintenance,
a charge for general plant supplies, and a portion of plant
support costs (such as compressed air) were assigned based
on hours run. Finally, a general "cleaning" cost for weekly
breakdown and scrubbing of all surfaces was developed. All
these items were tallied and then divided by the normal machine utilization hours to derive a machine -hour charge for
future business. Table 2 details the costs included in the construction of the machine cost pools.
Linking Maintenance Datafsles. Maintenance is a major
cost element at Bradford. The company already had developed a maintenance database to track work orders and maintenance expenses, so the new cost pools had to tie into this
database, allowing free passage of information. The glitch
in this transfer was the lack of machine -pool- specific identification codes. The machines were numbered, but these
numbers were not matched to the ABCM machine cost
pools. Thus every machine had to be labelled (physically)
with its number, and the maintenance datafile had to be re43
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8
8

16,

$200.00
600.00

of Test
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0.5
1.0
1.5

25.00
50.00
75.00

4.0

$

Level 1
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L typi,,_4
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per Run

per Shift

#

Customer A
Customer B

of Shifts

#

Intensity Level

200.00

vised to reflect this dual - purpose numbering system.
Creating Intensity Factors. One of the recurring arguments during the ABCM implementation was that "a bar isn't
a bar." Translation: The old reality of a "steady run rate"
didn't match the reality of soap making at Bradford —a reality of continuous innovation in the form of new bases, new
products, and new machines. The development of ABCM led
to productive management discussions about why old expectations about plant performance no longer were being met.
As the weeks unfolded, the driving forces behind these
changing conditions were isolated: New bases and high -additive packages were making it difficult to run the soap lines
effectively.
In addition, management realized that many of its newer
customers were requiring higher levels of quality control
and bar perfection (for example, visual appearance) than had
been demanded in the soap industry. In developing the activity-based cost management system, team members detailed these differences by customer category. This step allowed the company to apply different line time charging
rates, using intensity factors that reflect the level of quality
and service required by each customer.
An intensity factor is a simplified tool for capturing the

Authors C.J. McNair and Frances Gammell display some of Original
Bradford Soap Works' latest specialty soaps.
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complexity of an individual customer's product and service
requirements without having to implement an additional, detail- intensive data collection system. The intensity factor is
used as a weighting for the driver frequency that is used as
the denominator of the ABCM cost pool (see Table 3). If a
quality control test has an intensity level of 3, then it gets
three times the amount of cost per driver occurrence that a
level 1 intensity occurrence would get.
Closing to the General Ledger. Bradford's actvity-based
costing system is unique in many respects, but the most impressive fact is that its numbers physically close into the general ledger smoothly twice a year. That means that twice a
year the estimating database used to bid on new business
is updated using actual results from prior periods, allowing
the organization to learn from its mistakes as well as to factor
in the benefits of continuous improvement through TQM.
To be honest, though, the first closes were not smooth,
nor enjoyable. At that time the faults in the system and the
errors in the way estimates were developed were highlighted. As Bradford discovered, learning is, at times, quite painful. Today, though, closing of the two systems takes less than
a week, and the goal is to make this close transparent within
the next few years.
Ongoing vs. Ad Hoc Reporting.At Original Bradford Soap
Works, the implementation team learned that it's great to
have a lot of data and the ability to create information, but
don't overwhelm everybody with reams of paper and endless
tables of numbers and results. Why? Because they go directly into the circular file. Instead, a critical part of ABCM implementation is the identification of what type of information
is needed, in what format, and when.
For instance, line utilization reports are a useful tool for
tracking setup and cleanup time, for identifying opportunities for improvement, and for tracking progress against
TQM goals. The production manager is not concerned with
efficiencies —the traditional approach —but rather with how
well key activities are being performed. On the other hand,
product profitability information is needed only when a new
bid has to be generated or when there are questions about
a division's overall profitability. In this case, the ABCM system can be used for investigative work on an ad hoc basis.
At present, Bradford's managers are learning how to use
this information to identify key customers or product lines
that represent significant opportunities for improvement. In
addition, they are trying to isolate the factors (materials, line
utilization, throughput, yields, or formulation) that are key
to bringing profitability into the target range.
Cost and Bid Estimating in an ABCM Environment. As
Bradford considers itself a job shop, it has seen effective cost
estimating as the key to profitability over the years. So, when
the new costing information became available, managers
naturally wanted to apply it to the bidding process. The old
approach, which summed materials and labor costs and added an overhead charge to this base cost, quickly gave way
to an elaborate pricing model (see Figure 3). The new model
factors in the presses, packaging, and refining machines
used; the formulation of the soap; the quality control expectations of customers; the length of the run (for example, machine time); the setup and cleaning characteristics of the order; and a very small general overhead charge, resulting in
a complete cost estimate that customers understand and
trust.
Here's an example. Without an accurate activity-based
cost management system in place, when a customer supplies
materials, it is hard to charge that customer for all of the support costs its material causes. In addition, unique shapes, forMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

Soap Price Estimator Ve rsion 3.02
Customer Name:
Job Description:
Date:
Originator:
Places in run:
Bar size legal wt.:
(enter oz or grams)
Default press wt.:
Adjusted press wt.:

3 oz Rose Scented Soap
07/01/93

50,000

;

_

u

Chemical Cost:
Not Enough Soap

Formulation
Base

$660.00
$0.0132

per run
per bar

99.14

Machine Setup Cost:
Rate: $55 /hr
(enter 1 for all that apply)
1
Presses
Foot Press
Pkg Machine A
1
Pkg Machine B
Pkg Machine C
Pkg Machine D
1
Pkg Machine E
Pkg Machine F
Pkg Machine G
1
Pkg Machine H
Cleanup Cost:
Extra Charge? (1):

105.00

grams
oz
grams
grams

3.25

%

1.0 hrs
0.5 hrs
1.0 hrs
2.0 hrs
6.0 hrs
4.0 hrs
1.0 hrs
8.0 hrs
?? hrs
5.0 hrs

44

$375.00
$0.0075

per run
per bar

$1.0455
$0.2420

per lb
per bar

$ /lb

dW7.2 5% 10 .3949

Additive #1 1 0.250% 1$55.0.0.00
Additive #2 1 0.500% $ 5.0000
Pkg Material Cost:
Description
Box
Shipper
Packers
Film

0.0210

Bars /unit

$ /unit

1

$0.0000

24
24
1

$0.3000

per bar

$0.0950
$0.0046

Labor Cost:
$25.50/hr
# people
1:
4
Stage
2:
2
Stage
Stage 3:

S0.0468 per bar

QA/QC Cost:
standard
(enter 1)
Level 1.
Level 2'
Level 31,
Level 4;

$0.0062

Profit Margin
(range 20 %- 35 %):

bars /hr

hours

4,800
2,000

10
25

special

per bar

mulas, and handling requirements are costly, but they cannot be charged to customers unless customers can see that
these extra efforts cause cost. In providing better information to its customers about the types of activities and costs
their orders cause, Bradford has been able to develop a better partnership with them, one that ensures that both organizations benefit in the long run from the relationship. Profitability has increased at Original Bradford Soap Works
because prices can be justified to the customer and to the
salesperson.
A LOOK TO THE FUTURE
s can be expected with any implementation, the activity-based cost management project at Bradford was
full of false starts and problems. The company learned
these lessons:
• A pilot or quick -fix ABCM implementation won't provide
information that managers can rely on to make decisions.
• The politics of the changes process cannot be ignored in
implementing an ABCM system.
• Cross - functional design teams are key to gaining a sound
understanding of the business and for getting the buy -in
needed for long-run success.
• The general ledger must be tied directly to the ABCM system. Without this tie, the refining of estimates and the
identification of underlying cost patterns become extremely difficult and may impede the success of the
implementation.
• An ABCM system is easier for nonaccountants to understand and use but presents a challenge to the traditional
accounting mind -set.
• ABCM estimates do stabilize overtime, which signals that
the identified cost patterns match business realities.
Other issues that arose and were handled during the implementation included: the development of intensity factors
to proxy underlying differences in the product mix; the restructuring of the general ledger to support the ABCM system (most implementations massage the ABCM system to
match the ledger); the need to improve the reliability of raw
data through form redesign and training programs; and the
need to tailor the information provided by the system to the
unique needs of the company.
The learning process has had its benefits, though. SpeSummary
Machine Setup Cost:
Cleanup Cost:
Chemical Cost:
Pkg Material Cost:
Labor Cots:
QA/QC Cost:
Material Handling Cost:
Machine Time Cost:
Total Cost:

$0.01320
0.00750
0.24203
0.02096
0.04875
0.00619
0.00726
0.03696
0.34389

Overhead:
Profit:

0.03439
0.14711

6.56
28.02

Unadjusted Selling Price:

0.52539

100.07

Adjustments to Selling Price: (0.0004)
28%
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Total Selling Price:

$0.52500

2.51%
1.43

46.10
3.99
8.90
1.18
1.36
7.42
85.50

-0.07%

cifically, ABCM has helped Bradford identify the changes it
needs to make to jump the growth threshold. A large company can't rely on heroes and common sense to make sound
business decisions. Instead, a flexible database structure
that allows management to organize data into useful information is needed. Bradford's activity-based cost management system does provide this flexibility; the results of improved decision making are showing up in the company's
bottom line.
When structured properly, an ABCM system can help
management identify products and customers that provide
an optimal mix of business to ensure long-term profitability.
In addition, ABCM continues to help employees identify opportunities for improvement on the plant floor, reinforcing
the total quality process. Finally ABCM is helping management stabilize and control profitability, providing it with the
funds it needs to grow its soap - making business.
In looking to the future, Bradford's managers are building
on the lessons they learned from implementing ABCM, as
well as the benefits the system has provided, to help them
meet new challenges. Chief among these challenges is the
need to develop a real -time model for capacity management.
Effective scheduling is the secret to profitability in this
fiercely competitive business. That factor combined with the
good news that Bradford is running at capacity on an ongoing basis shows that the company's future success will be
driven by effective cost-based management of its manufacturing resources.
The real challenge that faces Bradford, and every other

organization that implements new forms of costing and control, is building continuous improvement into these models.
The design and operation of an accounting -based information system always must reflect, as accurately as possible,
reality on the shop floor. Unless change is built into the accounting mind -set, the specter of obsolesence that is spelling
the death of standard costing in organizations will strike activity-based cost management. This challenge can be met,
but only if companies embrace change as a way of life. ■
Frances Gammell is senior vice president and CFO of Original
Bradford Soap Works, Inc., in West Warwick, R.1. She also
serves on several corporate boards of directors. She can be
reached at (401) 821 -2141.
Q . McNair, CMA, is the Chandor Professor of Accounting
at Babson College in Wellesley, Mass. She has published extensively in the field of management accounting. Recent works includeThe Profit Banditsand World Class Accounting and Finance. An IMA member, she can be reached at (617) 2394576.
'Material handling represents a special challenge to Original Bradford Soap
Works. First, there is minimal control over the palletized flow of materials to the
plant floor or off it. Second, more than half the materials used are customer
owned. Third, while the company recognized that it wanted to count pallet movements, it couldn't capture this driver in a cost - effective manner. Future plans are
to implement bar coding to facilitate the tracking and costing of material handling.
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CONTROLPLANSFORTHE
NEWCOMPUTERVR
I USES
You may think having anti -viral software makes your company safe
from computer viruses —don't be too sure!
BY WILLIAM M. BAKER, CMA, AND
DANIELS.LESTER
Certificate of Merit, 1993 -94

Cynthia Jackson, company controller,
walks into the office ofher newest cost accountant. The accountant does not acknowledge her entrance. Cynthia is
shocked as she watches the accountant
using his new Virus Construction Laboratory to create a computer virus. She
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is amazed by the userfriendliness ofthe
software —mouse support, pull -down
menus, and a help facility. She breathes
a sigh of relief when, after writing the virus code, the cost accountant destroys it.
Hearinghersigh, the cost accountant
turns and says, "I thought I heard you!
There are thousands ofviruses in the
United States, and more than 100 new
ones are created every month. We must
do something. Our company is like every
other company; we know viruses exist.

We know the warning signs: slow run
times, lossofcomputer memory, unusual
events, changes in executable files. We
have the current anti -viral software. But
our knowledge about computer viruses is
only enough to make us think we're safe."
Cynthia listens earnestly and wonders what he would have done ifshe
hadn't been watching. She wonders just
how much risk the company is facing
from computer viruses and what can be
done.
47

everal things can be done. They
must be done. Companies must
realize that merely having some
anti-viral software is not enough.
Anti-viral software is effective only
for viruses it can detect. Most companies know that software vanes tremendously in these capabilities. But many
viruses cannot be detected, for two reasons: (1) Viruses may have been created after the detection software was
written, or (2) viruses may have been
written to circumvent or avoid antiviral software.
Companies know that anti-viral software becomes obsolete quickly. One of
the selling points of most anti -viral
packages is the periodic (or, using bulletin boards, continuous) updates of
software to detect and "clean" newer viruses in systems. But the anti-viral software can never be closer than one step
behind the virus creators, and one step
today can equal many viruses.
Using any of a number of packages,
anyone can write a virus. The Virus
Construction Laboratory that the cost
accountant used earlier is one example. Its help functions even anticipate
user questions. Other "do-it-yourself'
kits include the Phalcon /Skism Mass Produced Code Generator and the Virus Construction Set. An inventory of
virus codes is available in The Little
Black Book of Computer Viruses.I Users can even request floppy disks that
already contain executable virus programs. Thus, new virus programs
could enter many company systems
even though the systems are "protected" by virus - detection software.
Two new types of viruses can avoid
detection: (1) stealth viruses and (2)
polymorphic viruses. Stealth viruses
hide themselves from virus detection
tools in several different ways. The
first way is for the virus to avoid changing the date of file creation or modification of an infected file. Thus, when
the anti-viral software checks for date
changes, none are found. Another
technique is trapping the internal procedures (interrupts) that the system
uses to get information about files. By
trapping these interrupts, the viruses
can hide by subtracting their own size
from the file size before allowing processing to continue. Thus, the file size
does not appear to change, and the virus avoids detection.
Polymorphic viruses mutate and
change form as they replicate. Some
change their signatures by randomly
varying their code, and others encrypt
their signatures. These types of viruses are difficult to find because they
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change continually. Much anti -viral
software does not do well at finding
stealth and polymorphic viruses. Users should review the capabilities of
their anti -viral software and upgrade it
if necessary to detect as many new viruses as possible.
New anti-viral software and anti-viral hardware are designed to prevent
viruses from entering systems or detect viruses that exist in systems. Most
detection software also can "clean up"
any damage that is done. Unfortunately, much damage cannot be repaired,
and if there is no anti-viral software for
the infecting virus, damage can be unmanageable. One corrective plan that
more and more companies are considering is the use of insurance. Even insurance requires self- policing procedures and use of anti-viral software.
ANTI-VIRAL SOFTWARE
nti-viral software is changing to
meet the threat posed by the
new types of viruses. The new
software products combine the techniques of monitoring, scanning, and integrity checking to detect these new viruses. Monitoring uses a program to
block attempts by a virus to write to executable files or to the boot sector. This
technique has the drawback of creating false alarms because the program
cannot always distinguish between legitimate attempts and those by a virus.
The scanning technique uses a database of known viruses and their characteristics. One previous weakness of
scanning was that detection could not
occur if a virus was not in the database.
Scanning now has been combined with
heuristics to enable it to detect viruses
that are similar, but not identical, to viruses in the scanning database. In this
way any variants of old viruses can be
found. This detection of variants is
very important. Using a source such as
The Little Black Book of Computer Viruses, virus writers can change the

code slightly and create a new virus.
The scanning technique looks for certain pre - programmed patterns —certain rules -of -thumb that groups of viruses share —and thus is able to detect
many new viruses.
The newest technique is integrity
checking. This technique sums all the
binary elements of files in the system
and creates a database of checksums.
If a file is changed by a virus, one or
more checksums will change, indicating the presence of a virus. Integrity
checking is probably the most important technique in detecting viruses, so

it is the technique most commonly and
powerfully attacked by the new stealth
viruses.
Detection is only one part of an antiviral program. Current anti-virus software also is evaluated on its ability to
remove viruses and to prevent infection. A virus is removed using either or
both of two methods. The first method
is to overwrite the file completely, ensuring the destruction of the virus.
However, the user must have an uninfected original or backup copy to restore the file that was infected. The other method focuses on the virus itself,
without overwriting the file. The viral
code either is removed from the file or
is made inoperable. It can be difficult
to remove or "disinfect" a virus without
damaging the file. The anti-viral program must identify the virus correctly
to restore the file by undoing the work
of the virus. If the virus is misidentified, the program will fail in its attempt
to undo the virus' work and will damage the file in the process.
The new anti-viral software has improved greatly in the past two years.
Performance is consistent, documentation has improved, the products are
easier to use, and they are less obtrusive. Obtrusiveness is a crucial issue
for this software. Products that raise
frequent false alarms or require dedsions by users impede work, and users
are apt to quit using them.
ANTI-VIRAL HARDWARE
nti-viral hardware has been developed in part because the software requires frequent updates,
a disadvantage. As new viruses appear,
the database that the software uses to
recognize viruses must be updated.
Two approaches guide the development of hardware products. One focuses on preventing system boots from
diskettes. It is based on the observation that the primary means of entry
for viruses is through the floppy disk
drive. One solution that prevents boots
from diskettes uses Basic Input Output
Systems (BIOS) chips that monitor the
boot sector of a disk. Write attempts
are restricted, and the user is alerted
when they occur. One such hardware
compares new and old master boot
records, system files, and partition tables before the system boots up. If any
changes are detected, the hardware
destroys the extraneous code and restores the files to conform to the old
versions. In addition, the hardware will
disable the A. drive to make system
boots from a diskette impossible.
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The second approach taken by
hardware products is write- protecting
the hard disk. An example of this type
of product is Virustrap by Texas Instruments, Inc. Virustrap secures the
circuitry of all executable files on the
hard disk. It detects and blocks virus ordered disk formats, alterations of operating system files, and all writes to
protected hard disk areas. Other products use a similar approach by trapping
all input and output requests and examining them for viruses before
proceeding.
Advantages of hardware virus protection are that hardware protection
cannot be circumvented by software
and that viruses are stopped prior to
entering the system. But there are disadvantages, too. Hardware must be inserted on every machine that might be
used to scan diskettes, and the cost of
the hardware is greater than the cost
of anti -viral software. Another disadvantage associated with anti-viral hardware is false alarms. Hardware products use heuristics to distinguish
between a command by a virus and a
normal operation. These heuristics
cannot be updated in hardware as they
can be in software products. They
therefore are built very conservatively
to catch "everything." As a result, users may stop using the product because false virus identifications become frequent and obtrusive.
Anti -viral software and hardware
can identify the vast majority of viruses. But what about the ones they miss?
Would you be willing to put up with a
multitude of false alarms or anti-viral
software that becomes slower and
slower as the database of existing viruses grows larger? Insurance may
help, but not unless you are willing to
accept the cumbersome environment
of anti-viral software and hardware.

TODAY'SCOMPUTERVIRUSES
omputer viruses usually enter
systems from external sources:
downloading files from bulletin
boards, copying files onto floppy
disks, or accessing networks. They reside in memory, boot sectors of disks,
and executable files. They cannot live
in data files, but they can certainly destroy them.
Viruses usually come equipped
with a time bomb, often called aTrojan
horse, that makes the virus sit idle for
a certain period of time before activating itself. The Michelangelo virus is a
vivid example of a Trojan horse virus.
It was designed to activate itself on a
specific date. Because the media paid
so much attention to the Michelangelo
virus, software manufacturers have
created numerous anti-viral packages
that attempt to prevent or detect and
correct virus infection.
Viruses can be classified in three
categories based on their ability to
avoid detection by these packages:
1. New viruses. New viruses are simply those that have been written
and distributed since the anti-viral
software was written. Estimates
based on current software technology indicate that more than 100
new viruses are created each
month.
2. Stealth viruses. Astealth virus contains program code that tricks the
anti-viral software so that the virus
escapes detection. For example,
most viruses contain certain codes
that immediately indicate a virus is
present; stealth viruses are able to
hide such giveaway program
codes.

Polymorphic (mutating) viruses.
Polymorphic viruses escape detection by regenerating themselves as
completely different, completely
new, and unique viruses. The new
versions may be unrecognizable as
compared to the original virus;
thus, detection may be impossible.
Further, regeneration is a random,
unpredictable process, so there is
no pattern for anti-viral software to
follow in detecting the virus.
Computer viruses can exist in all
three categories. A new virus may be
polymorphic and also have the ability
to hide from detection packages. Such
viruses can be disastrous, depending
on their impact. Some are little more
than nuisances, but some can re -partition disk drives and thus erase entire
systems. Be aware of the following
"symptoms" that viruses may exist in
a system:
• Programs take longer to load,
• Disk access time seems excessive,
• Unusual error messages appear,
• Less memory is available (some
larger programs no longer run),
• Executable files (i.e., .COM and
.EXE files) change size,
• Unfamiliar hidden files appear,
• Programs or data files have been
damaged or have disappeared.
As with colds or other human viruses, we tend to ignore the initial symptoms of a computer virus. Instead,
such symptoms should be addressed
quickly. Often the above symptoms
may be the preamble to more serious
computer troubles.

WHATABOUTVIRUSINSURANCE?
nsurance to compensate for losses
from damage caused by viruses
has been underused, but a growing
number of companies offer coverage.
This fact is due in part to increased
public awareness as a result of extensive media reporting of the Michelangelo virus.
Insurance companies offer coverage for virus damage provided that certain conditions are met. While the conditions and amounts of coverage vary,
some common elements of information are required of applicants for insurance. The required information focuses on anti-viral safeguards,
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software duplicates, data backups, and
the valuation of information system resources. The applicant must state
whether anti -viral safeguards are in effect and what they are. For example,
anti-viral software may be used. If software duplicates and data backups are
maintained, their location must be given. Security is of special interest. An
on- premises location requires indicating whether this material is kept in a
safe, vault, computer room, or other facility. For data backups, the frequency
of backup procedures must be
disclosed.
For insurance coverage to be effec-

tive, a documented self - protection policy must be followed. Claimants must
be able to show that they guard their
data because the law emphasizes the
importance of self-protection and common sense. But compensation through
insurance is much surer than through
the courts if the self - protection policy
is violated. Litigation usually is ineffective for two reasons. First, virus authors are not often caught, and, second, they typically do not have the
resources to pay a judgment against
them.'
A self - protection policy should have
clearly stated rules and procedures on
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ANTV
IR
I ALSOFTWAREPACKAGES
n anti -viral software package becomes the "immune sys tem"
against attack by computer viruses. There are malty anti -viral packages available, and, like other types of
software, they vary tremendously in
terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and
user friendliness. Listed alphabetically
by manufacturer, here are 20 common
anti -viral software packages that range
in price from less than $50 to almost
$200.
These popular anti -viral software
packages have been examined in tremendous detail.' While they vary in
their abilities, no package can prevent
OR detect all computer viruses. Further, the usefulness of these packages
can be affected by two types of false
alarms:
Finding Viruses That Are Not
There —Software packages vary in
their effectiveness, and they vary in
how they attempt to detect viruses.
Some attempts result in false
alarms — signals that viruses exist
when they are not actually present. If
a user must endure 20 false alarms in
order to scan a disk for viruses, the result likely will be that the user either
quits scanning the disk or overlooks an
alarm when a virus truly exists.

Some users of particularly popular
anti -viral software packages incorrectly believe that these false alarms are
the result of a very effective, extremely
conservative program. Whether this is
true will be unimportant if the software
is not used. One anti -viral software
manufacturer even sued the manufacturer of a more popular package because the popular package created
many false alarms. The less popular
software did not create these false
alarms, and many users would not buy
it for that reason.
Indicating Viruses Are Cone When
They Are Not—Sometimes anti -viral
packages will indicate that a virus has
been removed from a system when the
virus still exists. While this type of false
alarm is less common, it can be more
damaging. We should be aware of this
problem, but it stems more from particular viruses than from particular anti-viral packages. One virus, for example, reformats hard drives, thus
erasing all their contents. When antiviral packages are run to eliminate this
virus, they indicate that it is gone. Yet,
when the hard drive is reformatted, the
virus acts again and destroys the formatting again. Because anti-viral packages indicate that the virus is gone, us-

Company

Phone Number

Central Point Software

ers sometimes mistakenly assert that
the hardware itself has been damaged.
Because no anti -viral package (or
combination of packages) is a panacea
for computer viruses, the key to escaping harm is prevention. Prevention can
be enhanced by purchasing the updates for anti -viral packages. More
than marketing gimmicks, such updates should provide protection from
any new viruses that have occurred
since the last version of the package
was created. These updates vary tremendously in terms of frequency
(though most are quarterly) and cost.
Consider user friendliness, false
alarms, update variations, and other
factors when choosing anti-viral software. And to be safe, keep write -protected copies of all valuable programs,
applications, and data.

tSee "Search and Destroy: Antivirus Software," by
Scott Spanbauer, in PC World, May 1993, pp. 194202. Spanbauer reports on the performance of
these 20 software packages in combating eight common and five uncommon viruses, most of which
were stealth or polymorphic. while a few packages
could detect all M viruses, no package was able to
eliminate all of them.
2
1t is usually recommended that the ViruScan, Clean IJp, and VShield products offered by McAfee Associates be used simultaneously.

Package(s)

Commcrypt

800 -445 -4208
800- 334 -8338

Central Point Anti -Virus
Detect Plus

Datawatch

508 - 988 -9700

Digital Dispatch
Fifth Generation Systems

800 - 221 -8091
800- 873 -4384

Virex
Data Physician Plus

Leprechaun Software
Look Software

800 - 521 -8849

McAfee Associates
Ontrack Computer Systems

613 - 837 -2151
408 - 988 -3832
800 - 752 -1333

Parsons Technology
PC Guardian
RG Software Systems

800- 223 -6925
800 - 228 -8126
602- 423 -8000

Safetynet Software
Symantec

800- 851 -0188
800 - 441 -7234
800 - 922 -0015

Techmar Computer Products
Trend Micro Devices

800 - 228 -5651

Untouchable
Virus Buster
Virus Alert
Pro -Scan; ViruScan; Clean Up; VShield2
Dr. Solomon's Anti -Virus Toolkit
ViruCide Plus
Virus Prevention Plus
Vi -Spy
VirusNet
Norton AntiVirus; Novi
AntiVirusPlus
PC Rx
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computer operations, especially on the
use of diskettes and downloading from
networks. The policy should require
written evidence that procedures are
being followed, and it should apply to
all users, including vendors and service personnel. The risk posed by viruses should be minimized by:
■ Using anti -viral software and hardware,
■ Using only "safe" software,
■ Write - protecting all diskettes,
■ Removing diskettes before booting
up any computer, and
■ Maintaining backups of all software.
Adherence to a well- documented
policy will help ensure that an insurance claim will not be reduced as a result of negligence by the claimant.
Valuation of computer resources
differs for hardware, software, and data. Hardware is valued at either actual
cash value or replacement cost. Software and data are valued at the cost of
reproduction. Losses due to virus damage are not limited to the values of the
computer system resources and data.
Other costs stemming from virus damage include the costs of eradicating the
virus, lost labor costs, and business interruption loss. These costs should be
considered in a virus damage policy.
Coverage for virus damage varies
by insurance company. Hardware, software, and data may not be covered in
the same way. An example is the coverage in a commercial policy offered
by Allstate. Hardware is covered under
a standard computer breakdown endorsement for an amount up to
$10,000. Software and data are classified as "valuable papers" and are insured as an option under an endorsement that covers the contents of a
building. The amount of coverage varies in each case. In contrast, USF &G
includes hardware, software, and data
as part of electronic data processing
coverage. Because virus damage may
affect hardware, software, or data, be
certain that coverage includes all of
them.
What if employees take their work
home? Virus insurance for home computers is emerging only now. Sometimes, work at home is covered by
business insurance. Most homeowners' policies will allow coverage for
computers but not for software or
records. The Utica National Insurance
Group offers a homeowners' policy
that provides for a rider for coverage
of virus damage, expenses for recreating lost records, and portable comput
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ers in transit. Similar coverage is offered by Safeware of Columbus, Ohio,
without the homeowners' policy.

effective self - protection policy, insurance enhances any company's virus
protection program.
■

WHAT ACONTROLLERCANDO

William M. Baker, CMA, Ph.D., is an
associate professor in accounting at Appalachian State University. He is a
member of the Catawba Valley (N.C.)
Chapter, through which this article was
submitted. He can be reached at (704)
262 -6200.
Daniel S. Lester was an accounting
student at Appalachian State University. He is now a novice studying to become
a Benedictine monk at St. Vincent Arch
Abbey in Latrobe, Pa.

s a controller, Cynthia Jackson
should be concerned about viruses. She should ensure that
policies exist to make virus infection
less likely. She should be aware that
the number of viruses is growing very
fast and that new stealth and polymorphic viruses can circumvent much of
the current anti-viral software. Antiviral hardware and software have complementary strengths and weaknesses, so a combination of these products
offers the greatest protection.
The use of insurance for protection
from monetary losses from viruses
should be considered on the basis of
the degree of risk that exists for an information system and the amount of a
potential loss. Insurers are likely to require the use of virus protection procedures, so insurance should be considered a supplement to anti -viral
software and hardware products rather than a substitute. Coupled with an

'For more technical information about viruses, andviral software, and anti-viral hardware, see Robin
Raskin and M.E. Kabay, "Keeping Up Your Guard,"
PCMagadne,March 16,1993, p. 210, and James Daly, "Hardware Confronts Viruses." James Daly also
has written about The little Btack Book of Computer
Viruses in "Virus Fighters Fume Over little Black
Book," ComPuterworld,June 29,1992, p. 4.
'For additional concerns regarding insurance, consider reading Eric A Savage, "Few Options for Virus Victims," Computerworld,April 27, 1992, p. 108.
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BYPAULR, HURLING, CMA
ethlehem Steel Corporation makes a significant
number of purchases on a time and material basis
where contractors bill for labor by multiplying
hours worked times an hourly billing rate and bill
for material using their costs plus a markup percentage.
There are several reasons for purchasing services and material this way:
1. In some cases it is difficult to determine in advance how
long a project will take; therefore, a contractor may be unwilling to set a fixed price to perform a job.
2. If a job has a fixed price, it may be higher in order to compensate for risk and to cover any contingencies. By pricing according to time and material instead, the buyer can
take on most of the risk and receive a lower price.
There also are disadvantages to purchasing services and
material this way:
1. The purchaser takes all risks.
2. The buyer cannot tell by looking at the invoice alone
whether the contractor billed the correct price, which can
make the contract more expensive to administer.
3. There is no incentive for contractors to manage their
costs or to reduce hours.

THE COMPLIANCE AUDIT
eriodically Bethlehem Steel's Internal Auditing Division performs compliance audits to provide assurance
that contractors and suppliers have billing systems
and practices that allow them to bill accurately under purchase order and contract terms. There are many different
contract arrangements, and not all apply to every supplier.
Some contracts base labor rates on a contractor's costs,
while others have all - inclusive hourly billing rates that are
set competitively by the market and do not depend on a supplier's costs. Some agreements establish material prices, and
others base material prices on costs. Because every contract
is different, Internal Auditing does not use any standard audit programs, yet it is necessary to understand an agreement
fully before auditing it.
Let's examine the areas that we in Bethlehem Steel's Internal Auditing Division look for in our audits of suppliers
and some of the major problems we have uncovered.
Rate Buildup Sheets.Bethlehem Steel requires most time
and material contractors to provide a rate buildup sheet
showing the components of their labor billing rates. The
most common components are base wages, fringe benefits,
payroll taxes, workers' compensation, overhead, and profit.
These rate buildup sheets provide a mechanism for price increases whereby instead of renegotiating billing rates every
year and going through the buying process again, prices are
established automatically. These sheets also help Bethlehem
Steel and its suppliers understand what drives each other's
costs so they can work together to control or lower costs or
end work that does not add value.
In some audits we have found the rate buildup sheets to
be inaccurate —the most common problem being the base
wage rate. The base rates have been inaccurate because the
following situations have not been considered:
■ Employees with different pay classifications may be invoiced under the same labor billing rate (two employees
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may be billed as operators, but they are paid at different
rates because of their experience).
■ One employee may be invoiced under more than one labor billing rate (the same employee sometimes will be
billed as a journeyman and sometimes as a laborer without a change in pay).
■ Lower wages may be paid to probationary employees or
employees while they are training.
Some contractors said they "backed into the rates" or
used estimates that turned out to be inaccurate. The rate
buildup sheets should tie to actual costs. We realize there
may be some variances between the information used to determine the rate buildup sheet and actual costs, but they
should be minor.
Payroll Tax and Insurance Reconciliations. Our contracts
require contractors who perform time and material work and
who have billings of more than $100,000 in a year to complete
a payroll tax and insurance reconciliation annually. The contract requires the contractor to redetermine the portion of
the labor billing rates attributable to payroll taxes and workers' compensation. Then actual payroll and insurance costs
are reconciled to those billed to Bethlehem Steel, and the
contractor either bills or refunds the difference between the
two.
The clause requiring payroll tax and insurance reconciliations was established as a mechanism to share in the cost
savings when employers have met their payroll tax obligations. It was set up several years ago when the limit on FICA taxes was much lower and many people earned high
enough wages that their employer paid payroll taxes for only part of the year. Although this requirement appears in
the contract, some contractors either do not submit these
reconciliations or do not submit them on a timely basis. A
common problem is that they will attribute all payroll taxes
to Bethlehem Steel jobs. Because not all wages have the
same amount of payroll taxes (employers pay federal unemployment tax only on the first $7,000 of wages), contractors
should identify specifically on which jobs particular employees worked or should allocate those wages to all their
customers. Not doing so leads to Bethlehem Steel paying

Production workers at Bethlehem Steel plant. The company requires
most time and material contractors to provide a rate buildup sheet
showing the components of their labor billing rates.
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for more payroll taxes than we should.
Overtime Rates. Overtime billing rates should include the
same amount of overhead and profit as straight-time hours.
These billing rates may be higher because of payment of
overtime premiums to employees, but some cost components do not increase, so contractors should not make additional profit because services were provided on an overtime basis.
A common mistake is made when contractors calculate
the fringe benefits portion of an overtime time rate. Contractors should not increase the fringe benefits portion of the
billing rate if the costs are based on hours worked. For example, a contractor may be required to make a payment to
its employees' union for health insurance or pensions. If that
payment is based on the number of hours an employee
works, the payments to the union will not be higher for those
hours worked on an overtime basis. In this case, the fringe
benefit component of the labor rate should be the same for
both overtime and straight time. Only if the payment to the
union is based on the employees' earnings should the fringe
benefit portion be higher because of higher costs to the
contractor.
A related problem occurs if contractors classify hours incorrectly between overtime and straight time. If we pay contractors a higher rate for overtime hours because their costs
are higher, we want to verify that their costs actually are
higher. If their costs are higher because of increased wages,
we want to make sure the employees receive the money. We
found that some contractors billed Bethlehem Steel for overtime hours when the contractors paid their employees using
straight -time rates. The classification of the hours should be
consistent; straight time billed should equal straight time
paid, and overtime billed should equal overtime paid.
Hours Paid vs. Hours Billed. We have encountered cases
in which the number of hours billed did not agree with the
number of hours paid to employees. Contractors should be
able to substantiate all hours billed. There should be a clear
audit trail between the payroll and billing systems. A preferred control is for contractors to reconcile the hours billed
to customers with the hours paid to employees.
Direct Billing of Overhead Components. In many cases, our
contracts specify which items are included in overhead. We
look to see that contractors have not billed Bethlehem Steel
for salaried supervisory personnel's time or for small tools
or consumable items. These items already were included in
the development of the overhead rate.
Unauthorized Rate Increases. Occasionally contractors
will raise rates without first notifying and receiving permission from our Purchasing Department although the purchase orders require that department to approve any changes in billing rates. Any labor rate changes require the
submission of a new rate buildup sheet, which we verify to
make sure that contractors are billing using rates documented in contracts and purchase orders.
Material from Inventory. Some contracts establish prices
for material in advance, while others are based on a supplier's cost plus a markup. If material is purchased specifically
for a Bethlehem Steel job, it is easy to determine and substantiate the cost. When material is purchased by the contractor on an ongoing basis and is kept in inventory, however,
the Internal Auditing Division may encounter problems if an
adequate system is not in place to value inventory properly.
This situation could result in charges to Bethlehem Steel
that cannot be traced to the supplier's cost.
Intercompany Transactions. Another problem with cost
plus material is valuing intercompany transfers. For material
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

Bethlehem Steel's Burns Harbor Plant located on Lake Michigan about 30 miles east of Chicago.

purchased from a related party, contractors should take care
that the markup percentage is not taken more than once. Either intercompany transactions should be recorded at cost
or the excess above cost taken into consideration when billing Bethlehem Steel.
Equipment Rental Periods. Some purchase orders establish lower equipment rental rates when equipment is rented
for longer periods (such as weekly or monthly). Usually it
is a contractor's responsibility to determine when the lower
rates apply and to bill Bethlehem Steel at the most economical rates.
Entertainment Expenses. Our purchase orders specify
that contractors will maintain records for all expenses to entertain or otherwise maintain relations with Bethlehem Steel
employees. It is not necessary to keep special records for
Bethlehem Steel's benefit, but contractors should retain and
be prepared to show supporting documentation in connection with entertaining Bethlehem Steel employees.
Systematic Billing. Contractors and suppliers should have
systematic billing systems in place. They should prepare
bills consistently and have a clear audit trail. A computerized
system is not necessary, but the final bill should be the same
regardless of who performed the billing.
THE QUALITY AUDIT PROGRAM
ethlehem Steel has a separate quality audit program
known as the Supplier Excellence Program, which
rates a supplier's quality process to determine if the
supplier can meet Bethlehem Steel's quality expectations.
The program's purpose is to evaluate suppliers objectively
so purchasing decisions are not made on price alone. Bethlehem Steel's compliance audits add an element to our quality audit program. While the quality audit program focuses
on operational quality and the process for controlling product quality, the compliance audit determines the quality of
a contractor or supplier's accounting system. Not having
high quality billings increases costs (extra paperwork, loss
of use of money while waiting for a credit) just as poor product quality increases operational costs.

B

IF YOU CAN'T DO AN AUDIT.. .
s long as a contract's pricing is based on someone
else's costs, the only way to be sure what those costs
really are is to send an auditor to examine that comMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

pany's books. In many cases the problems cannot be detected without an audit. Some procedures, however, can help a
company uncover billing problems without an audit'~ The
purchasing department can:
1. Review rate buildup sheets for reasonableness. For example, it can make sure contractors do not calculate overtime rates by taking the entire straight -time rate times one
and one -half.
2. Look at payroll tax rates to see that they are in line with
known tax rates.
3. Request copies of a contractor's union agreement to review the reasonableness of the base labor rates.
4. Require contractors to attach copies of their paid invoices
to support material billings. This step also provides a way
to verify a contractor's cost without an audit.
Most findings of internal auditing are not fraud but are
the result of poor accounting or a misunderstanding of the
purchase order by the contractor. A number of times contractors have not had reliable billing systems until after a visit from our Internal Auditing Division. After being notified
of Bethlehem Steel's findings, some contractors said they
had not been aware of some of our expectations. To address
this problem, we started a program to have new time and
material contractors meet with both Purchasing and Internal
Auditing to discuss how our contracts work and potential billing problems. We also have written to contractors to familiarize them with potential problems.
In spite of the problems identified in procuring services
and material on a time and material basis, our Purchasing
Department still believes it is the best way to purchase many
goods and services. Therefore, it is important to have an
oversight function such as the one Internal Auditing provides. Then we at Bethlehem Steel and our suppliers can
forge a good working partnership.
■
Paul R. Hubling, CMA, CPA, is on the staffofBethlehem Steel's

Internal Auditing Division —Burns Harbor Region. Previously
he worked in the internal audit department ofEssex Group, Inc.
and for Deloitte & Touche in Indianapolis. He is a member of
IMA's Indiana Dunes Chapter, through which this article was
submitted. He may be reached at (219) 787 -2376.
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When an
Auditor
Changes
Sides.. .
Arefirmsadequately monitoring
client /auditor employment?
BY LOIS S. MAHONEY, CPA, AND
PAMELA B. ROUSH, CMA
hould a company hire its auditor?
Historically, the practice of
clients hiring auditors drew little attention. Now, this practice is being seriously questioned. The California State Board of Accountancy
recently investigated several cases
where companies hired individuals
from the audit team and the auditors
failed to spot questionable accounting
practices that contributed to millions
of dollars in investor losses. Concern
over the growing skepticism about financial reporting and the erosion of
public trust in audit reports has
prompted the American Institute of
CPAs' leadership to request that the
government bar companies from hiring the partner in charge of their audit
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for a minimum of one year.' The
AICPA efforts are aimed at closing the
"revolving door" between auditing
firms and their clients.
The possible problem created
when a client makes a practice of hiring its auditor is this: Can an auditor
remain unbiased when auditing a potential employer's financial statements? Other independence issues also may arise when the client hires an
auditor to be part of its executive
team. For instance, can the continuing auditors be independent when
dealing with top managers of the client who were previously fellow auditors? On the other hand, will the chief
financial officer hired from the independent auditor, who knows the capabilities and the shortcomings of the
independent auditor, take advantage
of that knowledge for the sake of his
new employer and at the expense of

his previous employer? (See sidebar,
p. 60.)
If auditor independence is brought
under a cloud of public skepticism because of the practice of hiring auditors,
then everyone eventually loses: the accounting firm, the company, and the
stockholders. The AICPA Code of ProfessionalConduct provides guidance
for the individual and the firm when a
potential or real employment of the auditor by an audit client occurs. Further
guidance recently was provided by the
Public Oversight Board (POB) of the
AICPA in its report on Issues Confronting the Accounting Profession to
strengthen professionalism and independence.2
We conducted a survey of CPA
firms to investigate the awareness of
individuals of this professional guidance and to assess the efforts of firms
to prevent and /or detect an independence problem when the client attempts to and /or hires its auditor. The
following issues were addressed:
1. CPAs' awareness of the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct (ET
191.155) involving potential auditor /client employment and methods used by their firm to promote
awareness.
2. Whether CPAs believe a former auditor accepting employment with a
client has resulted in an independence problem for their firm.
3. What the auditors believe their firm
is doing to prevent an independence
problem.
4. What the auditors believe their firm
should be doing to prevent an independence problem.

WHAT THE SURVEY SHOWED
n order to determine the familiarity
of the CPAs with the AICPA Code
of Professional Conduct on this independence issue, 200 practicing auditors were asked how familiar they were
with Professional Standard ET 191.155
concerning the audit client's hiring of
its auditor. The majority of the respondents have been CPAs for more than
10 years. The results indicate that although a majority of the respondents
consider themselves at least familiar
with the standard, more than 40% of the
respondents are not aware of or fan liar with it (Figure 1).
When the respondents were asked
whether they believed the hiring of an
audit team member by the client had
posed an independence problem for
their office, 6.6% responded, yes. AlMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

though this is not a high number, it indicates that the problem does exist. If
any of the cases had resulted in suits
against the CPA firm, serious damage
to the reputation of the CPAs and their
firms could result.
To assess what policies the firms
have in place to ensure employees are
made aware of this independence issue, the respondents were asked to
identify specific firm policies they believe their firm used to alert members
of the audit team of potential independence problems regarding client /auditor employment (Figure 2).
According to the results, the most
frequent way firms disseminate information concerning auditor independence is through the office training
manual and the annual independence
report. Four respondents said that this
issue was included in other firm manuals, such as independence and personnel. Further analysis of the survey
showed that 2.5% of the respondents
said that their firm practiced all four of
the above policies, while 37.1% of the
respondents said that their firm had no
policies in place.
The lack of "awareness" policies by
such a large percentage of firms is
probably due to the high representation of management in this survey who
were not aware of or familiar with the
hiring standard. Awareness of a potential problem would precede policies
concerning the problem. If upper management is not aware of a such a standard, it would not institute firm policy
to deal with it. The results suggest CPA
firms could improve on disseminating
information to their employees about
the potential problems associated with
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FIGURE 1/ AWARENESS OF PROFESSIONAL STANDARD ET 191.155"

'AICPA code of professional conduct

client /auditor employment.

POTENTIAL EMPLOYMENT
he respondents were next
asked to answer two questions
on the issue of potential employ-

ment with clients. The first question
asked them to indicate what policies
they believed their firm had when auditors on the engagement are approached by clients for potential employment or when the auditor
approaches the client seeking employment. The respondents were then
asked to answer what policies they believe the firm should have (Figure 3).
The results reveal a statistically significant difference between the policies respondents believe their firms actually have and the policies they
believe their firmshouldhave for those
policies listed in Figure 3. Two policy
choices were not different between
what firms have and what they should
have and are not included in Figure 3.
The respondents were not aware of
firm policies nor believed firms should
have policies requiring the auditor's
dismissal or prohibiting the practice of
auditors going to work for clients.
Based on the respondents' opinions, it seems these firms should be doing more than what they are doing now
to alleviate a possible independence
problem when an auditor of the firm is
looking at employment with a client. A

disturbing 31.1% of the respondents reported their firm did not practice any
of the above policies. In addition, 2.1%
believed it was not necessary to have
any policies in place. Very few firms
seem to be following the guidance provided by ET 191.155. Only 37.1% require the auditor to withdraw from the
engagement, and a limited 19.1% of the
firms perform additional work under
such circumstances.

AFTER EMPLOYMENT
POLICIES
second set of questions was
then asked concerning possible
firm policies to address a situa-

tion where the client hires a member
of the audit team who was formerly an
audit supervisor. They were asked
whether they believed their firm had
specific policies and whether they believed their firm should have these policies (Figure 4).
Again, the results show a statistically significant difference between
the policies the respondents believe
their firms have and the policies they
should have for the policy choices
listed. One policy choice was not statistically different: The respondents
were not aware of company policies
nor believed companies should have
policies that would replace the whole
audit team with new auditors when

this situation occurred.
Based on the respondents' opinions, their firms should be doing more
to alleviate the likelihood of an independence problem when an audit supervisor of the firm is hired by a client.
A large percentage, 39.2%, of the respondents said their firm did not practice any of the above policies. A smaller
percentage, 7.9 %, believed it was not
necessary to have any of these policies. Again, a very limited number of
firms, 23.2 %, follows the professional
guidance of performing additional
work when a client hires a member of
the audit team.

PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE
NEEDED
he potential problem created
when an auditor changes
sides specially at or near the
time when the client company suffers
financial distress — should be taken
very seriously by any firm that performs financial audits. Clearly delineated firm policies should exist to combat
any suspicious doubts that might be
cast on the quality of the firm's audit
for such a client. Two sources for developing these policies are the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct and a recent report of the POB concerning independence and professionalism.
According to theAICPA Code ofProfessional Conduct (ET 191.155), an individual participating in an audit engagement who has been offered or is
seeking employment with the client
should withdraw from the engagement
until the offer is rejected or employment is no longer being pursued. The
firm also has the responsibility to take
actions to ensure that all work was performed with integrity and objectivity if
it is subsequently discovered that a
member of an audit team actively pursued or was pursued for employment
during the performance of the audit3
While the guidance provided by the
Professional Standards is expressed in
general terms, the Public Oversight
Board of the AICPA recently has offered more specific guidance in the
form of recommendations collectively
published March 5, 1993, in A Special

Report.- Issues Confronting the Account ing Profession.The Board's recommen-

dations to strengthen independence
and professionalism and to promote
the proper degree of professional skepticism are most relevant to the auditor hiring issue.
To enhance auditor independence
and professionalism, the Board recom58
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gest that the rate of auditor turnover
probably would decrease if rotation
were implemented, while opponents
see rotation of personnel increasing
audit time and, therefore, increasing
audit costs.

NEEDED: SELF MONITORING
hile the results of the survey
indicate that the majority of
respondents are at least familiar with the standard dealing with
employment situations between auditor and client, it is disturbing that more
than 40% of the respondents were not
aware of or familiar with the standard.
The risk related to this lack of awareness becomes more significant when
you consider that the vast majority of
the respondents of this study were in
managerial positions within their firm.
The effect of the lack of management
awareness is reflected in the limited
methods and policies reported for use
in informing firm personnel. While it is
commendable that 2.5% of the respondents practice all four policies listed, a
37.1% response of no policies raises

Planning a State -of -the -Art
Financial Information
System
A one -day Briefing for every

mends making a clear distinction between client service and client advocacy. Client service allows the auditor to
serve the client interests as long as
those interests do not conflict with professional standards, the purpose of the
audit function, or the auditor's judgment. Client advocacy means serving
the client's interest in any way requested within the limits of the law. Considering independence is a mental attitude involving an auditor's judgment,
an auditor placed in a situation where
the client is demanding advocacy is not
in the best position to uphold the firm's
reputation for independence and
objectivity.
The Board recommends that public
accounting firms develop policies to
aid and protect the auditor and the firm
when circumstances such as a potential or actual employment relationship
between auditor and client create a
possible client advocacy problem.
These policies may include concurring
partner reviews and consultation requirements where concurring partners have the final responsibility to
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conclude whether the accounting
treatment applied is appropriate.
For instance, if policies exist within
the firm, are they clearly delineated,
and do they receive the proper exposure to promote personnel awareness
during and after the training phase? Finally, firms should have policies to assure that auditors are more sensitive to
the need to apply the appropriate level
of professional skepticism required by
the auditing standards.
It is best to have written policies requiring employees to notify the firm
when they receive job offers from clients. This procedure will allow the firm
to reassign employees who have received job offers or to double -check
their work. The effective enforcement
of such a requirement would be dependent on the honesty of firm personnel.
Therefore, it would be difficult to ensure that this policy would be effective
in every case. In order to reduce the
frequency of occurrence of hiring the
auditor, firms could require a method
of systematic staff rotation among auditors. Proponents of this policy sug-

business planning a new Financial
Information System (FIS).
The Briefing provides objective
information on the latest technology
and a strategic perspective on the FIS
development process, including:
• update on client/server
• re- engineering for tangible
business improvements
• how to select the "best"
financial software
Since 1987 thousands of financial
professionals have attended this Briefing
and rated it excellent.
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An Old Custom
Becomes Current Problem
hen an accounting firm initially learns of the client
hiring an alumnus of the firm, the reaction is usually favorable. A firm's alumnus who joins the client's management traditionally helps the firm remain or become the auditor of his /her new employer. However, as
previously noted, there is a potentially negative side that is
often ignored by the auditing profession. If a financial reporting problem were not detected and reported on by the auditors who were "potential" employees of the client, and the
company suffers a failure or near failure, the audit quality
of the auditing firm is brought under additional scrutiny.
Two recent events highlight the complexities introduced under such situations.
LINCOLN SAVINGS AND LOAN
Lincoln Savings and Loan is an example of a troubled company hiring its auditor. Shortly before Lincoln failed, and after the completion of the 1987 audit, American Continental
Corporation, Lincoln's parent company, hired J.D. Atchison,
the Arthur Young partner in charge of Lincoln's audit, for a
vice presidential position paying $930,000 a year. At a time
when regulators were questioning Lincoln's accounting
treatments of large real estate transactions, Arthur Young
rendered an unqualified opinion of Lincoln's financial statements for both 1986 and 1987. Critics of these audits suggest
that by eagerly accepting Lincoln's evidence supporting the
questionable transactions, the auditors allowed Lincoln to violate the fundamental "substance - over -form" rule and continue engaging in illicit activities. While Ernst & Young maintains the audit opinions were appropriate, its position is
weakened by the fact that the audit partner who replaced
Atchison refused to approve the accounting choices made
by Lincoln for similar transactions because they failed to satisfy the substance - over -form rule.
Atchison's close relationship with Keating and his advocacy of Lincoln's activities to banking regulators and U.S.

questions about the effectiveness of allowing self - monitoring of this issue at
the firm level.
Similar results concerning firm policies in place for potential and actual
employment of the auditor by the client intensifies the need to examine individual firm efforts to police itself.
The findings suggest that, at the very
least, perhaps firm policies and methods of disseminating those policies
may need fine tuning. The results also
indicate that the respondents feel their
firms are not doing enough in this
area.
Current events suggest that auditor job transfers to client companies
contribute to the potential credibility
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senators while serving as the engagement partner on Lincoln's audit prompted congressional investigators to question
his independence. Committee members also expressed
concern thatAtchison's new position allowed him improperly
to influence the audit team he had supervised just weeks
before.'
PHAR -MOR
The Phar -Mor scandal may be used to explore the possibility that past auditors who become part of client management may use their knowledge of the capabilities and shortcomings of their previous employer to the advantage of their
current employer. Phar -Mor is currently suing the audit firm
of Coopers & Lybrand for its failure to detect a $350 million
management fraud scheme that occurred over several years
and involved the misuse of basic accounting procedures for
the amortization of one -time payments for exclusive supplier
arrangements and inventory valuation. Two of Phar -Mor's senior executives came directly from supervisory positions of
the Coopers & Lybrand audit group. Coopers has countersued the now former executives of Phar -Mor Inc. for their
participation in the alleged fraud, including the former Coopers & Lybrand employees.
The alleged fraud involved inventory valuation and the amortization of one -time payments over a certain number of
years. Coopers will have to address why they did not question
Phar -Mor's accounting of vendors' payments for exclusive
supplier arrangements. Is it possible the audit team relaxed
its professional skepticism because it was dealing with former colleagues?2
'"Lincoln Savings: A Case Study in Audit Failure," Accounting Today,January 4,
1993; "Investigation of Lincoln Savings & Loan Association, Part 4, House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, U.S. Congress, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1990.
2Gabriella Stern, "Phan -Mor's Profit Growth Since 1989 May Have Been Inflated,
Sources Say," The Wall Street Journal.August 28,1992.

problem of the profession. Considering the audit function's reliance
upon public confidence to accept the
objectivity of the auditor's opinion, it
is important for the auditing professionals to not only be independent,
but they must also be careful to maintain an appearance of independence.
The possible threat to independence,
perceived or actual, created when
companies hire their auditors poses a
potential problem the profession
should address through policy implementation and self - monitoring at the
firm level. Otherwise, a potential
problem has a very good chance of
becoming a reality in today's litigious
environment.
■

Lois S Mahoney, CPA, is an instructor
of accounting at the University ofCentral Florida, Orlando, Fla.
Pamela Roush, CMA, is an assistant

professor at the University of Central
Florida. She received her Ph.D. degree
from Georgia State.
'Philip B. Chenok, president, AICPA, "Worth Repeating," Journal of Accountancy,January 1994, pp. 4751. Adapted from a speech on October 15, 1993.
2
A Special Report by the Public Oversight Board.Issues
Coxfroxting the Accounting Profession,American Institute of CPAs, March 5, 1993, New York.
3American Institute of CPAs, Code
of Professional
Conduct (ET 191.155),1993.
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THEQUALITYCOSTREPORT:

It's Alive and Well
at Gilroy Foods
This company's quality cost analysis program illustrates how
accountants can contribute to a positive bottom line.
BY STEPHEN L. BRINKMAN, CMA,
AND MARK A. APPELBAUM
Certificate of Merit, 1993 -94

Gilroy Foods' Quality Cost Report Is making a difference. At left, co- author Mark
Appelbaum with Gilroy President Van Tunstall.
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wring a total quality seminar
in the Silicon Valley a speaker addressing more than
100 accountants posed two
questions and asked for a show of
hands. One question was "How many
are pleased with your company's Total
Quality Program ?" Two hands were
raised. The second question was "How
many of you are preparing a Quality
Cost Report ?" I (Stephen L. Brinkman)
was very interested in this response
because we had initiated our report
and had been preparing it monthly
since December 1991. So I raised my
hand and scanned the room. Mine was
the only hand raised.
This anecdote serves as a re-introduction to a report that represents the
most encouraging development in accounting that I have been involved with
for many years. I'm referring to the
Quality Cost Report, a report concept
that has been in existence for many
years yet seemingly is little used in corporate America. This report, and the
process surrounding it, represents potentially the biggest single impact the
management accountant can have on
the bottom line. And isn't that every
management accountant's dream, to
have an impact on the bottom line, to
be a force for improvement and change
instead of just a reporter of numbers?
At that Silicon Valley seminar a lot
of thoughts went through my mind
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centering around the role of the accountant: If you are not pleased with
your company's Total Quality Program, what are you doing about it?
How can you be pleased with your
company's Total Quality Program if
you don't assist in quantifying its impact, in getting Total Quality out of the
realm of "touchy - feely," which most accountants abhor?
Another question surfaced: Are we
at Gilroy Foods getting the most out of
the process, and does it really have top
management endorsement, which is
so critical to the success of any process? In other words, are we really
making a difference, or is it just another report? I had to answer honestly. It
is probably just another report. As a director of the company, however, I felt
I was in a position to do something
about that. I guess that's where Total
Quality�starts�—with�the�individual�believing that he can make a difference
and committing himself to making a
difference.
It was now clear to me that I had to
champion the report actively with the
board of directors and the rest of the
organization. But before describing
how we got the company's attention,
my co-author and I will explain the
foundation and the format of the report
as it is constructed at Gilroy Foods, a
division of the McCormick & Company. The structure of the report actually
assisted us in getting the company's
attention.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
he structure for our Quality
Cost Report (QCR) was developed based on the format presented in Measuring, Planning and
Controlling Quality Costs (Morse, Roth
and Poston, 1987) .1That format segregates quality costs into four basic categories: prevention, appraisal, internal
failure, and external failure. With the
possible exception of some prevention
costs, and that is arguable, we regard
all quality costs as "nonvalue added."
Because these costs do not add value
to the product or process, our goal is
to eliminate them. Stated simply, if we
were doing everything right the first
time we would not incur these costs.
Unfortunately, it's not a perfect world;
hence, the need for the four categories.
■ Prevention Costs are designed to
provide assurance that first -run
product quality is maintained to
co m p an y an d cu st o m er e x p ec ta tion s. Som e examp les fro m ou r re62
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Customer Complaints'

"Capital Overrun Submissions

Freight on Returned Goods'"
Excessive Product Movement"

",Marketing log for # of complaints times
estimated cost per complaint
''Account 624 -15 in CC 4000
"Provided by A. Marci
'Discussed with N, Bartholomew

Returns -Lost Sales /Other"
Total External Failure
la� lQuality Costs

La
t

Y

Source

Gilroy Plant & Field"
Gentry Plant"
Fab en s Plantl`
Geothermal Plant--b
Umatilla Plant "
Total Workers Comp.
t hroughputs ()=Favorable:
Gilroy Plant""
Gentry Plant'
Fabens Plant'°
Geo th erm al Plant"
Umatilla Plant32
Total Throughputs

L

_ w

U )

Quality Costs Target
ormance vs. Target*
Is 4% of net sales.
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port (see next page) are Q.A. Administration, QA. Technical Services, and Total Quality process expense. The goal for prevention
costs should be to reduce them to
a very low level while maintaining
appropriate product quality.
• Appraisal Costs become necessary
because not all processes are in control. These monies are spent to determine whether the product is conforming to customer quality
standards. QA. analytical, inspection, and micro are examples. This
category should be driven as close
to zero as possible.
• If preventive and appraisal techniques do not work adequately, we
start to spend money on Internal
Failure.These are the costs of correcting defects and problems within
the production, distribution, and
marketing cycles. These costs are
not "seen" by the customer but are
important nonetheless. Rework
costs usually are the prime evidence of internal failure. At Gilroy
Foods we've expanded the interpretation of this area by including in
this category such areas as workers' compensation, plant throughputs, and overtime. The goal for internal failure costs is zero.
• External Failure costs potentially
are the most costly because they
can involve the loss of the only reason you are in business, the customer. These costs are incurred after
the product or service is delivered
to the customer. They represent the
cost of correcting customer complaints including the complaint response process, freight on returned
goods, excessive product movement, scraps, and cost of recalls, the
ultimate horror. Any external failure cost is unacceptable.
The ultimate goal in a perfect world
is to eliminate all quality costs. While
this goal is admirable, it probably is not
realistic. Literature on the topic of quality cost goal setting suggests that well run manufacturing companies can reduce their quality costs to the range of
2% to 4% of sales. We selected 4% as our
goal with the hope that, as we gain control of our processes, we can reduce
the percent in the future.

GILROY FOODS' REPORT
repared monthly, our Quality
Cost Report is divided into two
parts: a narrative and the data.
The Narrative.We consider the nar-

P
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Your association is giving you an advantage
you can count on every day of the year.
The Institute of Management Accountants wants to give you every
possible advantage. So they're making it easy for you to get the AT&T
Business Advantagel' and enjoy the best long distance service, the fastest
,

A ,I

Reliability

connections and the most reliable network in
the industry.' All at a savings.
Thanks to AT&T Profit By Association — an
exclusive arrangement between the Institute of

Management Accountants and AT&T — you'll get valuable, member -only
discounts on certain AT&T business long distance services, including
domestic, international, and 800 Service calls.
So if you've been doing without the AT&T Business Advantage, this
is the time to move up. Just call 1 800 228 -2831, and we'll take care
of the rest. (After all, we're out to serve you better than anyone —
why not give us a chance to impress you ?)
If you're already an AT&T customer, you may be entitled to our
member -only discounts as well. But first you've got to call 1 800 228-2831
and get the AT&T Business Advantage.

1Based on AT &T Bell Laos nationwide test of aix major earners
switched networks, first quarter 1994. 191994 AT &T

rative as important as the data. It is divided into two sections: an Executive
Summary and the Monthly Topic. The
Executive Summary discusses monthly results in total and highlights major
factors contributing to quality costs.
The Monthly Topic addresses ideas for
improvement, implemented improvements, areas needing attention, explanation of prior events, and other areas
prime for management focus. Sometimes supplemental schedules are provided to help explain a concern or to
highlight a topic. Some recent subjects
include onion /garlic slicing thickness,
garlic mill capital audit, utilizing pack-

aging drums more efficiently, worker
safety, and overtime concerns.
The narrative process is the tool we
use to involve the entire company.
Each month different individuals are
interviewed and requested to provide
input. Ultimately all functions and departments are represented. The topic
and the focus it receives can become
an instant way to reduce costs, or it can
be used to mobilize a group to attack
a specific problem.
The Data. As shown in Table 1, we
currently include nearly 40 items in
our QCR segregated into the four cost
categories, and the list is growing.
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Co-author Appelbaum with Ruben Cruz, packaging manager.

Month and year -to -date numbers are
included and expressed as a percent of
sales. Prior year - to-date numbers and
a variance column comparing this year
vs. last also are shown. The far right of
the report displays sources for the data. Some of the areas we measure that

represent a nuance from traditional
Quality Cost Reporting are:
• Workers' Compensation. If you have
no accidents, you have no cost.
• Worker Safety. This is the cost of
preventive programs to influence

Northwestern University
J. L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management

Managing C •ost Information
for Effective Strategic
Decisions
November 6-9, 1994 and May 14 -17, 1995
Industry's switch from labor- intensive to technology -driven systems
has made traditional cost accounting inadequate for day -to -day
decisions. This program helps corporate managers develop more
functional, useful, and integrative cost systems to satisfy multiple
management needs. Consideration is given to strategic objectives
so that appropriate cost systems, geared to measurement of these
objectives, can be designed and implemented for continuous
improvement for both manufacturing and service industries.
For a brochure, please contact
Exec utive P ro grams

Kellogg Graduate School
of Management
Evans to
IL 60208
-2800
James
L.n,Allen
Center
Northwestern University

Phone 708.467 -7000
Fax 708. 491.4323
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worker safety.
■ Overtime. While this cost is debatable because many will argue passionately that some overtime is appropriate, we believe the majority
can be explained by poor productivity or poor planning, scheduling, or
forecasting.
■ Excess Waste Water Cost.This cost is
a symptom of a suboptimum water
conservation program.
■ Purchase Price Premium. This number reflects the excess of cost to
purchase product or raw material
from a source outside the company
over the internal cost to produce.
This cost is caused by poor planning, poor forecasting, or product
that is in inventory but is of inferior
quality to meet customers' needs.
■ Plant Throughputs. We record
shortfalls as a cost and positives as
a credit.
■ Capital Project Overruns. For some
reason many people in the corporation do not look at a capital dollar
the same as a cost of production dollar or an administrative expense.
This tendency is influenced by the
accounting deferral of capital costs
over the depreciable life of the asset. We consider a capital dollar to
have equal value and highlight project overruns on the Quality Cost
Report.

QCR IS SUPERIOR TO
TRADITIONAL REPORTING
t is our opinion that our report understates quality costs in spite of
our best efforts. We continually encounter new areas ripe for improvement. Our first report included 33
items; the most recent included 38.

Our cost systems are continually being
refined to capture costs more clearly,
and we expect the number of items to
grow.
Nonetheless, we feel the Total Quality Cost Report is superior to traditional accounting information for several
reasons:
• It clearly segregates costs and identifies them as no nval ue ad ded,
which allows the organization to focus on the reduction or elimination
of those items.
• It invites company -wide participation on a very specific level.
• It is a true barometer for the current
health of the company because the
cost data are not embedded in cost
of sales, which can mask current
performance because of FIFO inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEFFEMBER 1994

ventory costing techniques.
• Because of the segregation of costs
into four areas, the impact is magnified, and the focus is improved.
• It provides a target that can be
shared with the entire company that
really measures progress of the total quality program in concrete
terms.
• It encourages the development of
more meaningful measurements,
which forces all who participate to
learn more about the operation.

GETTING BUY -IN
s we indicated earlier, it was
necessary to champion the
Quality Cost Report process to
the organization. Because we have
monthly board of directors' meetings
and time is allotted for a financial presentation, as vice president, finance
and administration, I began by presenting the report in addition to my normal
monthly indicators, but my practice
was more or less to throw it in at the
end of the presentation. It was obvious
that the report was not receiving proper attention based upon a lack of feedback and minimal questions asked. I
had to get people's attention because
I believed this report was very beneficial and could be a catalyst for change.
This is where the narrative came in
handy.
By focusing on a different topic
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

each month the narrative alerted the
Board to areas ripe for improvement.
The perception of the report's usefulness as a force for change was furthered when we combined an audit of
a major capital project with the report
one month. We focused on the process,
highlighted areas of deficiency, and
made recommendations for improvement. Soon it began to dawn on the
Board that we had a very valuable tool
here, something that could be used to
improve the bottom line. (See Figure
1, Cost of Quality.)
The next month I spent 15 minutes
on my normal financial indicators and
nearly a half hour on the Quality Cost
Report. The following month I spent 10
minutes on the traditional indicators
(of which every director receives a
copy) and more than an hour on the
QCR. Out of that meeting came an invitation from the VP. of operations to
present the report to his staff the following week. Another commitment
was made —we would make the report
the focus of our upcoming strategic
planning and use it as a basis for term
objectives designed to improve areas
of deficiency. The V.P. of operations also has committed to using the report
as the basis for his annual operations
planning meeting. Recently, the process received a crucial endorsement
from the president of our company. He
featured the QCR at a meeting for all
managers and supervisors and re-

ferred the group to the monthly indicators posted prominently on the
boardroom wall as necessary for running our business.
The report is now beginning to
make a difference. People are accepting the concept, and it will be a force
for change. We are confident it will
provide an impetus for improvement
for a long, long time. Our experience
shows that accountants can make a
difference. So don't complain about
the lack of success of your company's
total quality process before you ask
the question, "What am I doing about
it ?"
■
Stephen L. Brinkman, CMA, is vice
president, finance and administration,
Gilroy Foods, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of McCormick & Co., Inc. He is
a member of Salinas Valley- Monterey
Peninsula Chapter, through which this
article was submitted.
Mark A. Appelbaum is assistant controller, Gilroy Foods, Inc.
'Wayne Morse, Harold Roth, and Kay Poston, Measuring, Plaxnixg, and ContsoUixg Quality Casts,Institute of Management Accountants, Montvale,NJ.,
1991.
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ControllingEnd-UserComputing
How
Cummins
Engine
Company
ensured
data
integrity.
BY SABRINA JO- HANDGEN
JOHNSON, CMA, AND MARY
JANE RAYMOND, CMA
Certificate of Merit, 1993-94
he sweeping growth of end user computing (EUC) has
created a unique internal control issue that companies
mu s t face. Every day employees directly access and manipulate data from
their company's databases as they perform their jobs. With such capability
being given to many business people
rather than a few designated information systems personnel, we as business
managers and management accountants face the enormous challenge of
providing an adequate system of internal controls for these EUC applications
so nothing happens to the data either
accidentally or intentionally. We must
monitor this work to ensure the proper
data are used, the data are processed
consistently, and the results are accurate and in accordance with management's criteria each time we use information generated by an EUC
application.
At Cummins Engine Company, Inc.,
we have been addressing this issue aggressively since 1989. In the process of
revamping our organization's end -user
computing policy and related internal
control practices, we made some surprising discoveries. We hope that by
sharing our story we can make other
business professionals more aware of
end -user computing applications and
their effect on control procedures.
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As so many
Cummins
employees use
computers in
their daily
activities. the
company had to
safeguard
information.

WHAT IS END -USER
COMPUTING?
nd -user computing may seem
like a nebulous term. In Cummins, we define it as the use by
any employee of a computing tool program application (such as FOCUS,
SAS, or EXCEL) on any computer
hardware platform to analyze or create
data, including data downloaded from
mainframe applications. Put simply, it
is the direct, hands -on use of computing resources by people other than data processing professionals to understand or interpret business data. EUC
applications generally provide users
highly interactive access to data while
they perform data extraction and manipulation tasks.
Cummins Engine got involved in
the end -user computing control issues
as our business expanded. Headquartered in Columbus, Ind., we are the
world's largest independent manufacturer of diesel engines. Annual sales
for the year ended December 31, 1993,
were approximately $4.2 billion dollars. As our business evolved, we became a heavy user of EUC applications. This evolution and the
associated risks were noted by the
company's external accountants in annual management letters.
In response, Cummins' management developed a corporate "EUC Policy" (hereafter referred to as the Policy). Later this Policy was
supplemented by a separate document
titled "EUC Guidelines" (hereafter referred to as the Guidelines) that would

instruct the end -user computing community on the development, testing,
and documentation of such applications. Cummins Engine's corporate auditing division participated by developing a standard audit program to
monitor each business unit's compliance with the Policy and the Guidelines. This program was designed to
make sure that:
• All end -user computing applications
in the organization are identified in
a timely manner.
• All end -user computing applications
have been assessed for risk in accordance with management's criteria as set forth in the EUC Policy
and related internal control practices.
• All end -user computing applications
have been tested adequately and reviewed to ensure the resultant output is accurate and reliable.
• All end -user computing applications
are documented adequately.
• All end -user computing applications
are secured properly.
• Procedures to monitor continued
compliance with EUC Policy and related internal control practices exist, are adequate, and are operating
effectively.
In January 1992, after a couple of
years of evidence that not all business
units were complying, the vice president- corporate controller added a separate question to the company's quarterly management representation
letter, asking specifically if the entities
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

were in compliance with the corporate
EUC Policy. The management representation letter, which is signed by
both the unit controller and unit general manager, certifies that activities at
the business unit have been conducted
in accordance with management's criteria and comply with company policies and procedures. A noncompliance
response required that a plan of action
for achieving compliance, including a
timetable, be submitted with the response. Corporate auditing monitored
the responses to the EUC question and
performed further inquiry where
necessary.
As corporate auditing continued to
review compliance with the Policy by
the business units, we began to collect
data on the nature of high -risk applications as well as the reasons the units
were not using the Guidelines. The
unit controllers reported that the
Guidelines were very technical, requiring end users to know and document
a great deal of detail on the origin and
maintenance of data they had downloaded to analyze. Most end users did
not know these details or even how to
get them quickly. Also, the Guidelines
stressed documentation rather than
testing or techniques for assessing the
reasonableness of the output. Most
end users understood the importance
of documentation, but, practically
speaking, they had little time to devote
to it.
COMM=D TO

IMPROVING CONTROL
nce management understood
the questions with the existing
EUC Policy and EUC Guidelines, it made a commitment to increase resources —both time and money —to improve existing controls.
Cummins initially contracted outside
consultants on computer risk management to work on the project. Their
work provided some data for Cummins' own end users, but still a usable
tool for the majority of the Cummins'
EUC community— nonsystems personnel —was needed. As a result, management commissioned our corporate
auditing division to review the control
objectives concerning end -user computing and to provide recommendations that would improve the existing
Policy and Guidelines that management would understand and adopt.
The outcome of this work included
two primary recommendations:

0

1. Modify the Policy for clarification
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purposes, and
2. Replace the Guidelines.
Tile proposed replacement for the
Guidelines is "Testing and Documentation Procedures for End -User Computing Applications" (hereafter referred to as the Procedures).
One reason we recommended that
the Guidelines be replaced rather than
modified was that many users said
they weren't helpful because of their
technical nature and the format of their
content. As a result, the majority of the
EUC community developed a negative
perception of the Guidelines. We in
corporate auditing hoped the new version would change users' attitudes. Table 1 highlights the significant components of the revised Policy, and Table
2 outlines the major elements of the
Procedures.

NOTE THE DIFFERENCES
he Guidelines were ineffective
because they were not accepted
throughout the company. They
focused on a systems development and
review cycle approach —a highly technical process modified for end -user
computing applications (see Table 3).
The Guidelines' mention of "EUC systems applications" created an image of
a complex, integrated set of programs
developed outside the formal information systems function. References to
hardware and software selection, the
need for prototypes, a review for data
center production status, and the like
caused many individuals to conclude
that the Guidelines were not applicable
to them. Clearly some parts were relevant, such as the requirements for documentation, security, and ethical use of
EUC applications, but still the require-

computing rescues
er than data processing professionals to understand or interpret
bjective of the corporate EUC Policy: To ensure that an adequate a
e system of internal controls governing end -user computing activity is p
ent within the organization.
Before an EUC application is implemented, corporate policy requires the
following tasks to be performed to ensure control objectives are satisfied:
• Results of the EUC application should be tested adequately and reviewed
to ensure reliability and integrity.
• Logic and use of the EUC application should be documented properly.
• Security, backup, and recovery procedures for the EUC application should
be addressed.
High -risk criteria: An EUC application is considered to be high risk if any
of the following conditions are satisfied:
• The data and results are sensitive, and disclosure of incorrect information
could cause harm.
• The results of the process are used to report or make key decisions that
affect performance significantly.
• The results are material in relation to the financial results of the entity.
• The application is large and /or contains complex logic.
• The input to the application either is new or comes from sources that are
not highly controlled.
• The time required to recreate the application and results would surpass the
time frame in which the results are needed.
Responsibility for corporate EUC Policy compliance:
• Unit controllers are responsible for ensuring that EUC applications that
interface with the financial reporting process (including budgeting and forecasting) comply with this policy.
• Line managers receiving results from a nonfinancial EUC application are
responsible for ensuring the requirements of this policy have been
addressed.
• Plant managers are responsible for ensuring that a protocol exists for providing positive assurance that the requirements of this policy and related
procedures have been met for all high -risk EUC applications.
1
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Introduction and use of the Procedures: This material
a compilation of suggestions that can be used to manage
activities within an organization. It should help employees carry out the responsibility of ensuring that an adequate s!
of internal controls over EUC applications exists and is operating effectively and efficiently.
Who is responsible for what?
Everyone involved with an EUC applic ation, from the
developer to the recipient of the results, is responsible for
ensuring the reliability and integrity of the information.

Those responsible for and relying on critical end -user applications are encouraged to examine the information periodically
to assure that extenuating circumstances have not evolved
that might compromise the integrity of the information.
a

I'What are the benefits of performing such procedures?
•

Quality product: EUC standard procedures and sugges ted techniques prom ote a c om pany's ability to
assure a quality product every time.

•

Efficiency: The ability of the organization to produce a
quality product in the m ost efficient manner will be
enhanced.

■ Surety and flexibility: Adequate documentation eliminates'
the risk of relying on an individual's unique knowledge of<
critical tasks and on operations that may unnecessarily"
restrict that individual's ability to pursue job growth and
enhancement as well as limit the organization's ability to `
function efficiently in the event of a person's absence.

•

Disaster recovery: Standardized procedures must be in
place to guarantee uninterrupted operation in the event
of a disaster or other ins tanc e where normal office
resources become unavailable.

■ Continuous improvement: Only by identifying and documenting procedures and workflows in a standardized
fashion can quality improvement efforts take place in a.
coordinated manner.

1

Important definitions: A glossary of terms such as EUC, EUC coordinator, nonfinancial versus financial applications, positive assurance versus negative assurance, and the criteria of a high -risk EUC application is included in this document.
Process of assurance: A six -step process for ensuring that the control objectives of corporate EUC Policy are satisfied
■ Identify the population of EUC applications, as positive
assurance cannot be provided without first knowing the
extent of EUC activities in the organization.
■ Assess the risk of each EUC application to provide a
gauge (based on predetermined high -risk criteria) of the
relative significance of the application to the business
operations.
■ Test and review each EUC application to ensure resultant output is accurate, reliable, and in accordance with
management's criteria.

•

Document each EUC application to ensure it is executed
consistently and understood.

• Se cu re each EUC application including input data and
resultant output, giving consideration to authorized
access, proper retention, backup processes, and disaster recovery procedures.
• Monitor the effectiveness of controls to ensure ongoing
compliance with EUC Policy and related internal control
practices.

Specific techniques: Specific methods and standard approaches to satisfy each step in the process of assurance identifi
above are discussed_ As each organization is unique, these techniques and examples are not meant to be all inclusiv
The best approach for every organization may not be included or may be a combination of the suggestions.
■ The EUC population could be identified by using a central database catalog approach. One technique to gather data is a survey, which also can provide management feedback on the user community's understanding
of and compliance with EUC Policy and EUC
Procedures.

■ A list of common items to include in the documentation
of an EUC application is provided as well as illustrations
of various documentation techniques, A reasonable -person test is a way of determining whether the documentation is adequate —would a reasonable person understand and be able to execute the EUC application?

■ Each EUC application should be assessed for risk. One
means of accomplishing this task may be to use a standard checklist approach using predefined criteria.

■ Each EUC application should be secured. The more
sensitive /critical the application and related data, the
greater the security should be. A documented disaster
recovery plan should be available to ensure that the
correct steps, including necessary backup maintenance
procedures, are taken to restore operations properly.

■ The testing and review of EUC applications is the most
important step as it provides the basis for assuring the
reliability and accuracy of the results. The testing and
review approach required is unique to each EUC application, but some general guidelines for a structured
approach to determine the testing and review required
are available. Topics covered include:
1. Basic risks common to EUC applications,
2. Common events that increase the risk of error, and
3. Test procedures used to mitigate that risk.

■ To be the most efficient and effective, processes that
are considered to be a part of the normal course of work
should be used to monitor EUC activity on an ongoing
basis. Establishing standards and providing tools with
which to implement those standards promote practices
that become a regular part of the operations. Self -audit
techniques can be used to evaluate the continued adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls governing
EUC activities.
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ments were not accepted.
like many other businesses today,
Cummins emphasizes good service to
internal and external customers. As a
customer -led business partner, corporate auditing listened to feedback from
many managers to determine why they
did not accept the Guidelines. Although most managers offered "too
technical" (translating to "I don't understand") as the primary reason for
noncompliance, the real reason was
that management felt there was insufficient added value for the resources
expended. Thus, the root cause was a
management decision based on an intuitive cost-vs.-benefit analysis. The
"too technical" reason could be addressed through training, but the basic
cause would remain. With the cost -vs:
benefit issue as well as the technical
concerns identified, corporate auditing
proposed new Procedures.
'Ilse Procedures focus on simpler
end -user computing applications, such
as spreadsheets, queries, or sorts, and
contain no references to technical systems development and review cycle
concepts. They emphasize verifying
data accuracy and providing examples
of techniques to test the reasonableness of both input and output data versus development controls and detailed
documentation techniques. The procedures highlight the value to the business operations of implementing the
suggested processes and complying
with Cummins' EUC Policy.
The new Procedures still address
documentation, security, risk assess.
ment, and ethics, which also were addressed by the original Guidelines.
Now the impetus, however, is on "why
it makes sense to do this" rather than
"you must do this to comply." The Procedures stress using practical methods to meet nontechnical business
control objectives. Ensuring the reliability and integrity of results, safeguarding company assets (mformation), and providing for business
continuity (documentation) are applicable to everyone on any scale.
The primary objective of these improvement efforts is to convince management that performing the tasks recommended in the new EUC
Procedures adds real value to the business. In corporate auditing we hope
that would lead to the Procedures being accepted and implemented effectively, thus helping end users and their
managers do their jobs better.
As time passes and technology advances, opportunities will multiply for
management accountants and other
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

• Assign risk level, and obtain management review.
• Verify format and contents of draft output.
• Select hardware and software.
• Determine how the program and systems will be tested and maintained.
• Establish a delivery schedule.
• Discuss the need for repetition of running the program and system.
• Verify that the contents reflect the data accurately.
Process: Design, Develop, Test, and

Implementation Phase

Review documentation of risk assessment, and verity that the M1 results
have not changed.
P Verify management approval and risk level.
■ Complete program documentation requirements.
• Complete end -user documentation requirements.
• Test program /model /spreadsheet including documentation of test results
and management's review of testing.
• Schedule M3 review.
• Determine M4 review for data center production status.
Process: Periodic Review Phase
Conduct a manager's five - minute systems audit to assess risk.
■ Conduct appropriate M2 review based on the risk level.

L

Review: Data Center P

■ Review maintenance responsibility.
■ Determine if program /system meets the systems scheduling requirements.
■ Provide a distribution list for output.
■ Establish proper library address, program name(s), and similar information.
■ Review operations requirements.

business professionals to be direct,
hands -on creators and users of information generated through end -user
computing applications. This evolution
from a few information systems specialists to a mass of generalists using
information systems skills has a profound effect on our ethical and fiduciary responsibilities. We must ensure an
adequate and effective system of internal controls. Our future success as
business professionals demands that
we accept and meet this challenge to
maintain an internal control environment that can adapt to our changing
workplace of tomorrow.
Much of our work has been completed, but our goal of continuous improvement remains. Cummins Engine
Company hopes to bring the management accounting and business community together through benchmarking efforts that will identify best
practices and continuously improve
controls over end -user computing applications. These controls can add value to our business operations by ensuring accuracy and consistency in the
use of data analysis applications by end

users as they make better decisions
faster.
■
Note: Many professional colleagues have
provided input and feedback toward the

goal of continuous improvement in revising the Cummins EUC Policy and related internal control practices. We are
grateful for their valuable contributions.
Sabrina Jo- Handgen Johnson, CMA,
CPA, CIA, FLMI, is a former manager— corporate auditing for Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Currently she is vice
president and controller of Handgen
Equipment Co., Inc., in Warsaw, Ind.
She can be reached at (219) 453-2711.
Mary Jane Raymond, CMA, is executive director— corporate auditing for
Cummins Engine Company, Inc. She
can be reached at (812) 377 -3215. Both
are members of IMA's South Central Indiana Chapter, through which this article was submitted.
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ALPHAFOUR
n contrast to most database products, Alpha Four Version 3.0 is designed to combine ease-of-use and
power without the need for programming skills. It focuses on nonprogramming business users who need to get
up and running with a serious database
application without a lengthy learning
curve. The main components of a relational database such as Alpha Four
are data entry and validation rules, the
ability to link multiple tables or databases, multifile data entry and referential integrity, and user customizability.
Alpha Four's key features --a high
level of power and an unusually high
degree of usability —have been enhanced significantly in Version 3.0. Its
many new features argue even more
strongly for upgrading. Among them
are automatic referential integrity,
scrollable regions, real-time posting,
cascading and conditional look -up tables, full mouse support, and multiple
database entry /editing from a single
data entry screen.
Referential integrity is one of Alpha
Four Version 3.0's new features. It
keeps together data that have been entered separately into related files. This
feature prevents related data in two or
more files from being separated. In accounting jargon, referential integrity
ensures that subsidiary and control
ledgers always will be reconciled. Establishing referential integrity is accomplished simply by choosing it from
a menu when linking two or more databases together by a common field or
expression.
A scrollable region will display all
matching subsidiary records in a window. One example is an invoice in
which all the line items for a customer's purchase can be viewed on the
70

screen at once. If the invoice has more
items than can fit in the window, scroll
arrows allow the user to move up and
down to display the additional line
items. Summary fields also can be added to perform calculations on the
records in a scrollable region. In this
way, invoice totals or inventory counts
can be displayed on the screen for easy
retrieval.
Real -time and conditional posting
eliminates manually activated batch
posting. Adds, deletes, and changes
made to a field can be posted automatically to identical fields in matching
records in other databases. This feature means no more down time while
running batch posting operations.
Alpha Four's WYSIWYG report
writer allows great flexibility in creating meaningful and detailed reports. A
unique multiple -pass feature lets you
perform complex calculations and
compute data summaries anywhere on
the report, even at the beginning. Reports can be designed on screen to
match existing report formats. There
are 70 built-in functions, including
cross - tabulation, with which to define
calculated fields.
An EDP auditor's delight, Alpha
Fours Documentation Program produces and prints Structure Reports,
documenting database and set designs; Field Rule Reports, listing the
rules defined for each field; and Script
reports, transcribing both Keystroke
and Dialog Box scripts. Field rules can
be listed by field or rule type. Script reports include a tree diagram showing
the hierarchy of all child scripts that
are called from an executed parent
script. Reports from the Documentation Program can be printed to a printer or to a file using the same printer
drivers as Alpha Four.
The Runtime version of Alpha Four
is the developer's version of the pro-

gram. It allows a developer to encrypt
an application and distribute it to end
users who do not run Alpha Four. The
Runtime program will attach the Alpha
Four engine to the distributed application so the application can be run, but
no changes can be made to the database structure or the application
design.
Alpha Four is available in both single- and multiuser versions. Both can
be run on PCs linked by a local area
network. The multiuser version of Alpha Four, which supports field and
record locking to ensure data integrity,
is network ready out of the box. It is
compatible with all NetBIOS networks.
Multiple users can share the same databases and sets and do data entry on
the same files. Applications can be
shared over the network as well.
Alpha Four can import and export
files from Lotus 1 -2 -3, Symphony, PFS,
VisiCalc, MultiMate, WordPerfect,
and more. DOS -based Alpha Four
loads 10 times faster and runs two to
three times faster than any Windows
database currently available. Alpha
Four reads a standard DBF file format
and is directly compatible with dBASE
III and IV files (including index and
memo fields). FoxPro and Clipper
DBF files also can be read by Alpha
Four with no need for importing or
exporting.
Alpha Four Version 3.0 automatically converts the support files from Version 2.0 and 2.1 to the Version 3.0 format. A conversion program is provided
for Version 1.0 or 1.1 users. These support files include form, report and mail
label layouts, field rules, search /sorts,
and set definitions. The format of the
database and index files (i.e., .DBF,
.DBT, and .NDX files) are unchanged
in Version 3.0. Once a database or set
has been opened in Version 3.0, its support files no longer can be opened by
Version 2.0 or 2.1.
Free support for Alpha Software is
available by phone, FAX, mail, 24 -hour
phone - operated expert system accessible by voice or modem, additional support documents, Alpha Software BBS,
Compuserve, Prodigy, and America
Online. Priority phone service plans
are available on a fee basis.
Alpha Four is the world's most popular database for nonprogrammers.
Version 3.0 has 10 times more power,
increased speed, and greater ease -ofuse. The suggested retail price for the
DOS version is $495; upgrades cost
$49. A Windows version should be released in late 1994.
For more information, contact AlMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

pha Software Corporation, 168 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA 01803;
(800) 451 -1018, (800) 852-5750.
Herbert L Jensen, CMA, Ph.D.
Fullerton, California
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CREATE-A-CHECK
reate -A -Check (CAC) 4.1 software is an affordable and easy
way for small and mid -sized companies to save money on preprinted
checks while increasing the security
level of the company's bank accounts.
We have 22 convenience stores located
in five states. Each location deposits its
receipts in a local bank. Previously, we
had to write out a check manually from
each bank to transfer the money. CAC
customized our program so that with
our accounts payable entry, we can run
transfers and have 22 checks drawn on
22 different banksprint out.
Both versions of the software print
accounts payable, payroll, and manual
checks along with blank checks and
deposit slips. Additional software is
available to print debit drafts, loan coupons, and gift certificates.
CAC Software is one of only two
software companies that specialize in
magnetic ink character recognition
(MICR) technology. MICR encoding
must meet exacting standards established by both the American Bankers
Association (ABA) and the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI).
The savings for heavy check processors can be significant in both time
and money. Preprinted seminegotiable
check stock can be eliminated and replaced with a single blank paper stock
for all companies and bank accounts.
The cost of blank stock in large quantities is under 2.5 cents each. Also eliminated is the time and aggravation of
loading different check stock, check
bursting, and signing the completed
checks. The checks can be sent to
printers anywhere in the building or
anywhere in the world.
The product comes in two standard
versions: Professional and Corporate.
Also available are Debit Drafting, for
repetitive billing and ACH (automated
clearing house) functions, and Check In A Sec, for starter and replacement
checks intended for commercial printers and financial institutions.
Create -A -Check Professional is designed for businesses with multiple
bank accounts requiring encrypted
signatures and logos. It integrates with
Great Plains, Platinum, State- Of -TheMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

Art, Solomon, CYMA, Real World,
Open Systems, and other accounting
software.
Create -A Check Corporate offers
unlimited bank accounts, custom
check forms, multiple printer support,
and distributed check printing. It is
ideal for users who have heavy check
processing needs or who require integration with other computing platforms— micro, mini, or mainframe applications.
Installation and setup are relatively
fast and pain free. The maintenance
portion of the program also allows you
to adjust the spacing of the MICR encoding to allow for your bank's preferences. After setup, CAC Software technicians will check a sample form to
ensure that it meets all specifications.
CAC Software offers excellent technical support both for setup and for any
later questions you may have. They also can do custom programming for
special needs, interfacing, and so on.
Once installed, the software prints
the check and stub directly from the
accounting package, using CAC SPOOI, or you can print one or more
batches using print files.
As you can imagine, this technology
requires significant security measures. Security is addressed by the developers in four ways: the blank stock,
access to the program, the Trace -A
Check feature, and audit reports. With
these features, most small and midsized businesses will be able actually
to increase the amount of security over
their checking accounts.
The blank paper stock is MICR paper and has a multicolored face with an
artificial watermark on the back; notice of these features is printed on the
face of the document. In addition, the
face has a VOID pantograph. These
features will discourage copying and
alteration in even the most determined
criminals.
Entry and access to the program
are divided into two types of users:
supervisor and limited user. Users
are defined by the supervisor, and access can be controlled in each checking account. The user needs to be defined and a password assigned in
addition to what is needed to access
the accounting software. Access for
users must be granted specifically for
any accounts desired. Each user also
may be granted or denied access for a
certain type of check, such as accounts payable, payroll, handwritten,
or blank checks. Signature limits are
assigned for each user in every account; if they are exceeded, the check

will print with no signature.
Trace -A Check is a security measure that identifies the user's name,
software serial number, and date and
time a check was printed, along with
the check number and amount. This
information is in small print in the
shading of the check's border and
helps determine responsibility for any
check when the authenticity of the
check is in doubt.
A final security measure is the tamper -proof audit trails, which are available only to the supervisor. The Activity Log shows, by user, each time they
accessed the software and what activities they performed. The Print Log
prints the date, check number, payee,
and amount of the check along with the
user's name, for each bank account in
the system.
System requirements for any CAC
product are only 450K available memory and 5MB free hard disk space on
an IBM compatible 386 or 486. The
software is compatible with Novell Net Ware. All Hewlett-Packard II, III, and
IV laser printers are supported as well
as some others such as IBM, Xerox,
and Okidata. The price for the Professional module starts at $395, and, for
the Corporate, $2,500.
We have found that Create -A Check
is an efficient and easy -to-use system
to save time and money on check preparation with no loss in security.
For more information on Create -ACheck, contact CAC Software, Inc., 438
East 200 South, Suite 300, Salt Lake
City, UT 84111 -2103; (801) 322 -5222;
(800) 621 -5720.
Vern Lysford, CMA
Vice President, CFO,
Superpumper, Inc.
Minot, North Dakota
Circle No. 77

[ambers
CMA
REVIEW

Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. W orkbooks included.

Call 1 -800- 272 -0707
for Information or
sample video
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SOFTWARE
Axtell® Development Corporation
has released Axtell Faced Assets 3.1.
The program calculates depreciation
and automatically generates journal
entries by profit center, department,
project, product line, or any other general ledger account on a monthly,
weekly, or daily basis. Among areas it
addresses are activity-based costing;
capital forecasting; depreciation
scheduling and allocation; income tax
compliance and planning; leasing;
physical inventory reconciliation; and
property tax. Axtell Fixed Assets 3.1
fully accounts for leased assets, including complete SFAS 13 reporting,
tracks physical asset activity, and supports computerized physical inventorying. Users can change entries
readily and can work with both the current and prior year. Users receive regular tax updates. The software interfaces with accounting and operations
software and operates on all major
hardware and operating system platforms running the Oracle@ relational
database with a minimum of 8MB
RAM and at least 15MB of disk space.
Circle No. 60
Automation Consulting has upgraded its activity-based costing product,
CASSO, Cost Accounting System for
Service Organizations. The upgrade
provides three major enhancements.
First, all three modules (Costing, Profitability, and G/L Interface) have been
upgraded to full multiuser capabilities.
Now multiple LAN users can view and
update the CASSO database simultaneously. The second enhancement
gives every installation the ability to
define four attribute categories (value added, primary /secondary, etc.) that
72

can be assigned to each activity. This
feature provides an additional ability to
group costs into various categories. Finally, now users can view 500 reports
on -line instead of only 50.
Circle No. 61
The WizardWork Group has introduced Notebook Companion, a complete collection of software programs
specifically designed for the notebook
computer. Notebook Companion includes an Information Security System, which provides complete access
control, virus protection, and information security. Other features are Battery WatchProl for Windows, which
allows users to monitor battery level;
ScheduleWorks for Windows, time
management and calendar printing
software; Expense Wiz for Windows,
an expense report program; and Notebook Game Pack for Windows, with
seven computer games.
Circle No. 62
Baler Software Corporation is shipping Visual Baler 1.0, the first spreadsheet- based visual development tool.
Visual Baler works like traditional
spreadsheets but outputs self - running
Windows programs, not just spreadsheet templates. It imports formulas,
formatting, and data from all releases
of Lotus 1 -2 -3, Microsoft Excel, and
Quattro Pro. Popular uses include
business applications in accounting
and tax planning, job estimating, financial modelling, engineering analysis,
electronic forms, budgeting, price
lists, employee reports, data collection, and other uses. Tools to create
Windows applications include the project manager, 3-D graphical spreadsheet editor, prebuilt routines, debugger, tool bar and dialog box editor, and

Personics has introduced Monarch
for Windows. With this new version,
users can explore reports with ease,
zooming in or out. They can open a Report window, a Table window, and a
Summary window at the same time.
When a block of data is copied from a
report, Monarch automatically formats the data before pasting into the
destination application. The formal data extraction process continues to rely
on data extraction templates,
the
DOS version, but template definition is
easier in a graphical environment. The
data extraction capacity of Monarch
has been enhanced greatly in this version. A variety of other capacities have
been improved as well.
Circle No. 65
in

CLAIREBARTH,EDITOR

Business Tools Incorporatedhas released its Point of Sale Management
System 4.0. The module joins Bill of
Materials 4.0 and Job Cost Management 4.0 in Business Tools' suite of accounting add -ons to its Advanced Accounting 4.0 package. Point of Sale
offers fast order entry and printing;
flexible, secure control over registers
and sales clerks; and complete sales information management and reporting.
It can handle layaways and cash -outs
for vendor deliveries. Users also can
edit past sales to give refunds or make
changes to sales and can use hot-key
combinations to reprint receipts, cancel sales, or change clerks and registers. The software is LAN and multiuser- ready.
Circle No. 64
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the BALE automatic runtime builder.
Circle No. 63

Caere® Corporation has made available OmniPage@ Professional 5.0, a
major new version of Caere's optical
character recognition (OCR) software
for Macintosh systems. The new OCR
technologies include 3D OCR, a recognition technique that uses gray scale
information during the recognition
process; the Language Analyst, a complex set of linguistic analysis algorithms; and the Compound Neural System, which increases recognition
accuracy on degraded documents
such as faxes and copies of copies. The
software includes code for both 68000 based Macintosh and PowerMac
computers.
Circle No. 66
KCI Computing, Inc. has brought
out two new versions of its CONTROL
software, CONTROL /Excel and CONMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

TROL /Lotus, which use these spreadsheet packages as their front ends.
Both packages incorporate the consolidation and budgeting- forecasting -reporting applications of CONTROL
joined to a spreadsheet front end, thus
acting as a spreadsheet financial database server and application middle ware engine. CONTROL is both a predeveloped financial application
package and a multidimensional
financial database.
Circle No. 67
Open Systems Holdings Corp. has
made available Field Service, an industry- specific application designed for
service organizations as a complement
to OPEN SYSTEMS Accounting Software. With Field Service, outbound
and depot equipment maintenance and
repair and service businesses can
track work /job orders. Field Service
provides history and analysis of productivity, equipment, contracts, and invoicing. Reports include Sales History,
Cost Analysis, Customer History,
Make and Model Analysis, Region /Zone Analysis, Scheduled Maintenance, Contract History, Contract
Class Analysis, Technician Productivity, Labor Summary, and Call Type
Summary. The module operates on
single -user DOS systems, networks,
and UNIX, Xenix, and AIX systems.
Circle No. 68

BUSINESSSERVICE
BT Groupis offering the 1994 Fall Series Update of its executive briefing on
"Planning a State- of- the-Art Financial
Information System." This national
briefing is geared for the business that
is planning a new financial information
system (FIS). In one day the financial
and information systems executive will
learn the critical facts needed to plan
and design an FIS for business success. The executive briefing provides
executives the insight, ideas, and information they need to make a sound financial information system investment, For information, dates, and
locations, call (404) 61 8-$370.
Circle No. 69
Reliant Data Systems Inc. has released LAN DESIGNER, which takes
the guesswork out of installing or expanding a PC network. It includes a 71minute videotape and a 42 -page Network Selection Workbook. The video
explains networking concepts, and the
workbook helps you analyze the netMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/SEPTEMBER 1994

working needs of your organization.
LAN DESIGNER then helps you select
the hardware, software, and other
components needed to build a network. Finally, it helps you solicit bids
for needed products and services and
guides you through the installation.
Circle No. 70

PUBLICATIONS
CEEM Information Services has
published the second edition of The
ISO 9000 Handbook,which now in-

eludes the total text of the newly revised ANSI /ASQC Q9000 series standards. It also explains why compliance with ISO 9000 is becoming a basic requirement for doing business in
the global marketplace, walks the
reader through all phases of implementation, and examines product liability, conformity assessment, and
registrar accreditation. It describes
ISO 9000's growth in various industries and internationally and discusses
the developing environmental management standards.
Circle No. 71

Show You're
A Qualified
Financial Planner.
Get Three Letters
Of Recommendation.
t`

rP
Set yourself apart as a competent professional. Earn the
CFP designation. CPAs with three years of financial
planning— related experience can now sit for the CFP
examination. Credit for previous course work also
available. Call 1- 800 -647 -0526 for information on
CFP certification requirements.

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards
'The mar ks CFPrM, CFPM, and Certified Finanria1 Yivinerl' are owned
by the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards. Inc."
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RESEARCH
JULIAN M.FREEDMAN,CPA,
EDITOR

HOWELL/SAKURAILEAD
SIXTHJAPAN STUDYMISSION
tudy missions to Japan continue.
Finance and accounting executives from both sides of the Pacific are benchmarking and exchanging
ideas. Dr. Robert A. Howell (New York
University) and Dr. Michiharu Sakurai
(Senshu University) in October will
visit Toyota, Nissan, NTT, NEC, Mat shushita, and Sharp with a limited
number of U.S. participants.
Toyota's 1993 annual report illustrates the intensity with which the
company's management is focusing on
growth and costs. Titled "What We
Need to Do (and Why)," the report reflects Toyota's purpose of thinking
globally while acting locally. "Our purpose at Toyota is to provide customers
with quality products at affordable
prices. And we believe in doing that in
ways that contribute to economic and
industrial vitality in the countries and
communities where our customers
live."
While most automakers are now
competitive in terms of product quality,
big differences remain in cost structures, says Toyota. "Cost management
is going to be for the automotive industry in the 1990s what quality control
was in the 1970s and '80s."
Researchers are studying Japanese
cost management concepts for applicability in the United States. IMA members can expect to see more innovative
ideas from Japan. To learn about the Japan study mission (October 14 -23,
1994), contact Dr. Howell at (203) 7620152.
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SEVENSTEPSFOR

UPCOMINGTITLESFORRPS
SUBSCRIBERS

he Internal Auditor's Role in Management Reporting on Internal
Control," issued by the research
arm of The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), presents a prescriptive
framework for thorough, effective reporting based on 1992 COSO guidelines. Authors Dr. Wanda A. Wallace
and Dr. G. Thomas White (College of
William and Mary) address pragmatic
questions and provide solutions to anticipated problems posed by the COSO
report.
The seven "shoulds" are:

ine publications are planned for
release by year -end. Subscribers to IMA's Research Publication Service, who pay $50 through the
annual dues check -off process, can expect to received the following titles in
the July through December period.

IMPLEMENTINGCOSO

Step 1—Me internal auditing department's activities should be planned
to ensure that there is a sufficient
evidential base. From this base,
conclusions can be drawn regarding the adequacy of design and effectiveness of operation of the control process.
Step 2 —In formulating the audit plan,
internal auditing and the audit committee should consider each component of control as detailed in the
COSO report, including the safeguarding of assets.
Step 3 —The audit plan should reflect
careful thought regarding risk and
its relationship to operating, financial, and compliance objectives.
Step 4 —In preparing each audit report, the implications regarding internal controls should be examined.
Corrective action should be recommended and implemented, or a risk
assessment should be performed
concerning the consequences of inaction.
Step 5— Management's signed self -assessments regarding the internal
control process should be compared for consistency with the internal auditing process.
Step 6 —Step 6 presents a matrix applied to analyze the information
gathered in Steps 4 and 5. The matrix should be used to develop a useful guide in the formulation of reporting and the communication
process.
Step 7-This final step takes into consideration circumstances where an
overall opinion report is not possible. Guidance for communication is
provided in cases where, for instance, the audit scope is restricted
or the report refers to a cycle longer
than an annual period."
Call IIA at (407) 830 -7600, ext.1, for order number 875, price, $33.

"Implementing Target Costing," MAG 28
"Managing Cross - Functional Teams," SMA
5C (MAG 30)
Linking Quality to Profits,Hawley Atkinson,
John Hamburg, Christopher Ittner
Doing Business in Russia and the Other Former
Soviet Republics: Accounting and Financial
Management Issues. An Updated Study,
Adolf J.H. Enthoven, Jaroslav V. Sokolov,
Valery V. Kovalev
What Corporate America Wants in Entry -Level
Accountants,GarySiegel, James Sorensen
Marketing Cost Analysis,Michael Schiff, Jonathan B. Schiff
Expert Systems for Management Accounting
Tasks,Carol E. Brown, Mary Ellen Phillips
The Theory ofConstraints: Implications for
Management Accounting,Eric Noreen, Debra Smith, James T. Mackey
Corporate Environmental Performance. State
ofthe Art and Best Practices,Marc Epstein

Advance orders can be placed by
contacting IMA's Special Orders Department, (800) 638-4427, ext. 278.

NEWREPORTSFROMFERF
hree new studies from Financial
Executives Research Foundation
(FERF) provide insight into key
areas of current interest. These publications include:
• New Realities for Stockholder-Management Relations (80 pp., $15).

John Martin and John Kensinger.
Information provided by more than
100 chief financial officers who responded to the researchers' survey
seems to contradict some of the
"myths" about the activities of institutional investors. The book includes extensive charts and figures
and a section on "How the Best
Firms Manage for Value."

• The Empowered Organization: Rede-

fining the Roles and Practices of Finance (232 pp., $20). Henry A Davis and Frederick C. Militello. This
research report documents how
nine companies in a variety of industries articulated corporate principles and values and how their finance functions responded to the
challenge of organizational change.
A model for implementing princiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1994

■ IT Management Competency Assessment: A Tool for Creating Business
Value Through IT (86 pp., $25). V.

Sambamurthy and Robert Zmud. In
a 1992 study, the researchers identified the information technology
(IT) management competencies
that enable IT to be applied effectively in support of a firm's strategies and operations. Now they have
developed an assessment tool that
companies can use.
IMA members can order FERF titles by calling Professional Book Distributors at (404) 751 -1986.
Julian M. Freedman, CPA, CPIM, is director, IMA research.

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
LOUIS BISCAY, CPA, EDITOR

SMAPROJECTS SELECTED
lie Management Accounting
Practices Committee has selected two projects on which efforts
will be focused toward development of
managerial accounting guidance. "Implementing Performance Indicator
Systems" and "Tools and Techniques
for Effective Benchmarking" are slated to become IMA Statements on Management Accounting.
In contrast to the strategic redirection taking place wherein organizations are attempting to respond to a
marketplace characterized by constant
change and intense competition, many
companies continue to maintain traditional performance measurement systems heavily weighted toward financial
measures only. Implementing Performance Indicator Systems will help
management accountants (a) understand the relationship of performance
measurement systems to the organization's strategic and financial goals, (b)
understand several categories of performance measurements, and (c) comprehend their roles and responsibilities in the performance measurement
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/SEPTEMBER 1994

Playing %*,
leapfrog with
your
interest
rate?
there's a smart alternative to jumping from teaser rate
to teaser rate. It's called Private Reserve, and it's the
only credit line endorsed by the Institute of Management
Accountants.
Why? First, Private Reserve features a low interest rate —
only 6.4% above the bank prime rate* — all the time. No
inflated rate for cash advances. No annual fees. No unpleasant
surprises down the road.
And you can access your account simply by writing a
check. With line amounts available up to $35,000, that's a lot
of financial freedom.
Call (800) 274 -6711 for an application. Because if you're
looking for a low interest rate, now's the time to hop to it.
©

ples and values within a company is
provided. Case study companies include CoreStates Financial Corp.,
Corning, W.L. Gore and Associates,
Harley- Davidson, Geo. K Keith Co.,
Herman Miller, Silicon Graphics,
Inc., Steelcase Inc., and Levi
Strauss & Co. An annotated bibiography also is included.

ow

Security Pacific
Executive/ProfessionaI Services, Inc.
14707 East 2nd Avenue - Suite. 100 - Aurora. CO 8W I
(}l A BankAmerica Company
'The APR is based on the bank prime rate (Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.15)
plus 6.4 %. As of July 1. 1994, the APR was 13.65 %. This rate may vary. Call (800) 2746711 for complete details. All loans are subject to credit approval.

Circle No. 9
process. The Statement will posit that
a management accounting system
needs to incorporate many factors currently not measured and to focus on
transactions that cannot be tied to debits and credits in the general ledger.
This expanded role will remove the financial accounting orientation that has
dominated cost accounting, allowing
the management accountant to assume a proactive role in managing the
organization. Along with financial measures, the strategic system also will
monitor customer measures (quality,
flexibility, etc.), business process mea-

sures (e.g., process setup time), human resources measures, and other
stakeholder measures.
Benchmarking is the search for
those best practices that will lead to superior performance. Establishing operating targets based on the best possible industry practices is an important
component in pursuit of success.
"Tools and Techniques for Effective
Benchmarking" will provide help in
planning and deploying a benchmark ing study. The concepts, techniques,
and case study will be structured to apply to manufacturers and service orga75

nizations of all sizes in all business sectors and to governmental organizations. Targeted to benchmarking
team leaders, facilitators, and liaison
personnel, the SMA will help those

accounting for mortgage servicing
rights and the securitization of mortgage loans. It would amend SFAS 65,
which addresses mortgage banking
activities. Comments are requested by
September 30.
Mortgage servicers frequently acquire the rights to service loans for
others for a fee by purchasing or originating loans. They then sell the
loans while retaining the rights to service them. The accounting by mortgage servicers under Statement 65 differs depending on whether (a) a mortgage loan is purchased from others
and then resold, retaining the servicing rights, or (b) the loan is originated
in -house and then sold. With current

persons:
• Integrate management's strategic

plans with the team's need for a realistic and manageable benchmarking project;
• Analyze how a process flows across
functional areas;
• Develop a conceptual framework
for identifying and organizing pro-

cess performance measures;
• Structure an approach to effective
information gathering; and
• Make significant comparisons between metrics collected.
Both projects are scheduled for
completion by January 1995.

FASBNEWS
he Financial Accounting Standards Board issued a proposed
Statement that would specify the

generally accepted accounting princi-

ples in this area thus dependent on
the source of acquisition of mortgage
rights, divergent accounting for similar assets results. The new proposal
would eliminate the accounting distinction between purchased and originated mortgage servicing rights. For
a copy of the Exposure Draft,
contact the FASB Order Department,
401 Merritt 7, P.O. Box 5116, Norwalk, CT 06856 -5116; phone (203) 847-

0700, ext. 555.
On another matter, FASB added a
project to its agenda to address accounting for decommissioning of nuclear power plants. The Board also will
seek information from other industry
groups about removal or site restoration obligations that may be similar to
decommissioning and will consider
whether decisions reached on accounting for decommissioning should
be applied to other industries.

GASBSCHEDULESHEARINGS
he Governmental Accounting
Standards Board has scheduled
public hearings on the financial
reporting model for state and local governments and for governmental colleges and universities. The hearings
will be held around the country in October and November.
The bases for the hearings are two
Invitations to Comment, one for state
and local governments and the other
dealing with colleges and universities.
Comments on the Invitations to Comment are requested by October 31.
Until that date, one copy of each is
available without charge from GASB

Order Department, 401 Merritt 7, E0.
Box 5116, Norwalk, CT 06856 -5116;
phone: (203) 847 -0700, ext. 555.

IFACONPERFORMANCE
REPORTING

Pass without pain.
Pass the very next time, guaranteed, with the
MicroMash CMA REVIEW.
• Complete computerized review for the CMA Exam.
• Available for IBM PC (and compatibles) and Apple Macintosh.
• 100% money -back guarantee you'll pass the next time.
• From the makers of the legendary MicroMash CPA REVIEW!

Don't wait! Call now! 1 -800- 272 -PASS, Ext. 2210!
Get the FREE DEMO disk. Try it for yourself!
The call and the DEMO are absolutely FREE!

*Certain restrictions apply; call for complete details!

0L MicroMash®

he Public Sector Committee of
the International Federation of
Accountants approved for issuance the proposed study, "Performance Reporting by Government
Business Enterprises." IFAC notes
that legislators, government departments, taxpayers, service recipients,
the public in general, and managements of the organizations themselves
have an interest in both the financial
and nonfinancial performance of government business enterprises. The
study is concerned primarily with providing information about both financial
and nonfinancial performance that is
supplementary to primary general purpose financial reports. For further information, contact IFAC at 114 W. 47th
Street, Suite 2410, New York, NY
10036; phone: (212) 302 -5952.

The Accounting Education Software Pubf Sher
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Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Management Accounting Practices.
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COST=CONSCIOUSCONSUMERSSAVEMONEY
WITHNEWPRESCRIPTIONDRUGPROGRAM

f someone told you the price of the
medicine you need to get well has
gone up almost six times the overall
rate of inflation, would you believe it?
According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, that's exactly what happened to
prescription drug prices over the 12 -year
period from 1980 through 1992. Prices
rose 128% at the manufacturing level for
prescription drugs compared with an overall inflation rate of 22`14, for the same period of time. Clearly this rise in prices
affects certain consumers more than others, but we all have received a pharmacy
bill at one time or another that made us
ask if the decimal point was in the wrong
place.

OLDERAMERICANSANDTHOSE
REQUIRINGONGOING
MEDICATIONHITHARDEST
The effects of these price increases on
older Americans are especially acute. In
the March 1994 issue of USA Today
Magazine, Senator David Pryor of
Arkansas cited reports and surveys produced by the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP) which point out
that almost 8 million Americans over age
45 have cut back on food, fuel or other
essentials to afford medications. Over 43%
of those age 55 and over have no coverage
for prescription drugs, leaving them open
to major financial risks should they ever
need the on -going treatment of
high - priced medications. In the over age
75 group, 60% have no coverage.
This problem is equally devastating for
those individuals — children and adults
alike —who depend on "maintenance
drugs" for illnesses such as asthma,
high -blood pressure, arthritis and other
ailments which require on -going medications. In fact, according to an August 1992
Fortunearticle on "...Drugs by Mail," 70%
of all U.S. prescriptions fall into the category of maintenance drugs.

WHATCANCONSUMERSDO
ABOUTPRICEINCREASES?
As a consumer, perhaps the most
immediate question is "What can you do
about rising prescription drug prices ?" In
recent years, huge no- frills buying clubs —
such as the Price Club, Sam's Club and
BJ's —have opened in mid- to large -sized
cities, offering savings on fixxl, dry goods
and other items to members who pay a
nominal fee. Volume purchases and low
overhead allow these clubs to pass along
substantial savings to their members.
However, these clubs usually don't offer
any relief to prescription drug buyers.

DRUGBENEFITPROVIDER
CONTAINSCOSTS
There's actually a annpany doing much
the same thing as these buying clubs in
the prescription drug market. By actively
involving all elements of the pharmacy
community, including drug manufacturers,
pharmacists and a network of independent
and chain retail pharmacies, a company
called MEDNET has developed a cost containment program that provides significant cost savings to its clients. In fact,
MEDNET participants are guaranteed
they'll never pay more than $3.50 over
the wholesale price of any prescription
drug. And unlike most of these general
buying clubs, MEDNET cardholders don't
sacrifice any service. Everything about the
program is "hassle- free." Benefits once
exclusive to first -rate, company - sponsored
plans are now available to cost- conscious
association members, including those
from IMA.

charged to your credit card. If you have
prescription drug or other health insurance which covers a portion of your costs,
MEDNET will even file your claim forms
automatically. The insurance company
will then pay you directly. And if you like
to shop from home, you can often benefit
from even bigger savings thanks to the
MEDNET Mail Service Pharmacy.
Whether you purchase medications on
an "as needed" basis or have a regular
schedule of costly maintenance drugs, the
low annual fee can be more than covered
by the savings you'll see on just one or two
purchases.

he MEDNET Prescription
Drug Plan is fully sponsored
by IMA and brought to you
by the IMA Group Insurance
Program Administrator. For a ftee
MEDNET brochure and application,
or more information about how the
IMA Group Insurance Program can
help you, call the IMA Insurance
Administrator at 1 800 424 -9883, or
(202) 457 -6820 in the Washington,
DC, area. The MEDNET card is
available to all IMA members,
regardless of whether or not you participate in the IMA Group
Insurance Program.

HOWMEDNETWORKS
You're provided with a MEDNET identification card at an annual cost of $17.00
charged to your VISA or MasterCard.
(There is also a one time $5.00 charge for
each additional MEDNET card.)
Once you enroll, simply present your
MEDNET card at a participating local
pharmacy (there are over 45,000 nationwide), and the discounted price of the prescription drugs will be automatically
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ACCOUNTING PROFESSOR

SECRETARY-GENERAL

Ph.D. or Masters + 10 years experience, CPA, CMA, or CIA required. Must qualify for associate
or full professor. Initial screening
9/30/94. Send letter of application, credentials including transcripts, three current references
to:

WHY DO THE
GRUNT WORI9

The IASC is an independent private body, based in London,
working for the improvement and
harmonization of financial reporting worldwide. Its standards are
increasingly used to form the basis of national requirements in
many countries. Reporting to the
Chairman and the Board, the Secretary- General is the Chief Executive and responsible for the effective management of all staff.
Important aspects are providing
the necessary sup port to the
Board, and ensuring the highest
quality of its technical pronouncements and the maintenance of its
due process. This is a high profile
international position, requiring a
person of stature who will liaise
actively at senior level with Governments, regulatory authorities,
stock exchanges, financial institutes and the Profession throughout the world. Candidates must
possess a first class reputation
recognized internationally, and
have earned the respect of senior
practitioners in the field of financial reporting. A qualified accountant with strong technical and
promotional abilities. Candidates
must speak English, but other
languages would be desirable. An
attractive remuneration package
will be negotiated with the successful candidate.
Please reply in confidence to Ham ish Kidd who is advisingon this appointment.

F- O-R- T-U-N -E of Columbia is
an authority in the placement of
Manufacturing Management Accounting professionals nationwide. We conduct searches for
CFO, VP Finance, Controller and
Cost Manager positions in the
$40,000 - $150,000 range. To discuss our current opportunities,
call 803- 788 -8877. You may fax
your resume to 803 - 788 -1509 or
mail to:

Martha A. Farver -Apgar
Director of Personnel
Elizabethtown College
One Alpha Drive
Elizabethtown, PA 17022 -2298
AA/EO

Call me for a "no obligation"
discussion on how we can
save y o u mo n ey o n y ou r
railroad freight bills by negotiating contracts with your
carriers and providing complete customer service, follow up for each car shipped.
Including, pre and post
audits, daily car tracing and
problem resolution.
Ten years of experience has
given us the in depth knowledge that has h elped o u r
clients save money.
Coll
(412) 886 -4841
or Fax
(4 1 2 ) 88 3 - 3 7 3 3
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CLIVE & STOKES
INTERNATIONAL
No.1 Derby Street
London W1Y 7HD
Telephone: 071408 2192

F-O-R-T-U-N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept, MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies
pay our fees.

FINANCIALSERVICES
PROFESSIONAL FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Estate planning, 401k & administration, financial planning, managed money and full brokerage
services.
1. 800. 777.5418
MERRIId. LYNCH
CAPTfAL SOURCES
SERVICES
Professionals helping professionals locate financing sources for:
• Venture Capital
• Leveraged Acquisitions/
Restructurings
• Working Capital
• Commercial Real Estate
• SBA Programs
• Equipment Leasing

Start Your Own Successful
Accounting Firm.
We provide extensive training in
our proven marketing, client processing, practice management
systems. Along with unique proprietary client write -up software.
Over the past 28 years, we've
helped hundreds of accountants
start their own practices. What's
stopping you?
COMPREHENSIVE®
The Accounting Network
1- 800 - 323 -9000
TIRED OF THE CORPORATE
RAT RACE?
Then start your own successful
accounting practice. New Clients,
Inc. has helped hundreds of professionals do just that! Our proven program includes guaranteed
billing, hiring and training of a
marketing staff, internal processing procedures, and much, much
more.
Call 800- 338 -0778
for details.

BOOKS
TRICKS of the TRADE!

No fees if not successful.
FMR
Financial Management
Resources
1- 800 -824 -3467

Discover some easy - to-use problem solving shortcuts in accounting. Saves you time... improves
results. 30-day guarantee. $14.95
($1 shipping). Visa /Disc.
1- 800 - 696 -9777
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STOP!
Before taking your next
physical inventory...
read this book:
Inventory Record Accuracy

Unleashing the Power of
Cycle Counting
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Order today!
• Manuals: operational,
procedure, train, etc
• Custom Software: analysis/
design /development
• Data & Software Storage:
disaster recovery
• New —Load Paper Files onto
CD: faster access, lower
storage costs
CONSULTING WORKS

501 Boston Post Road # 199
Orange, Cr 06477
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Call 702 - 782 -3678
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Oliver Wight /Omneo
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(800) 87 -G LEIM

IMA Education Program
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BUSINESS
SERVICES

Reachhundredsofthousands
ofcorporateaccountantswith
yourproductorservice.
Call our advertising representatives:
Peter McGrath or Jim Hart
Management Accounting
10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
Tel: 1- 800 -638 -4427;
FAX # (201) 573 -0639
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v
Rotes: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommissionoble.

Closing Date:Deadline for copy is 45 days

Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be foxed
to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639.

Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompany each order. Mail copy to Alice Schulman,MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING®,10Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760. Tel.
1.800.638 -4427 Ext. 280.

Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING®Classified.

Display Classified: One - twelfth page (15/8" x 3-1/4")is available at $822.

preceding month of publication.
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RALPH L. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGER H. HERMANSON, EDITORS

WRITING: A NATURAL
PART OFACCOUNTING
BY WANDA I. DELEO, CPA, AND
C.ANGELA LETOURNEAU,CPA
or years, writing teachers have
stressed the importance of formal and informal written communication. Echoing this same sentiment in a 1989 "White Paper" were
managing partners of the nation's largest public accounting firms. Of utmost
importance to partners was the concept that information must transfer
easily between accounting professionals who also have the ability to present
and defend their views to both peers
and clients. In this same document the
partners challenged accounting educators to use new teaching methods that
encourage students to learn by doing—incorporating writing assignments as an important, accepted,
and natural part of most accounting
courses.l
Professionals maintain, and teachers agree, that relevant subject matter
should be kept at the center of the writing process. To bring this concept into
the classroom, we have one approach
that meets the twin goals of improving
communication and keeping relevant
accounting principles as the central
theme of the university accounting
curriculum.
Writing assignments. Our course,Intermediate Accounting, is designed to
include formal writing assignments, a
writing journal, and essay exams. We
emphasize during the first class period
that improving communication skills is
one goal of the course.
Our students are asked to complete
four writing assignments, beginning
80

as the most helpful.
Entries in the journal varied from
brief to numerous and lengthy. We believe there is a direct relationship between the perceived value of the writing journal and student improvement
This semester, use of the journal both
outside and inside class will be increased in an attempt to make better
use of the feedback provided.
Considerations. Students should be
encouraged to view writing assignments as a natural and important part
of a course. Therefore, assignments
should relate directly to material that
is being emphasized in class. Converting textbook problems or cases into
writing assignments works well. Having several short writing assignments
rather than one long paper also has the
advantage of more frequent instructor
feedback with multiple chances for students to correct mistakes.
We included at least two positive
continents on each paper. Most students are very apprehensive about
writing assignments because they do
not feel that they write well. By pointing out what students do well, the instructor improves their self -confidence, and subsequent writing
assignments are perceived as less
intimidating.
We are attempting to increase use
of the writing journal inside class as
well as encourage use outside class.
We are using the same approach in Accounting Principles, Cost Accounting,
and Tax. The number and type of assignments are varied. Making writing
assignments an important and natural
part of each accounting class, keeping
accounting topics as the subject of
these writing assignments, is a logical
way to improve communication
skills.
■
Wanda L DeLeo, CPA, Ph.D., is assistant professor of accounting, School of
Business, Winthrop University, Rock
Hill, S. C.
C. Angela Letourneau, CPA, DBA, is
assistant professor of accounting, School
of Business, Winthrop University, Rock
Hill, S. C.
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is
the ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni Professor and
Regent's Professor at Georgia State
University.
1

Perspectives on Education: CapabilitiesforSuccess
the Accounting Profession,New York: Managing
Partners of the Big Eight Accounting Firms. 1989.
in

TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

with a letter followed by two memos
and a report. The chosen writing assignments represent the written communication expected of accountants.
For example, two of the assignments
require assuming the role of independent accountant Students write letters
responding to inquiries from clients
concerning the best way to handle specific accounting issues. Students also
assume the role of a corporate accountant and write a report or memo to
management on alternative accounting treatments for a particular business transaction. Each writing assignment progresses in difficulty in both
accounting content and required writing ability. The assignments are evaluated based on accounting content and
writing style. Each exam includes one
or more essay questions to emphasize
the relevance of the writing journal and
other writing assignments.
Students are instructed to use the
journal in class as a way to summarize
or respond to specific topics covered,
such as the cost and par value methods
of accounting for treasury stock. The
following class period the students refer to their writing journals to describe
the two accounting methods and discuss the conceptual justifications. The
journal also is used outside class,
with one entry per week required, to
communicate to the professor concerns about the course or specific topics, an added bonus. The instructor
collects the writing journals weekly
and responds to both in- and out -ofclass entries.
When several students voice concerns or questions on the same topic
in their journals, instructors can adjust
the syllabus and address the questionable material. Problems for individual
students can be identified and cleared
up before an exam. Students also appreciate their impact on future classes
as a result of communicating class session shortcomings in their journals. Finally, the in -class assignments allow
the students an opportunity to organize their thoughts and determine
whether they understand enough
about the concept to verbalize it.
Results. As the semester progressed, students' writing skills appeared to improve, perhaps only reflecting an increased understanding of
accounting. Course evaluations, however, disclosed that 81% of the students
identified the formal writing assignments as the learning aid responsible
for their improvement. Of the informal
writing assignments, the writing journal was chosen by 43% of the students
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Accountemps specializes in placing qualified temporary accounting, finance and
information technology professionals. In fact, Accountemps is endorsed by the
Institute of Management Accountants,so you can be sure you
have access to the most qualified financial professionals.
And our Robert Half division can assist you with your
requirements for permanent personnel.
a=MW
Endoned By
Companies have relied on us for professional, prompt
The Institute of

and cost - efficient service since 1948. We have an international network of over 175 offices to serve you. Call your
local office today at (800) 803 -8367.

� ;ounem

he World's Leading Specialist
Temporary Financial Staffinr
01994 Robert Half International Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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